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ABSTRACT
Mathematics held an important place in the first twelve of years of the Educational
Times (1847-1923), and in November 1848 a department of mathematical questions
and solutions was launched. In 1864 this department was reprinted in a daughter
journal: Mathematical Questions with Their solutions from The Educational Times
(MQ). This thesis concentrates on the development of this department from its
inception until 1862, when William John Clarke Miller became its editor; and is
considered in terms of the editors, contributors and mathematics. To facilitate this
research, a source-oriented database using K X E I C O (kleio) software was constructed. It
contains data taken from the questions and solutions and also miscellaneous items
from the journal. Database analysis was used in conjunction with traditional, archival
sources; for example, the respective, previously unknown correspondence of two of
the main contributors, Thomas Turner Wilkinson and Miller.

The development of the department fell into two main periods: the early 1850s when
it was edited by Richard Wilson then James Wharton and had an educational bias; and
the late 1850s when it was dominated by Miller and Stephen Watson who contributed
moderately complex problems of a reasonably high standard on conic sections,
probability and number theory.

In 1850 Miller started contributing with a group of pupils and masters, including
Robert Harley, from the Dissenters' College, Taunton. Another group of contributors
which emerged was one of northern geometers, with whom Wilkinson was connected.
He collaborated with Thomas Stephens Davies on geometry and this influenced his
contributions to the department.

Miller edited the department from 1862 to 1897 and MQ from 1863 to 1897 and made
MO an international journal of renown for its original research. It contained
contributions from some of the most eminent national and international
mathematicians, including Cayley, Sylvester, Hirst and Clifford. The start of this new
phase is briefly introduced and reviewed.
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0 INTRODUCTION

0.1 Scope of the thesis

The startirig point for this thesis was ' A Note on The Educational Times and
Mathematicat Questions" by I. Grattan-Guinness inHistoria Mathematica which
draws attention'to a unique pair of Journals' [Grattan-Guinness 1992 76]. The note
contains a short description of the history and contents of the two Journals and Hsts
some of the eminent mathematical contributors from Britain and abroad. The final
paragraph contains the statement, 'More to the point, however, is that nobody knows
what thèse volumes contain (or what questions were left untackled).' The desire to
begin to analyse the mathematica! activity in thèse Journals formed the impetus for
this project.

Victorian mathematics is an area which has not been very well-served in the literature,
as will be demonstrated in the literature review (see 0.2). Unfortunately this is even
more true for mathematical Journals. In the recent Companion Encyclopedia of the
History and Philosophy of the Mathematical Sciences, E. Neuenschwander remarks at
the beginning of his chapter on mathematical Journals, 'The importance of
professional mathematical Journals for scientific interchange in the present-day
mathematical community is unquestioned. Nevertheless, there has been no
comprehensive study of the historical development of mathematical Journals. The
special studies thus far available on this thème are practically unknown, and are
mainly confined to a single journal. This article can, therefore, provide only a
preliminary overview of the subject, and compile the literature for further research.'
[Neuenschwander 1994 1533-9]. The research in this thesis on the mathematical
Problems in an educational journal thus includes much pioneering work.

The £ T r a n frorn October 1847 until December 1923. A department of numbered
mathematical questions started in August 1849. This soon became a regulär feature
and comprised new questions and some solutions to previous ones. The department
continued, under différent editors, until 1917. The total number of questions
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published was approximateiy 19,000. These questions and solutions lend themselves
to database analysis but due to the amount of material involved a décision had to be
taken as to which years should be analysed. Should the data be sampled at regulär
intervais, for example, every five years, and cover the entire Hfespan of the
department, or be taken from a particuiar period? It was decided to concentrate on the
first years of the department as this vvould shed light upon how and why it came into
being. A glance at the department from the mid 1860s onwards revealed contributions
from many eminent mathematicians; but prior to this the contributors were not
immediately recognisable. In addition the editor of this department was unknown
before the mid 1860s. These gaps in knowledge formed the basis for the specific
questions which the thesis addresses:

1) Why and when was the mathematica! department started in the first place?
Why was there a mathematical department - did mathematics hold a special place in
the ET? What needs did the department aim to satisfy? Who was it aimed at? When
precisely did it start and what were the first questions?

2) Who were the editors of the mathematical department?
Did the editors have any specific aims and/or objectives? Were these actually carried
out? Did the editors contribute any questions/solutions themselves?

3) What was the profile of the mathematical department itself?
How many questions were posed and how many of these were solved? How long did
it take to solve the problems and did this vary over lime? Were there any special subsections of questions and solutions? Did these last throughout the whole period?
How many questions were unsolved and was there any particuiar reason for this?
How many solutions were there per question? How many questions were solved by
their proposer and did this vary over tìme? Were there any trends in the department?
Which contributors were implicated in the différent phases/sections of the department,
and what were their associated mathematical contributions?
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4) What was the constitution of the community of mathematicians actively
contributing to the department?
Were they major or minor mathematicians? Were there any regional or instirutional
networks of mathematicians? What were the main periods and relative time spans of
activity of the contributors? Were any textbooks mentioned in the questions/solutions
which pointed to particular mathematica! communities? Was there évidence of a
community of mathematicians contributing to several Journals? Briefly, was there any
corrélation between the contributors to the department and those involved in the
setting up of the London Mathematical Society (LMS), (founded 1865) or the
Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching (AIGT), (founded 1871)?

5) What kind of mathematics was contained in the department?
What was the level of mathematics in the questions and solutions and how did it
change over time? How does the mathematics in the questions/solutions retlect (or
not) the mathematical activity in Britain? What broad mathematical subject areas did
the questions and solutions fall into? Did any questions specify solution by a
particular method? If so, was this method actually used in the solution? What was
the balance of pure and applied mathematics? Were any new areas of mathematics
developed in the mathematical department?

0.2 Literature review

In 'Notes on some minor English mathematical sériais' by R. C. Archibald published
in 1929 in The Mathematical Gazette [Archibald 1929 379-400], he observes that
many prominent mathematicians contributed questions/solutions to mathematical
Journals. He mentions that although thèse questions were generally not of the greatest
difficulty, they were still reasonably taxing and there were often well-constructed
solutions which were instructive to the reader. He also notes that contribution to thèse
Journals was widespread compared with other countries. He lists many minor
mathematical joumals, giving an outline of their contents, détails of their editors and
on occasions highlighting major contributors. He also indicated further sources of
information. In particular, he highlighted as a main source works by and about
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Thomas Turner Wilkinson (1815-1874). Wilkinsorvs articles in the Méchantes
Magazine, volumes 54-9 1848-1853 form an expansive study of mathematical
Journals, including both weü-known and rare Journals.

Other works on mathematical Journals include shorter summary articles;
'Mathematical Journals' by J.W.L. Glaisher [1880] and 'Notice sur le journalisme
Mathématique en Angleterre' by S.S. Mackay [1893]. The only study of a single
Victorian mathematical journal appears to be T. Perl's study of ' The Ladies ' Diary or
Woman 's Almanack, 1704-1841' [Perl 1979 36-53]. This includes an analysis of the
mathematical catégories of the questions and also a survey of how many were
contributed by women.

Victorian mathematics is not served much better. Studies of Cambridge mathematics
predominate as Cambridge was the mathematical centre of Victorian Britain [GrattanGuinness 1994a 1484]. A History ofthe Study ofMathematics al Cambridge by
W. W. Rouse Ball in 1889 was and still is regarded as a séminal work on Cambridge
mathematics. H . Becher [1980 1-48] discusses William Whewell, the applied
mathematician and philosopher, and Cambridge, where he shaped the mathematical
curriculum. Grattan-Guinness [1985 84-111 ] also discusses mathematics and
mathematical physics at Cambridge from 1815 to 1840 with référence to French
influences.

A more general text on Victorian mathematicians is A. Macfarlane's Lectures on Ten
British Mathematicians of the Nineteenth Century, [1916], which pro vides a snapshot
of the characters and mathematics of ten eminent Victorian mathematicians, mainly
académies. There are a few biographies, including several of the logician George
Boole, including [MacHale 1985], several of William Rowan Hamilton, the
developer of quaternions, including [O'Donnell 1983], and [Hankins 1980], and one
on Augustus De Morgan by his wife [De Morgan 1882].

E.G.R. Taylor's work on The Mathematical Practitioners ofHanoverian England,
1714-1840 [1966] surveys mathematical practitioners - navigators, instrument makers
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and the like, from the early eighteenth Century to almost the mid nineteenth century.
The only major period study of a particular mathematica! subject is J. Richards' book
Mathematical Visions: The Pursuit of geometry in Victorian England [1988]. This
covers both high level geometry by major mathematicians, for example by Arthur
Cayley, and also Euclidean geometry in schools.

Mathematics éducation in England is covered by A History of Mathematics Education
in England by A.G. Howson [1982]. This is in effect a history of nine mathematical
educators. but it also includes valuable information on individuals and movements of
interest in the Victorian era. W. H. Brock and M . H. Price [1980] discuss changes in
mathematical éducation in Victorian Britain in 'Squared paper in the nineteenth
century: instrument of science and engineering, and symbol of reform in mathematical
éducation'. Brock's paper on 'Geometry and the Universities: Euclid and his Modem
Rivais 1860-1901' [1975 21-35] and Price's 'Mathematics in English éducation
1860-1914: Some questions and explanations in curriculum history' [1983 271-84]
cover the attempt by the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching
(AIGT) to remove the Euclidean stranglehold on geometrical teaching. The A1GT
became the Mathematical Association, and the history of both associations is charted
by Price in his work Mathematics for the Multitude? [Price 1994].

V. Chapman's book Professional Roots: The College of Preceptors in British Society
[1985] appears to be the only comprehensive account of the College from its inception
to récent times. It contains many références to the ET but hardly mentions
mathematics. 'The Contribution of the College of Preceptors' was the subject of an
MPhil dissertation by R. Willis at Leeds University in 1994.

0.3 Outline of the thesis

0.3.1 Methodology
There are several différent historiographical approaches which could be employed for
studying the material in the mathematical department of the ET. Possibilities include
the study of a particular mathematical subject, for example geometry, throughout the
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Ufe ot~ the ET. or the contributions of a panicular mathematician throughout the lite or'
the journal. Thèse methods were not chosen here as they address only a part of the
mathematical life of the ET. Instead the mathematical department is studied in a wide
variety of aspects over a defined period of time, August 1849-April 1862.

The archivai methods involved in this thesis will now be summarised. It was initially
extremely difficult to obtain photocopies of the relevant volumes of the £ T a s there
were only rwo known complete sets of the ET in the U K . One was at the British
Library Newspaper Library at Colindale, London, and although it was possible to view
four volumes at a time by prior arrangement, it was prohibitively expensive to
photocopy the material. The other set originally belonged to the College of
Preceptors, and had been stored in an attic on their premises. A more suitable
repository was required for such a unique collection of journals, and the College
allowed its removal to the Institute of Education Archives, in London. For various
reasons it was many months before the volumes were available for inspection by the
general public. This factor introduced considérable delay and inconvenience to the
work undertaken here. When the volumes were eventually accessed, it was possible
to photocopy the mathematical department from each month, and also any other items
of mathematical interest.

0.3.2 Thesis contents
Chapter one provides the mathematical backdrop for this thesis, commencing with a
survey of French mathematics after the revolution of 1789 and then looking at the
influence of French mathematics on the development of the calculus in Britain
resulting in the émergence of the Analytical Society. The teaching of mathematics at
the major British institutions from the 1810stothe 1840s is delineated. Learned
societies and mathematical journals are examined during the same time span. The
major British mathematical developments from the 1840s to the 1860s are reviewed.
Finally, significant mathematical developments from elsewhere are noted. Chapter
two gives the corresponding background information to the inauguration of the
College of Preceptors and the founding of the ET. The place of mathematics generally
in the ET is then surveyed.
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Chapter three investigates the inception of the mathematical department and discusses
the early mathematical editors. Chapter four introduces the construction and analysis
of the database from which results are used in subsequent chapters. Chapters five to
seven are carried out using a top-down approach, starting from the profile of the
department, proceeding to a study of the contributors and lastly the mathematics.
Chapter five takes as its starting point the profile of the mathematical department and
identifies major sections and trends within it. The corresponding contributors and
their mathematics are then discussed . Chapter six starts with the contributors and
scrutinises the community of mathematicians connected with the department and in
tandem considers their mathematics. Chapter seven takes as its starting point the
mathematics in the questions and solutions themselves and considers the range of
subjects covered. Chapter eight summarises the mathematical developments in the
department post 1862, when the daughter journal was launched, and also in the wider
mathematical community with the foundations of the L M S and AIGT. Reflections on
the department observed nearer the end of the nineteenth century are then given. The
status and contents of the department in the latter years is contrasted with that in the
early years. There follows a critique of the database methodology and finally
conclusions are drawn.
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1 BRITISH MATHEMATICS, 1840 TO 1865

1.0 Chapter overview

This chapter provides a backdrop against which to analyse the mathematical material
in the ET and serves to set the work in this thesis in context. The mathematical
problems in the ET need to be evaluated in the context of mathematical development
in Britain from the 1840s to the mid 1860s. Before this can be delineated, the state of
British mathematics at the end of the eighteenth century will be outlined with its
stunted development being seen to be strongly influenced by Newtonian calculus.
This is contrasted with the situation in France where Lagrange's approach to the
calculus used the differential and integral calculus of Leibniz and Euler and stimulated
mathematics generally with important work emerging in analysis, especially in
applications. Following the Revolution of 1789 there appeared several highly
influential institutions in France, particularly the Ecole Polytechnique (1794) which
was to be the breeding ground for many fine pure and applied mathematicians. These
institutions were vital for the training of soldiers and as a consequence the teaching of
science and mathematics was deemed important. Many of them, such as the Ecole des
Ponts et Chaussées were engineering schools. Teaching at these institutions acquired
a professional status and research also abounded. Significant journals appeared that
covered both research and educational mathematics. The major works of most of the
mathematicians of this era are referenced in the ET.

Continental mathematics, particularly Leibnizian and Lagrange's versions of the
calculus, were forcibly brought to the attention of British mathematicians by the
Analytical Society at Cambridge University in 1815. In the light of this, British
mathematics in institutions, journals and education is then surveyed and is compared
with the French situation. The low level of research activity and the predominance of
Euclidean geometry in Britain when compared with France [Grattan-Guinness 1985
84-111] is particularly noted. Major areas of mathematical development from 1840 to
the 1860s are then set out to see whether there is any reference to them in the
problems, and whether the problems contain material of a similar level.
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This chapter does not contain original material and the main sources used are GrattanGuinness (1980) for French mathematics and Howson (1982) and Becher (1980) for
British mathematics. General sources consulted include Kline (1972). Eves (1990)
and Grattan-Guinness (1994).

1.1 Prehistory of British and Continental mathematics

This section begins by studying the independent development of versions of the
calculus by both the Briton Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and the German Willhelm
Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) in the late seventeenth Century. Their work set up the
calculus as a new and powerful method which could be applied to différent areas of
mathematics and used to address a large range of problems. Each man devised his
own new algebraic notation and techniques which were more powerful than just using
geometrical methods and led to the solution of various physical and geometrical
problems. Area, volume and similar problems had previously been approached via
summation methods but both men formed the vital link between these problems and
integration, the reverse process of differentiation. The théories were différent
however, and it is this différence which played a large part in the development of
mathematics in Britain in the eighteenth Century and had ramifications in the early
nineteenth Century.

In 1666, Newton introduced the new concepts of fluent and fluxion, both based on
ideas of motion. A fluent x was a quantity which flowed in time with the fluxion x as
its velocity. He extended these ideas to the realm of geometry in his great work
Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica (1687) where he used the idea of
geometrical quantities in motion. In this scheme, a line is seen as being generated by
a moving point, a plane by a moving line etc. The problem he was trying to solve was
how to discover the rate of change of a particular quantity, given the motion.
Similarly, the converse problem also presented itself to him - how to discover the
motion given the rate of change. In Tractatus de quadratura curvarum (1704)
Newton defìned fluxions in terms of the ratio of finite incréments. The Timits of
prime and ultimate ratios' as he termed them were rooted in a geometrical context
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and were reminiscent of the limiting processes found in the method of exhaustion of
Eudoxus and Archimedes [Guicciardini 1994 310]. Newton also used series,
especially power series, to represent functions. To summarise, Newton's invention of
the calculus was based on the limiting values of ratios of geometrical quantities in
motion and used the notation of x and x.

Leibniz's discoveries regarding the calculus were made in autumn 1675 [GrattanGuinness 1997 244] approach to the calculus was carried out using fundamentally
different notions. His approach to the integral calculus was to take a Cartesian curve
and divide the area below the curve into a series of rectangular strips. He then
calculated the area below the curve as the sum of the rectangles ydx where x is the
abcissa, dx is an infinitesimally small section of the abcissa to the right of x and y is
the ordinate, dx was termed the differential of x, the infinitesimal case of a forward
difference. The slope of the tangent to the curve was given by dy/dx, literally the ratio
of the infinitesimal ordinate dy to the infinitesimal abscissa dx. Leibniz preferred not
to rely upon series and tried to obtain results in finite terms. Thus Leibniz's method
was purely geometrical with no suggestion of motion.

A bitter dispute was instigated in the early eighteenth century by Newton as to
whether Leibniz had appropriated Newton's work. With hindsight it transpires that
Newton carried out much of his work before Leibniz while Leibniz did invent the
calculus independently. At the time these facts were not clear and there was a great
deal of hostility regarding priority of invention. Mathematicians sided with Newton
or Leibniz, with the overall result that mainly continental mathematicians, particularly
the Swiss brothers James and John Bernouilli, supported Leibniz and mainly British
mathematicians supported Newton.

Partly due to this dispute, the reaction of the mathematical world to these differing
methods of using the calculus was marked. Newton's approach was seen as being
logical but with an unwieldy notation whereas Leibniz's method and notation could be
readily used. It was possible however to use Leibniz's method and notation and relate
this to Newton's method and notation. Most eighteenth century mathematicians
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adopted Leibniz's method and notation, especially after the 1740s when Newton's
tradition atrophied after MacLaurin, and Leibniz's influence as a result was huge.
Both approaches were very powerful when applied to problems in mechanics.

Newton's work suffered further attack when Bishop George Berkeley (1685-1753)
criticised Newton's terminology and his methods of proof in a pamphlet entitled The
Analyst in 1734. The Scot Colin Maclaurin (1698-1746) was the chief defender of
Newton's methods in his book .4 Treatise of Fluxions, in Two Books (1742), which
was highly influential in British mathematics. Maclaurin was one of the best
mathematicians of the eighteenth century and published his first major work,
Geometria Organica at the age of twenty one. This work was dedicated to Newton
although it did not make use of fluxions. At the beginning of the eighteenth century
few mathematicians were familiar with fluxions whereas following Maclaurin's work
many other treatises on fluxions appeared. According to Guicciardini Tt was about
the middle of the century that the world of 'philomaths', and, perhaps, some students
in the military academies and universities began to practise with Newton's dots.'
[Guicciardini 1989 55]. Thus the British settled down with their fluxional notation
in the second half of the eighteenth century and the mathematical developments that
did occur were mainly geometrical.

Meanwhile, continental mathematicians built on the analytical methods introduced by
Leibniz. There had been a cessation in the exchange of ideas between Britain and the
Continent due to the priority controversy, and this was to prove devastating to the
development of English mathematics. The result was the stultification of English
mathematics whilst the continental mathematicians forged ahead developing Leonhard
Euler's (1707-83) and Leibniz's analytical methods. 'The isolation of English
mathematicians from their continental contemporaries is the distinctive feature of the
history of the latter half of the eighteenth century [Rouse Ball 1889 117]. In
addition, to replace both Newton's and Leibniz's approaches, Joseph Louis Lagrange
(1736-1813) introduced the concept of functions and their derivatives using Taylor's
series as a means to link a function to its derivative. His approach was mistaken in its
assumption that such a series always existed, but his approach was an important
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development mathematically and influenced French mathematics after the Révolution
of1789.

1.2 French mathematics after the Révolution of 1789

There was a golden era of French mathematics after the Révolution of 1789 which
was to filter through to Britain in the early nineteenth century. Due to the Révolution,
new educational and professional institutions arose in France and thèse were to
become extremely influential in terms of the development of mathematics. Joumals
connected with thèse institutions appeared and also some others which arose
independently [Grattan-Guinness 1988a 208].

1.2.1 The Ecole Polytechnique
The Ecole Polytechnique was a new institution founded 1794 shortly after the
Révolution. It was conceived as an institution for the training of engineers in a broad
sensé, including the military and naval as well as civil and mechanical engineers and
initially bore the name Ecole Centrale des Travaux Publics (Central School for Public
Works). This broad idéal was practically unrealisable as Paris was unsuitable for
training the naval engineers so the function of the Ecole Polytechnique was changed
to one of equipping the engineers with the multifarious techniques they would need,
hence the new name of the Ecole Polytechnique. Mathematics was a core subject,
others being physics, chemistry and engineering.

Of particular interest are the staff of this institution which employed admissions
examiners, also examiners who were responsible for passing or failing students at the
end of each year and lastly teachers. Most importantly, a professeur (teacher) could
not simultaneously be an examinateur (examiner) or vice versa. A table of the key
professeurs and examinateurs is now gîven. adapted from Grattan-Guinness [1988b
201].
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Fig. 1.1 Mathe mat ici ans of interest on the staff of the Ecole Polytechnique
Mathematician

Function

Subject

Time Period

Lagrange

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1794-1799

Lacroix

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1799-1808

Examinateur

Analysis/Mechanics

1808-1815

Laplace

Examinateur

Analysis/Mechanics

1794-1799

Legendre

Examinateur

Analysis/Mechanics

1799-1816

Monge

Professeur

Descriptive Geometry

1794-1810

Poisson*

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1808-1815

Examinateur

Analysis/Mechanics

1815-1840

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1794-1814

Examinateur

Analysis/Mechanics

1816-1838

Professeur

Descriptive Geometry

1810-1816

Professeur

Machines

1818-1831

Cauchy*

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1816-1830

Hachette

Professeur

Descriptive Geometry

1799-1815

Professeur

Machines

1806-1816

Liouville*

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1839-1850

Sturm

Professeur

Analysis/Mechanics

1840-1855

a.

de Prony
ce

Arago*

* represents a graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique, or polytechnicien

Many of the men listed above were highly influential in the development of
mathematics in the early nineteenth century and will now be considered individually
together with their mathematical contributions thèse being: Lagrange, Lacroix,
Laplace, Legendre, Monge, Arago, Poisson, Fourier and Cauchy. Carnot did not teach
or examine at the Ecole Polytechnique but will be considered here alongside Monge.

1.2.2 Major malhematicians connected with the Ecole Polytechnique
As well as his work on the calculus (see below), Lagrange completed two other great
works - Traité de resolution des équations numériques de tous degrés (1767), whîch
used continued fractions to approximate the real roots of an équation and his
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impressive Méchanique analitique (1788). which presented statics and dynamics on
terms of solely algebraic principles such as that of least action. He also wrote
important papers on number theory, and his work on the theory of equations inspired
Evariste Galois (1811-1832) to develop group theory.

Lagrange's position as a founding professor of the Ecole Polytechnique gave him a
platform to teach the calculus using his own algebraic methods. He described them
fully in his Théorie des fonctions analytiques (1797) and Leçons sur le calcul des
fonctions (1806). Lagrange contributed enormously to the high mathematical standard
at the Ecole Polytechnique. He was succeeded as professeur by Sylvestre François
Lacroix (1792-1867). Lacroix developed a love of mathematics which was
encouraged by Monge. He was also deeply influenced by the philosophers the
Marquis de Condorcet (1743-94) and the Abbé de Condillac (1714-60). He was an
outstanding textbook writer but did not produce any research level mathematics of
note. Lacroix wrote an influential textbook on the calculus which compared all three
methods: Traite du calcul différentiel et du calcul integral (three volumes 1797-1800
and second edition 1810-1819). the differentials of Leibniz being prominent. In the
early nineteenth century this book was to have profound effects on a group of men at
Cambridge - the Analytical Society (see 1.1.2 below).

Pierre Simon Laplace (1749-1827) was a contemporary of Lagrange and published
two considerable works - Traité de mécanique céleste (5 volumes 1799-1825) on
theoretical astronomy and Théorie analytique de probabilités (1812 and later editions)
on probability. Other work included geodesy and differential equations.

Adrien-Marie Legendre (1752-1833) produced important work in both elementary and
higher mathematics. His Eléments de Géométrie (1794) was an attempt to resolve
ambiguities with Euclid's parallel postulate (the fifth) and contained Euclid's
propositions in a clearer and more understandable form. The seminal English
translation was made by John Farrar of Harvard University and a further one was
made by the Scot Thomas Carlyle which was later revised and used extensively in
America. In higher mathematics, Legendre published the seminal Essai sur ta théorie
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des nombres ( 1797-8) on number theory. Between 1811 and 1819 he produced
Exercices du calcul intégral in three volumes on the integral calculus. He extended it
in the three volume Traité des fonctions elliptiques et des intégrais Eulériennes
( 1825-32) which covered elliptic functions and beta and gamma functions. Together
with Lagrange, Lacroix and Laplace, Legendre formed part of the theoretical
mathematical backbone of the Ecole Polytechnique, the first two as professeurs of
Mechanics and the second two as examinateurs of Mechanics. Lacroix being
professeur then examinateur.

The founding professeur of descriptive geometry was the geometer Gaspard Monge
(1746-1818). Monge became a physics instructor at the Collège in Lyon when only
sixteen. Monge's geometrical methods were initially classified as secret by the
military and withheld from the public but were later disseminated as descriptive
geometry and were to have a significant effect on the development of geometry in the
nineteenth century. During the restoration of 1816 he was removed from the Institut
de France in retribution for his close alliance with Napoléon.

At the Ecole Polytechnique Monge proved himself an exceptional teacher and he
inspired a generation of talented geometers including Jean Victor Poncelet (17881867). In addition to his Traité de Géométrie Descriptive (1799) he also produced a
foundational work in differential geometry - Application de I Analyse a la Géométrie
(1795) which contained the concept of lines of curvature of a surface. Monge also
contributed enormously to the field of solid analytic geometry as a result of his
lectures.

Lazare Nicolas Marguerite Carnot (1753-1823) studied at Mézieres under Monge. He
was not a professeur or examinateur at the Ecole Polytechnique but is considered here
as his work complements that of Monge. He composed his Géométrie de position and
Essai sur la théorie des transversales in exile. His son Hippolyte became minister of
public instruction in 1848.
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Siméon-Denis Poisson (1781-1840) was appointée as professeur of Mechanics after
Lacroix. He entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1798 where his ability was noticed by
Lagrange and Laplace. After graduating he obtained a post as a professeur. Poisson's
work was mainly on differential équations and fonctions and elasticity, electricity and
magnetism, probability theory and physical astronomy. His main books were Traité
de mécanique (1811 and 1833) Théorie nouvelle de l'action capillaire (1831), Théorie
mathématique de la chaleur (1835) and Recherches sur la probabilité (1837).

Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier ( 1768-1830) was also an applied mathematician. He
attended the Ecole Normale and made such a good impression that he was offered an
assistant teaching post at the Ecole Polytechnique. He was a close friend of Monge
and taught for a short while at the Ecole Polytechnique. He produced new work in the
area of heat in 1807 which was eventually published in 1822 as Traité analytique de
la chaleur. This work was later to inspire the great British applied mathematicians
William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) (1824-1907) and James Clerk Maxwell (18311

79). He also introduced 'Fourier séries in the course of the Traité analytique de la
chaleur. Thèse séries have proved invaluable in a vast range of applied mathematical
problems.

Gaspard Clair François Marie Riche de Prony (1755-1839) studied at the Ecole des
Ponts et Chaussées and in an active engineering career directed a monumental project
to produce new décimal tables {Tables du Cadastre) for use with the new metric
system. De Prony was an engineer cf distinction and a gifted teacher. He cultivated
contacts with foreign engineers but did not appear to visit Britain. Charles Babbage
(see 1.1.2 below) would have heard of De Prony's enormous task when he visited
Paris in 1819; this was to have a profound effect on Babbage [Campbell-Kelly and
Aspray 1996 11].

Dominique François Jean Arago (1786-1853) entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1803
and became a professeur there in 1810, holding the office of secrétaire to the Bureau
des Longitudes in 1805. His chief interests were in optics, astronomy and geophysics,
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aided in the latter by his friend Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859). He was a
capable mathematician but made his mark with his entrepreneur!al work.

Augustin Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) entered the Ecole Polytechnique in 1805 and
then moved on to study at the Ecole des Ponts et Chausées afcer which he was an
active engineer for a while. He studied the monumental works of Laplace and
Legendre. Cauchy was made a professeur of analysis and mechanics at the Ecole
Polytechnique in 1816. He brought great rigour to pure mathematics and he
particularly tightened up the area of analysis with his work on the divergence and
convergence of infinité séries. He also contributed to real and complex function
theory, déterminants, probability, mathematical physics and differential équations.
Following the restoration of 1816 he was appointed to the re-formed Académie des
Sciences without having to undergo the uncertain process of élection. After the
révolution of 1830 he had to leave the Ecole Polytechnique but he took up his
professorship again in 1848, the intervening years having been spent in exile in Turin
and Prague.

This concludes the brief survey of major mathematicians involved with the Ecole
Polytechnique, aithough it must be stressed that thèse are only a few of a large
contingent. Mathematicians at the Ecole Polytechnique will now be considered who
were involved with journals - Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette (1769-1834), Joseph
Liouville (1809-1882) and Jacques Charles François Sturm (1803-1855).

1.2.3 Journals connected with the Ecole Polytechnique or its staff
The Journal Polytechnique was launched in 1795 and swittly bore the title Journal de
l'Ecole Polytechnique. It contained the lecture notes of the Ecole but rapidly became
effectively a research journal in pure and applied mathematics serving the highpowered mathematicians working there. The situation was redressed by Hachette in
1804 who started the Correspondance sur l Ecole Impériale Polytechnique. This
included gênerai news of the Ecole and articles appropriate for the students to read,
some being submitted by current or recently-graduated students. The journal
continued until 1816 when Hachette was retired. According to [Grattan-Guinness
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1990 93] Both the Journal and the Correspondance seem to have been quite widely
circulated.'

Joseph Diaz Gergonne (1771-1859) commenced his Annales de mathématiques pures
et appliquées in 1810, to address the same lacks as Hachette's Correspondance above.
Gergonne's Annales paid attention to 'pedagogical concerns as well as to research
interests' [Grattan-Guinness 1990 194], This journal ran until 1832 and contained
many articles by Gergonne who used his own name or the pseudonym - 'a subscriber".

Gergonne's Annales were to inspire Liouville who read them at the âge of 15 and was
sufficiently able mathematically to write his own comments about their contents.
Liouville graduated from the Ecole Polytechnique in 1825 and then moved on to the
Ecole des Ponts et Chausées. In 1836 he decided to launch a journal Journal des
Mathématiques pures et appliquées.

He wanted this to be devoted entirely to

mathematics and from the beginning it was a high level journal aimed at mathematical
research and not pedagogy or elementary mathematics. 'Liouville's journal, as it was
known, turned out to be like Crelle's in its level. and from the start it emulated its
German predecessor in international importance and renown' [Grattan-Guinness 1990
1227]. The German August Leopold Crelle (1780-1855) had launched the Journal fiir
die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Journal for pure and applied mathematics) in
1826. He hoped to attract abroad range of mathematical articles but soon Crelle's
journal, as it was informally known, became filled with pure mathematical articles.

Liouville's journal was preceded by another French journal when Audebart, Baron de
Ferrusac began his Bulletin général et universal des annonces et des nouvelles
scientifiques in 1823. It was re-shaped in 1824 as the Bulletin universel des sciences
et de l'industrie. This normally appeared monthly and contained abstracts, reviews
and original articles on ail aspects of science, technology and medicine, including
mathematics. Most importantly it covered material from other countries. The Swiss
Sturm succeeded Ferrusac as editor for four volumes of the séries Sciences
mathématiques, astronomiques, physiques et chimiques.
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m 1831 the Journal officiel de l instruction publique appeared. containïng détails or"
life at the Université plus wider educational news from France and abroad. There
were also book reviews, articles and reports of meetings at the Académie. As it was
not an officiai publication, it underwent a name change to the Journal général de
l'instruction publique in 1834.

The Nouvelles annales de mathématiques appeared in 1842 and was edited by Olry
Terquem and Camille Gerono. This journal was pitched at the same mathematical
levé! as Hachette's Correspondance and Gergonne's Annales, but its sub-title revealed
that it was specifically for the candidates to the Ecole Polytechnique and Normale.
The Archiv der Mathematik und Physik had appeared in Germany the previous year
with similar aims.

In 1835 the Académie des Sciences launched the Comptes rendus de l'Académie des
Sciences which contained the reports of its weekly meetings plus détails of members'
and non-members' papers.

A summary of thèse Journals in chronological order is given in fig. 1.2

Fig. 1.2
Journal

Launch

Journal de l'Ecole

1795

End

Editor

initially student then

Polytechnique
Corresponance sur

Orientation

research.
1804

1816

Hachette

student

1810

1832

Gergonne

student and research

Ferrusac then

diverse scientific

Sturm

material

l'Ecole Impériale
Polytechnique
Annales de
mathématiques
pures et appliquées
Bulletin général et
universal...

1823
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research
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Student
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1842

de mathématiques
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Student
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1.2.4 Other institutions
After the Revolution, the Académie des Sciences was replaced by the Institut de
France, which contained several classes, that of the mathematical and physical
sciences being the principal. The Académie was restored in 1818 after the fall of
Napoléon.

In 1810 Napoléon founded the 'Université Impériale de France ' to replace the old
system of universités that disappeared in 1793. Its remit included training for
teachers. It included the Ecole Normale, an élite institution and reincarnation of an
institution of the same name which had started in 1795 but ran for only four months.
By mid Century it began to gain significance for science and mathematics.
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After they had graduated from the Ecole Polytechnique, students attended the 'écoles
d'application '. There were two major écoles d'application which are particularly
noteworthy here - the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussées, founded in 1747, and the Ecole
des Mines, both of which continued relatively unchanged throughout the Revolution.
The Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers was founded in 1793 to cater for teaching at an
elementary level and also to house equipment. This low-key activity continued until
1819 when it was reformed by Arago who introduced three new chairs, one being in
geometry and one in mechanics. The polytechnicien Dupin occupied this chair and
propounded many current theories in mechanics. Poncelet became its Directeur in
1849. The three écoles above served the area of engineering, but did not address
commerce or industry. This was rectified in 1829 by the founding of the Ecole
Centrale des Arts et Manufactures. Mechanics and engineering were taught here, in
addition to chemistry and chemical technology. Liouville being one of the
mathematics professeurs.

The above survey shows the vibrancy of French mathematics after the Revolution.
There were numerous mathematicians of a very high calibre and the new institutions
encouraged research in higher mathematics, new courses to be developed in
mathematics and new journals for the dissemination of this material. It was a halcyon
period. The confluence of military and mathematical education in the institutions
above resulted in 'the growth of the professionalization of science' [Grattan-Guinness
1988b 210]. Moving back to England, a very different scenario was apparent.

1.3 The Analytical Society and other reforms

Returning to the issue of the calculus in Britain, the influence of Robert Woodhouse
(1773-1827), who obtained his M . A . at Cambridge in 1798, is now outlined. He
became a fellow of Gonville and Caius College, was the Moderator of the Tripos for
some years and later concentrated on astronomy. He was greatly influenced by
Lagrange's approach to the calculus and agreed with him on many points His views
on the calculus appeared in his book The Principles of Analytical Calculation (1803)
s

and (t)hrough him the British came into contact with the Lagrangian algebraical
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school'[Guicciardini 1989 129]. This had a reforming effect on British mathematics
which unfortunately did not percolate down to students, even though Woodhouse was
interested in teaching. Disgruntled students at Cambridge felt forced to take the
initiative themselves and the Analytical Society was formed at Cambridge in 1812
with Charles Babbage at the helm.

Charles Babbage (1791-1871) was the son of a banker and received his education,
unfortunately not of a high standard, at Totnes grammar school. Due to his wide
reading of mathematics textbooks he became a fine self-taught mathematician. He
had heard of Lacroix's great treatise on the calculus, the Traite du calcul differentiel et
du calcul integral and on his way up to Cambridge University in 1810 he decided to
go to London and purchase it. Due to the Napoleonic wars, French books were rare
and expensive in England and this book was much more costly than Babbage had
imagined. However, he purchased it and read it avidly upon arriving in Cambridge.
At Cambridge Babbage had hoped to receive guidance from the mathematical tutors
on any mathematical difficulties he came across during his reading. He was deeply
disappointed to discover that not only could his tutors not answer his questions, but
also that some of them appeared not to be familiar with the textbooks or the
mathematics they contained and merely directed Babbage to turn instead to the
elementary mathematics that would appear in the Cambridge exams.

One source of consolation to Babbage was that he now had access to papers from the
academies of Berlin, Paris and Petersburg via the Cambridge libraries. In October
1811 he purchased eight volumes of the Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique. Babbage
noticed the continental notation in Woodhouse's book on analytical calculation and
also in Lagrange's Theorie des fond ions analytiques (1797). He then vigorously took
up this notation and helped form the 'Analytical Society' in 1812 which advocated the
'd-ism' of Leibniz as opposed to the 'Dot-age' of Newton' [Hyman 1982 24] which
was enshrined in Cambridge teaching. Two other notable members of this society
were George Peacock (1791-1858) and John Herschel (1792-1871). This society
wished to influence the teachers at Cambridge to accept continental versions of the
calculus, and they translated a treatise of Lacroix' textbook on the calculus (a much
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shorter version of his Traité). The society folded in 1814, having provoked outrage at
Cambridge, but the reforms they wished to occur did come about but in a more
measured and circumspect manner [Hyman 1982 20-7]. Babbage went on to
mathematical research in algebras before turning to calculators, Herschel also
researched in these areas before he carried on his father's astronomica! work. and
Peacock remained at Cambridge working on the foundations of algebra which vvere
influenced by Woodhouse's work on the calculus. According to Guicciardini [1989
137], '(the) most important contribution from the Analytical Society's members was
that they initiated a trend of research which characterized much of British
mathematics up to Arthur Cayley (1821-1895) and George Boole (1815-1864). The
Memoirs of the Analytical Society were centred on the calculus of Operators and on
functional équations.'

Cambridge was not the only centre of reform; the continental influence had also
reached Scotland and Ireland. In Scotland, despite a geometrical tradition, John
Playfair (1748-1819) advocated the study of analytical mathematics and used
Laplace's techniques in his astronomy lectures in Edinburgh. His work on the history
of mathematics disparaged the fluxional tradition, and this made an impression on
James Ivory (1765-1842) who went on to work on elliptic intégrais and especially
potential theory.

Reformers at Dublin university were influenced by the works of Laplace and this
brought about a change in their applied mathematics teaching. John Brinkley (17631835) was connected with both the Cambridge and Dublin reforms as he was educated
at Cambridge then played a key role in the Dublin reforms as the holder of the
Andrews chair of Astronomy at Trinity College. A key mathematician of this school
was William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865), who already produced important work in
his teens (see 1.6.3).
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1.4 British mat hématies and higher éducation

* Wheri we turn to England, we find no single institution which offers points of
comparison with the Ecole Polytechnique in every particular. If we consider the
latter as a school of engineers, and especially of military engineers, we can only
find the Academy at Woolwich with which to compare it. But if we view the
French school as an institution in which the higher mathematics are so taught as
to produce teachers and investigators, we must consider it as occupying the
position which in our country is filled by the University of Cambridge.*
[Augustus De Morgan 1835a 334]

1.4.1

Cambridge

Following the account of the entry of Continental mathematics into Britain, a brief
general survey of mathematics éducation in Britain will now be given. Cambridge
was by far the most influential institution in the eighteenth century and the state of
mathematics in Cambridge reflected the general standard in Britain with no
outstanding developments. The teaching of mathematics at Cambridge was also not
of a high standard and passing the examinations was given undue stature. The
7

examination was entitled the 'Tripos after the three-legged stool of an erstwhile
examiner. In the early part of the nineteenth century there were three classes of
graduate - 'wranglers', 'senior optimes' and 'junior optimes'. 'Poil men' were those
holding a non-honours poil degree. The wranglers took extra exams of a higher level.
Encouragement for mathematics was provided by the institution of a prize for
attainment in mathematics by Robert Smith in 1770. However, as can be seen from
Babbage's expérience, even with such an incentive, the level of mathematics was not
always high.

In the 1820s the innovations brought in by the Analytical Society had an effect on new
générations of undergraduates, particularly via Peacock's teaching. George Biddell
Airy (1801-1892), Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871) and William Whewell (17941866) were among the first students to be influenced whilst Arthur Cayley, James
Joseph Sylvester (1814-1897), George Green (1793-1841), William Thomson and
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George Gabriel Stokes (1819-1903) were major students in the 1830s and 1840s.
Rouse Ball [1889 128] stated 'The character of the instruction in mathematics at the
university has at all times largely depended on the text-books then in use*. New
textbooks arrived outlining these developments. and Whewell's books on mechanics
were especially influential as they applied new philosophical thinking and
mathematical techniques to Newtonian mechanics. Whewell was very influential
within Cambridge in the 1840s as Master of Trinity College. Research papers were
published with the Royal Society or in the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, which was started in 1819; the Philosophical Magazine took
shorter papers. These were effectively the Cambridge mathematical joumals, the
Cambridge (and Dublin) Mathematical Journal (1839-54) appearing later (see 1.5.1).

Whewell's strong influence on the development of both the puré and applied
mathematics curricula at Cambridge will now be considered in detail. Returning to
the development of the calculus, it was seen above that the French mathematicians
had developed analytical methods for the calculus as opposed to their British
counterparts who still adhered to synthetic-geometric ones. In particular, the applied
mathematicians Lagrange and Laplace applied analysis to mechanics. The anaíysts of
the French school mistrusted geometrical derivations because the intuitive approach
they represented produced inconsistencies within analysis and so had restricted use.
To counter these difficulties, anaíysts turned instead to algebraic foundations [Becher
1980 1-2]. This wariness of geometry by the French anaíysts contrasts strongly with
the British love of geometry, particularly Euclidean, and shows the lines of
demarcation which to a certain extent polarised mathematics in the two countries.

Analysis may have been a preferable method for the French to use, but it was not
without its difficulties. For a student to use analysis, it had to be taught concertedly not quickly or superficially. This posed no problem in France where the propounders
of analysis were also ardent teachers - for example, Cauchy. The French professeurs
did lecture and some also wrote text books and course material. Their courses
equipped students to take up a career in mathematics. The situation was entirely
different at Cambridge where the emphasis was on a liberal education with
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mathematics at it centre. The chief runction of mathematics was felt to be for training
the mind, and geometry was the principal tool for achieving this end. After
graduation, a Cambridge graduate may take up one of a number of professions, so
there was no notion of training up mathematicians, as there was in France. Thus the
mathematics that was taught at Cambridge had to be simple to understand, appeal to
the intuition and address the traditional problems in mixed mathematics [Bêcher 1980
10].

After the reforms brought about by the Analytical Society, it became increasingly
difficult for the curriculum to cover both the new analysis and the old eighteenth
century geometry. The resuit was a de-stabilising effect on the mathematical Tripos.
Whewell was the prime mover in restoring the mathematical equilibrium. Whewell
studied at Trinity College, was second wrangler in 1816 and became a Fellow of
Trinity in 1817. He was a college tutor from 1818 to 1839, professor ofìvloral
Philosophy from 1837 to 1855 and Master of Trinity from 1841 to 1866. He was
responsible for the introduction of Continental mechanics at Cambridge. He pressed
for the continued expansion of applied mathematics in the curriculum in the 1830s,
but he felt that a similar expansion of analysis, especially pure analysis would destroy
the foundations of a liberal éducation. He then became a tierce Opponent of the
analysis that had come to dominate the curriculum in his eagerness to défend a 'liberal
éducation'. To this end he wrote textbooks and tracts and sought to influence
University institutions. His ideas were generally realised [Becher 1980 3].

At the beginning of the nineteenth century passing the hardest Tripos exams required
the ability to answer taxing mathematical problems at speed. The ablest students
would have private tuition to get through this hurdle and the Student who performed
best earned the prestigious title of 'senior wrangler'. (Even though éducation at
Cambridge was intended to be 'liberal', classics did not form a part of the Tripos until
1827 when the Classical Tripos began. A Moral Sciences Tripos and a Natural
Sciences Tripos were inaugurated in 1851 but before any of these three Triposes could
be attempted it was necessary to pass the elementary mathematical exam that poll-men
took.) The curriculum at the beginning of the nineteenth Century contained algebra,
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trigonometry, arithmetic, geometry, fluxions, hydrostatics, astronomy, optics and
mechanics based on the geometric approach of Newton's Principia. Analysis, beyond
elementary trigonometry and algebra, comprised fluxions, based on and applied to
geometry and mixed (applied) mathematics, and the indiscriminate use of infinite
series. There was no trace of abstract algebraic analysis of the continental type, pure
or applied, in the curriculum [Becher 1980 7]. At this time, the pure mathematics
text books in use were Euclid, Samuel Vince's Trigonometry and Conic sections,
William Dealtry's The Principles of Fluxions: Designed for the Use of Students in the
University, the beginning of Newton's Principia and lastly James Wood's Algebra
which contained a section on analytic geometry. For applied mathematics they used
!

Wood's Optics and Mechanics, Vince's Hydrostatics and Astronomy and Newton s
Principia. These textbooks made use of geometrica! diagrams instead of algebraic
formulae as these were felt to be clear, obvious and easily understood by the student.
This obsession with the geometrical, however, stopped British mathematicians being
able to tackle continental analysis.

Robert Woodhouse, however, did see the benefit of the Lagrangian algebraic approach
to the calculus, as outlined in 1.1.2, but his book The Principles, above, did not
become a standard text at Cambridge. However, following the efforts of the
Analytical Society (see 1.1.2), in 1817 George Peacock used continental notation in
the Tripos and the Analytical Society's translation of Lacroix' work replaced the
fluxional texts as the standard work. Whewell used continental methods in his
Elementary Treatise on Mechanics (1819) which then became the standard text and
also in his Treatise on dynamics (1823). Whewelfs emphasis, however, was to keep
analysis as a tool for applied mathematics and to accentuate the practical aspect of
applied mathematics via geometrical diagrams. Pure mathematics was to be
subservient to applied during Whewell's time at Cambridge.

Textbooks on analytic geometry began to be used at Cambridge, beginning with Henry
Parr Hamilton's in 1826. This was not initially a success as it included diagrams in
the appendix. A version in 1828 contained conic sections derived using a focus and a
directrix, with equations of the second degree dealt with at the end of the book. John
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Hymers work on analytic geometry published in 1837 became the standard text. He
used general transformation techniques and presented equations of the second degree
in a more general manner than Hamilton had done. Hymers pointed the student
towards analytic methods and away from synthetic. Peacock's Treatise on Algebra
(1830) became standard but he did not pursue rigour in analysis as Cauchy did in
France by rejecting diverging infinite series. Hymer's book Treatise on differential
Equations and on the Calculus of Finite Difference [1839] similarly became standard
but it lacked rigour. Matthew O'Brien's book on calculus of 1842 was the most
rigorous to be used at Cambridge. O'Brien moved from Cambridge to the Royal
Military Academy at Woolwich (see 1.4.3). in the late 1830s and early 1840s,
Cambridge students had excellent texts in analytic geometry, algebra, and calculus,
which had continental techniques and procedures but not continental foundations.
Newtonian mathematics was not studied, and only about one in seven questions
required synthetic-geometric solutions. Students spent their time instead on studying
algebraic operations [Becher 1980 23], This curriculum produced the excellent
mathematicians of the 1830s and 1840s mentioned above.

However, Whewell was uneasy that pure mathematics was dominating the curriculum.
He turned against analysis seeing it as artificial when compared to Euclidean geometry
and inclined instead to the geometrical mathematics of the eighteenth century. He
effected a reform of the Tripos in 1848 whereby students studied elementary
mathematics comprising Euclid, arithmetic, elementary trigonometry and algebra,
conic sections treated geometrically, dynamics, elementary' statics, hydrostatics
without calculus, elementary optics and the beginning of Newton's Principia for two
years. This material was covered in a textbook by Harvey Goodwin in 1846. More
able students would study algebra, differential and integral calculus, analytic
geometry, hydrostatics, mechanics, advanced astronomy and optics. Students would
use compilations of earlier works when studying this material. The ablest students
would read whole works - Newton's Principia, Euler's Mechania, Lagrange's Theorie
des fonctions and his Mécanique analytique, Monge's Application de l'algèbre à ta
géométrie and Laplace's Mécanique céleste. Although a sound collection, this list
included no current work on analytic geometry or algebra. Whewell did not wish
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them to study the tatest developments by mathematicians such as Poisson and Cari
Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) in Journals and memoirs but rather concentrate on solid
texts. This contrasted sharply with continental practice where research material was
included in lectures. In the 1840s in Cambridge, students were so occupied with their
private tutors that they did not even attend lectures.

The reforms mentioned above were scrutinized by a Parliamentary Commission in
1850 which was concerned with administrative Statutes and the curriculum of the
universities of both Oxford and Cambridge. 'When interviewed by the
Commissioners, most Cambridge mathematicians agreed that (1) the scope of the
Tripos had become too extensive before the restrictions imposed by the mid-century
reforms, (2) the peak of the analytic revolution had been reached approximately ten
years previously, (3) the examinations had become too analytic to the détriment of
fixing physical principles, and (4) the régulations of 1848 had made mathematical
studies more geometrie and less analytic. In general those who had contributed little
to mathematical research voiced uniform approvai of the reforms. The attention of
students was no longer unduly fixed upon the dextrous use of symbols, to the neglect
of natural relations in the application of mathematics to physical subjects.' [Becher
1980 40]. In their report of 1852 the commissioners supported Whewell's stance in
upholding geometrical methods and using analytical methods merely as a tool for
applied mathematics. By 1854, the Tripos questions contained a majority of applied
mathematics and problems requiring algebraic solutions were outnumbered by those
requiring synthetic-geometric solutions, including Newtonian ones which made up
more than forty percent of the examination. Geometry was emphasised over algebra,
intuition over abstract rigour, problem-solving over mathematical processes, Newton
over Lagrange and Whewell over O'Brien [Becher 1980 42]. Thus by the 1850s
mathematics at Cambridge lagged behind the continent again in the area of pure
mathematics although Whewelf s approach did produce many fine applied
mathematicians including Thomson, Stokes and his Student J. C. Maxwell.

Mathematics at Oxford, where it had been neglected, contrasted sharply with that at
Cambridge [Howson 1982 126], 'Even in 1850, Responsions, an examination held
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;

between the third and seventh terms of the undergraduate s residence [at Oxford],
demanded only Euclid, Books 1 and 2, or algebra to simple équations; vvhilst
Moderations, an intermediate examination taken between Responsions and the final
degree examination, asked for the first three books of Euclid and 'the first part' of
algebra or, as an alternative to mathematics, logie. 'Pure mathematics' was only for
those few who read for mathematica! honours' [Howson 1982 112]. Such a syllabus
was not designed to engender mathematical expertise in the Oxford students.

1.4.2 The London collèges
The universities of Oxford and Cambridge werejoined in 1826 by the London
University. This had secular foundations which were radically différent to those of
Oxford and Cambridge and as a resuit it was viewed with caution by the
Establishment and refused a Royal Charter. A rival institution, King's College, was
set up in London in 1829 and this was pro-Establishment. Conformity to the thirty
nine articles of the Church of England was a necessary pre-requisite to membership of
King's College, as it was for membership of Oxford and Cambridge. However, unlike
Oxford and Cambridge, neither the London University nor King's College London
could confer their own degrees. This situation changed in 1836 with the setting up of
the University of London to examine students from the two London collèges and
elsewhere. The London University changed its name to University College London to
avoid confusion [Rice 1996 377].

Augustus De Morgan became the first mathematics professor at both London
University in 1828 and University College London in 1837, having resigned his
position in at the London University in 1831 over a matter of principle. He remained
at University College London until 1866 when he again resigned on a matter of
principle. Students on his mathematics course were split into four groups, two junior
and two senior, each having a lower and higher division. The junior classes covered
simple arithmetic and algebra, the first six books of Euclid, solid geometry and plane
trigonometry. The senior classes covered spherical trigonometry, conic sections,
applications of algebra to geometry, higher algebra, differential and integral calculus
and their applications, differential équations, the calculus of variations and some
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probability theory. His pupils also referred to lessons in number theory, theory of
equations, and double algebra [Rice 1996 380], De Morgan had very strong views
regarding the teaching of mathematics and was against his students 'cramming" to
pass examinations. Although educated at Trinity College Cambridge himself, being
fourth wrangler in 1827, he deplored the Cambridge Tripos with its emphasis on
solving difficult problems and preferred the Oxford system where the student was
gauged on his knowledge of the subject rather than his performance compared to his
peers.

University College was thus dominated in its early years by De Morgan and he was
responsible for teaching some pupils who were later to become distinguished,
including the politician and writer Walter Bagehot (1826-1877) and the logician
William Stanley Jevons (1835-1882).
'Other notable De Morgan pupils include the prolific textbook author, Isaac
Todhunter (1820-1884); Cambridge Tripos coach, E.J. Routh (1831-1907); and
originator of the Four Colour Problem, Francis Guthrie ( 1831 -1899)

Among

De Morgan's last students were the astronomer Arthur Cowper Ranyard (18451894), and the Professor's own son, George Campbell De Morgan (1841-1867).
These two men were jointly responsible for the founding of the University
College Mathematical Society in 1864. This quickly evolved into the London
Mathematical Society and continued to meet at University College with
professor De Morgan as its first president throughout its first two years.

The Society's second president, by coincidence, had also been one of De
Morgan's first students, albeit briefly, when the college first opened for lectures
in October 1828. The Jewish mathematician, James Joseph Sylvester attended
De Morgan's lectures at the new London University for its first five months at
the age of only 14. Yet even during this short period of time he made a
substantial impression on its professor. He was withdrawn by his family in
February 1829 on the grounds of his immaturity and inability to control his
volatile temper when taunted by fellow students, presumably for his youth and
religious background. He transferred to the school attached to Liverpool's
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Royal Institution betöre entering St John's College, Cambridge in 1831. In
January 1837, he was second wrangler in the Tripos, although the University's
religious tests prevented him from taking his degree and staying on at
Cambridge.' [Rice 1996 382-3]

In addition to the mathematics professorship which De Morgan dominated for so
many years, there was also the professorship in natural philosophy. Sylvester held this
professorship from 1837-1841. He did not find teaching this subject easy, especially
the practical side, and students who attended Sylvesters lectures found natural
philosophy treated as applied mathematics as taught at Cambridge. Topics covered
included dynamics, statics, hydrostatics, elliptic motion, gravitation, optics, and
astronomy, with little or no référence to beat, electricity, or magnetism. Students
needed a knowledge of algebraic notation, proportion, and trigonometrie functions to
enter the first year. To get into the second year, they needed to be familiär with conic
sections, quadratic équations, and spherical trigonometry and for the third year,
analytical geometry and the differential and integral calculus were required [Rice
1996 384].

Sylvester, being unhappy teaching natural philosophy, yearned to teach pure
mathematics and took up a chair of mathematics at the University of Virginia in 1841.
He was succeeded as professor of natural philosophy at University College London by
Richard Potter (1799-1886) who was keen on the expérimental side, producing papers
on optics [Rice 1996 383-4],

At King's College the Reverend Thomas Grainger Hall (1803-81) occupied the
mathematics chair from 1830-1869 but did not make any great impression on the
development of mathematics. He was fifth wrangler in 1824 and fellow of Magdalen
College Cambridge. He wrote textbooks based on his courses - A Treatise on
Differential and Integral Calculus (1834), A Treatise on Plane and Spherical
Geometry (1836), Elements of Algebra (1840) and Elements of Descriptive Geometry
( 1841 ). The professor of natural philosophy from 1831-1844, the Reverend Henry
Moseley (1801-1872), had studied at St. John's College Cambridge and become
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seventh wrangler in 1826. He produced distinguished results in hydrodynamics. He
was succeeded by the Reverend Matthew O'Brien (1814-55) who held the chair until
1854. O'Brien studied at Trinity College Dublin and Caius College Cambridge and
was third wrangler in 1838. He went on to hold a professorship in mathematics at
Woolwich (see 1.4.3). Thomas Minchin Goodeve (1821-1902) then held the chair in
natural philosophy at King's College until 1860. He was ninth wrangler in 1843 and
also went onto to lecture in astronomy at Woolwich (see below). The mathematical
physicist, James Clerk Maxwell then occupied the chair until 1865 [Rice 1996 3903]-

1.4.3 The military establishments
De Morgan above mentioned the military schools and their impact upon mathematics.
There were three main military schools, the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich, the
Royal Military College at Sandhurst and the Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth.
The Royal Military Academy was founded in 1741 to give a mathematical grounding
to inexperienced military personnel. In contrast to Cambridge, continental
mathematics was known at this institution as the engineers needed to keep abreast of
scientific developments. Charles Hutton (1737-1823), John Bonnycastle (1750-1821)
and Olinthus Gregory (1774-1841) were important teachers in the period prior to
1840, Hutton being the professor of mathematics, succeeded in this post by Gregory.
Samuel Hunter Christie (1784-1865) succeeded Gregory as professor of mathematics
in 1838 and wrote a new text book to replace Hutton's Course which included a small
amount on the differential and integral calculus. Although these teachers did not
make notable mathematical contributions themselves based on Continental
mathematics, they did draw attention to French work. This was done by writing
textbooks, encyclopaedias and dictionaries which served as a Channel for continental
mathematics.

Hutton wrote A Course of Mathematics (1798, 1801) based on many years of teaching,
and it was to become a standard text until the 1830s. This covered arithmetic,
logarithms, geometry, algebra, trigonometry, mensuration, conic sections, mechanics,
fluxions, hydrostatics, hydraulics, pneumatics, résistance of fluids and gunnery. In the
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1830s the differential and integral calculus were introduced by Samuel Christie.
Hutton was the editor of the Ladies' Diary from 1773/4 to 1817, abridged the
Philosophical Transactions (1665 - 1800) and published the Mathematical and
Philosophical Dictionary (1795/9). 'Hutton's Dictionary reveals a deep and extensive
knowledge of continental works and is still used by historians as a valuable source.'
[Guicciardini 1989 112]. His research interests lay in the areas of engineering,
geodesy and the convergence of series. He approved of following Greek geometrical
tradition to initially shape mathematical thinking, but then advocated 'modern
analysis' to extend it. He did not however use it in his own research or teaching, he
merely drew attention to it.

'Bonnycastle was a prolific writer of elementary textbooks which often ran into many
editions'[Taylor 1966 280-1]. Both Bonnycastle and Gregory contributed to the
Ladies' Diary and Gregory came to the editor, Hutton's attention via this journal.
Gregory was the editor of the Ladies' Diary from 1818 to 1840, having edited the
Gentleman's Diary from 1804-1819. Gregory's courses were upon astronomy,
mechanics and elementary physics and he drew upon works by Lagrange and Carnot's
Geometric de Position.

Another journal associated with this establishment was The Mathematician,
established and issued at Woolwich between 1845 and 1850 by Professor Thomas
Stephen Davies (1795-1851), Dr William Rutherford (17987-1871) and Stephen
Fenwick [Wilkinson 1851a 126] and [Abram 1876 86]. Davies was a frequent
contributor to mathematical journals, the main ones being the Gentleman's and Lady's
Diary, the Philosophical Magazine and the Mechanics' Magazine. He was interested
in geometry from two different standpoints, the historical and the current. He became
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1831 and was elected a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries in 1840. He was appointed as a mathematical master at
Woolwich in 1834. Major areas of his research included the properties of the
trapezium, Pascal's hexagramme mystique, Brianchon's theorem, symmetrical
properties of plane triangles and the geometry of three dimensions. He also devised a
new system of spherical geometry. He produced a book of solutions to Hutton's
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Course of Mathematics which contained 4000 solutions of problems from a range of
different mathematical areas and of varied degrees of difficulty. He also produced a
twelfth edition of Hurton's Course of Mathematics, in two volumes, in 1841-3 [DNB].

Rutherford taught at a school at Woodburn from 1822-5 and was a master at
Corporation Academy. Berwick from 1832-7. In 1838 he became a mathematical
master at Woolwich where he was appreciated by his pupils for his lucidity. He was a
council member of the Royal Astronomical Society from 1844-7. He contributed
many questions, solutions and papers to The Lady's Diary from 1822-69 and
contributed also to The Gentleman's Diary. 'He always delighted in a 'pretty
problem', although his mathematical studies were quite of the north-country type.' He
also produced several editions of Hutton's Course of Mathematics (1841, 6, 54, 60)
and also Bonnycastle's Algebra (1848). His work included papers on Pascal's
theorem, theorems in co-ordinate geometry and numerical equations [DNBJ.
Information from Mr W.J. Miller is given as a source for this DNB article, and the
citation in the article regarding Rutherford's north-country type mathematics is
perhaps from him.

Sylvester has been mentioned in connection with his teaching at University College
London which he left in 1841 for the University of Virginia (see 1.4.2). This was not
a success and he returned to London and took up actuarial work while still continuing
his mathematical research. Upon Christie's retirement in 1854, Sylvester applied for
the post of mathematics professor at Woolwich. He was not appointed and Rev. O'
Brien (see 1.4.1) held the position for just a year until his death in 1855. Sylvester
was then successful in obtaining the professorship which he retained until 1870. The
level of mathematics teaching at Woolwich was not high and did not stimulate
Sylvester [Rice 1996 401-2].

The Royal Military College at Sandhurst was founded in 1799 and had a Junior and
Senior department. The material studied in the Junior department was more
elementary than at Woolwich and covered arithmetic, geometry, mensuration, algebra,
conic sections, mechanics, hydrostatics, hydraulics and pneumatics. On leaving the
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College officers would be thoroughly conversant with the first six books of Euclid.
Charles Law. a publisher of the ET, wrote a guide to Sandhurst in 1849. In this guide,
an officer claimed to have studied the differential and integral calculus. statics.
dynamics and practical astronomy [Anonymous 1849 55]. Wallace and Ivory were
both masters here from the early 1800s until 1819. Thomas Leybourn, editor of the
Mathematical Repository was a master from 1802 to 1839.

This concludes the survey of British educational institutions. Elementary éducation
will be covered in chapter two when nineteenth Century éducation is considered.
British Journals and mathematica! societies will now be discussed.

1.5 British Journals and mathematica! societies

1.5.1 Overview of the development of mathematica! Journals
The lack of a comprehensive study of the historical development of mathematica!
Journals is lamented by Neuenschwander [1994 1533-9] (see 0.1). He adds that
where studies into mathemaücal Journals are undertaken, they are subsequently littleknown, and frequently confined to a single journal. With the above provisos,
Neuenschwander gives an overview of the general development of mathematical
Journals, whilst indicating literature for further research.

The first scientific Journals were published by académies and other learned societies in
the seventeenth Century [Meadows 1979 and Houghton 1975]. Mathematical articles
did not appear in their own section, but along with articles about other subjects. This
tradition continued into the eighteenth Century, where other Journals appeared of a
more populär nature. An important example of such ajournai is the Ladies ' Diary
(1704-1840). The professionalisation of science following the Napoleonic wars
brought with it an attendant increase in the number of subject-specific Journals. These
Journals did not enjoy longevity and were not of a high standard.

The first journal to break significantly this mould was Joseph Diaz Gergonne's
Annales de Mathématiques Pures et Appliquées (1810-31) (see 1.2.3). This journal
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was not allied with any académie institution, and its success was such that it was
imitated in other countries. One such imitation was the Journal für die reine und
angewandte Mathematik (Journal for pure and applied mathematics) informally
entitled 'Crelle's journal' (1826-), published in Germany (see 1.2.3) but at a higher
mathematical level than Gergonne's journal. Another was the Journal des
Mathématiques pures et appliquées, informally known as 'Liouville's Journal' (1836) published in France (see 1.2.3). Their counterpart in Great Britain was The
Cambridge fand Dublin) Mathematical Journal (1839-1854) which preceded The
Quarterly Journal ofPure and Applied Mathematics (1855-1927), founded by J.J.
Sylvester. The initial contributors to The Cambridge (and Dublin) Mathematical
Journal were mainly Cambridge men, including De Morgan, Cayley, Sylvester and
Stokes. The first editor was Duncan F. Gregory (1813-1844), a graduate of Trinity
College Cambridge.

Journals connected with an institution were the Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique
(1795-) (see 1.2.3) in France and in Britain The Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society (1819-) (see 1.4.1). Another important scientific institution was
the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) which was founded
in 1831 and commissioned Reports on various branches of science, including
mathematics. The B A A S held annual meetings in various cities throughout Britain
and played an important role in the development of science throughout western
Europe in the nineteenth Century [MacHale 1985 66]. The Royal Society published
reports in its Philosophical Transactions (1665-) and in France the Académie des
Sciences in the Comptes rendus de l Académie des Sciences (1835-).

A new breed of mathematical Journals appeared in the second half of the nineteenth
Century

to aecompany various new mathematical societies. These Journals contained

contributions from society members, and also the proceedings of the society. An
important example for the purpose of this thesis is the Proceedings of the London
Mathematical Society (1865-) (see 8.2.1). Similar Journals appeared world-wide
during the latter half of the nineteenth Century.
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The above Journals contain specifically mathematical material. Neuenschwander also
mentions Journals covering material of a more peripheral mathematical nature, such as
the teaching of mathematics. Such Journals were aimed at mathematics students.
mathematics teachers and lay mathematicians. His examples from Great Britain are
the Ladies ' Diary ( 1704-1804), the Gentleman s Diary ( 1741 -1840) and the
Mathematical Gazette (1894-) (see 8.1).

1.5.2 Archibald's work on British mathematical Journals
A major work on British mathematical Journals is by Raymond Clare Archibald [1929
379-400]. He lists two general sources of information on mathematical Journals,
Thomas Turner Wilkinson's material in the Mechanics Magazine from 1848-1853
(see 3.4.2 below) and John Sturgeon Mackay's article in the Compte Rendu de
l'Association Française pour l'Avancement des Sciences [ 1893 303-8]. Mackay's
work is a short summary whilst Wilkinson's work is comprehensive and voluminous.

Archibald covers 43 sériais and also includes associated material connected with
them, For each serial, he gives the size of the pages in centimètres, the locations of
any institutions holding a set, with détails of missing numbers, détails of the editors,
and sometimes the date the first mathematical question appeared and the total
numbers of questions and their solutions published. Sometimes important results
were outlined together with détails of the attendant mathematicians Only later sériais
of interest here with their dates of publication as given by Archibald will now be
listed: the Lady's Diary (1704 - 1840), the Gentlemans Diary (1741-1840), or the
Mathematical Repository, the Lady 's and Gentleman 's Diary (There are two separate
Journals of this name. One is the amalgamation of the two sériais above and ran from
1841 -1871. The other ran from 1747-1792 and was often referred to as Burroxv 's
Diary or Carnan 's Diary after editors of thèse names.), the Scientific Réceptacle
filiere are two separate Journals of this name, one from 1791-1819 and the other in
1825,), the Mathematical Repository (1770-1835), the Gentleman 's mathematical
Companion (1798-1827), the Enquirer (1811-3), Quarterly Visitor (1813-4), the
Leeds Correspondent (1814-23), the Students ' Companion (1822-3), the Liverpool
Apollonius (1823-4), Enigmatical Entertainer and Mathematical Associate (1827), the
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Scientific Mirror (1829-30). the Private Tutor and Cambridge Mathematica!
Repository (1830-1), the YorkCourant (1829-46), the Northumbrian Mirror ( 183741), the £1(1847-1915) and lastly the Association for the Improvement of
Geometrical Teaching Reports (1871-93). The majority of the 43 sériais were short lived and appeared in the latter half of the eighteenth Century or early part of the
nineteenth. It is of interest that although several of thèse sériais are aimed at both
sexes, two are aimed specifically at ladies. Also, three concern students and six come
from northern cities or counties. The only Journals of this kind in existence at the
time the ET was launched were The Lady's and Gentleman's Diary, The Cambridge
(and Dublin) Mathematical Journal (1839-1854), and The Mathematician.

A study of the Ladies ' Diary was carried out by Teri Perl [1979 36-53]. (This journal
was frequently referred to as the Diary or the Lady 's Diary.) She charted the rise of
this populär annual magazine from its early days with an almanac format and
containing articles of general interest, to ajournai format containing a sélection of
enigmas, queries and mathematical questions. These mathematical items were
sometimes couched in poetical language, or indeed sometimes verse. The Ladies '
Diary achieved a longevity which was not characteristic of its contemporaries,
showing that the combination of stimulating mathematical problems and an interesting
format was attractive to its readership. A main focus of PerPs was to investigate how
many and which women contributed to the Ladies ' Diary. She gave a table of the
number of women who answered questions from each mathematical category. She
summarizes her paper saying 'The beginning of the Ladies Diary coincides with the
popularization of mathematics and the growth of mathematical literacy. However, as
mathematical literacy spread in response to developing technology's requirements for
more mathematically sophisticated workers, women, not part of this need, were left
behind. This effect is reflected in the decline in the number of women contributors
over the lifeof the publication.'[Perl 1979 36].

Charles Hutton was editor from 1773/4 - 1817 and was also professor of mathematics
at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich from 1773-1807, a fellow of the Royal
Society and writer of textbooks (see 1.4.3). Olinthus Gregory was the final editor
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from 1818-40 and was also professor of mathematics at the Royal military Academy.
Woolwich, from 1807-38.

The Lady 's and Gentleman 's Diary ( 1841 -1871 ) was published annually and was
edited by W.S.B. Woolhouse (1809-93). It contained mathematical papers and
problems, some of a difficult nature. Prize questions were posed by the editor and the
prize question for 1844 was a difficult combinatorial problem, solved for one case by
Thomas Penyngton Kirkman (1806-95) and later worked on by Cayley and Sylvester.

Although not in existence when the ET was founded, The Mathematical Repository, or
Leybourn 's Repository as it was informally entitled. deserves mention here as it only
ceased publication in 1835 and held much valuable material. It contained
mathematical questions, Cambridge problems, original essays and mathematical
memoirs taken from important works. Leybourn was helped to edit this journal by
friends such as Hutton. Many of the best English mathematicians contributed to this
joumal including Babbage. Peacock, Herschel and Hutton [Archibald 1929 390-1].

1.5.3 Wilkinson's work on mathematical periodicals
Also appearing in Neuenschwander's bibliography is the prolifération of articles on
mathematical periodicals by Thomas Turner Wilkinson (1815-1875) which appeared
in the Mechanics Magazine from 1848 to 1853. Wilkinson, the self-taught
mathematician from Bumley, Lancashire, is discussed in depth in 3.3.1 and 3.4 below
as having possible involvement with the early mathematical editor of the
mathematical department. In the biography of Wilkinson by Abram [1876 77-94].
Wiikinson's fascination with mathematical periodicals is traced:
In 1846 I contributed some mathematical exercises, &c, to the Mechanics'
Magazine. These brought me into correspondence with Professor Davies,
Professor De Morgan, Sir James Cockle and others. I purchased my first
mathematical periodical, the Lady's Diary, in 1835, and the contents of this so
interested me that I began to collect all the English periodicals which contained
mathematics. In process of time (sic) I had in my possession the most extensive
séries of these works out of London. I made these an object of special study,
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and at the suggestion of Professor Davies I commenced a series oí" arricies on
our English Mathematical Periodicals in the Mechanics" Magazine during 1848.
which extended through various volumes of that work up to 1854.
This whereabouts of this large coílection of periodicals is currently unknown.
Wilkinson left his correspondence to the Chetham Society. Manchester, but his other
papers were auctioned but it appears that the coílection of periodicals is not traceable
in the auction catalogue. However, Archibald [1929 394] States that the copy of the
Enigmatical Entertainer and Mathematical Associate in the Brown University library,
U.S.A. was Wilkinson's. It is possible that David Eugene Smith (1860-1944), a
historian of mathernatics, purchased parí of Wilkinson's coílection, (in 3.5.2 and 8.4,
Smith purchasing William John Clarke Miller's (1832-1903) correspondence and
coílection of photographs will be noted).

Even if the physical remains of Wilkinson's periodical coílection are currently
missing, the influence that he brought about in the sphere of mathematical periodicals
during his time is tangible and undeniable. His work on the mathematical periodicals
in the Mechanics Magazine is detailed and comprehensive. The introduction to these
articles appeared in volume 48, 1848 and reads as follows:
M A T H E M A T I C A L PERIODICALS
Sir,-Allow me to contribute my mite towards fumishing the information
respecting mathematical periodicals required by 'Mathematicus' at p. 488 of
your last volume. After I have ftirnished the seriáis in my own possession,
perhaps some others of your correspondents will supply the descriptions of those
I have not been fortúnate enough to obtain.

I am, Sir, yours, &c,
T H O M A S WILKINSON

Burnley, Lancashire, Dec. 29, 1847.

Wilkinson described each joumal in turn using the following subsections: Origin.
Editors, Contents, Questions, Contributors and Publication. Most of these are selfexplanatory, but Questions contained the total number of questions proposed and
answered, and also details of any prize questions. Contributors held the ñames of
principal contributors. Where journals held original papers, he listed these and
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sometimes he went into détail about individuai problems. For some journals. he gave
a list of mathematica! catégories, together with some of the questions which fell into
them.

The above gives an outline of the studies carried out so far on mathematical journals,
but what of their influence? Archìbald refers to Playfair [1808 282] as stating,
A certain degree of mathematical science, and indeed no inconsiderable degree,
is perhaps more widely diffused in England, than in any other country' in the
world. The Ladies ' Diary, with several other periodicals and popular
publications of the same kind, are the best proofs of this assertion. In mese,
many curious problems, not of the highest order indeed, but stili having a
considérable degree ofdifficulty, and far beyond the mere éléments of science,
are often to be met with; and the great number of ingenious men who take a
share in proposing and answering thèse questions, whom one has never heard of
anywhere else, is not a little surprising. Nothing of the same kind, we believe is
to be found in any other country....The geometrica! part

has always been

conducted in a superior style; the problems proposed nave tended to awaken
curiosity, and the solutions to convey instruction, in a much better manner than
is to be found in more splendid publications.

The participation in the majority of these journals by philomaths and the way the
solutions were useful for teaching purposes was thus a hallmark of English
mathematical journals at the beginning of the nineteenth century. This concludes the
survey of mathematical journals up to the mid nineteenth century. A survey of
English and French scientific periodicals in the mid-nineteenth century will now be
summarized as its contribution is relevant to the study of mathematical journals.

1.5.4 English and French scientific periodicals
The contrast between popular science periodicals in London and Paris from 1820-75
has been analysed by Sheets-Pyenson [1985 549-72]. She asserts that social
reformers, zealous publishers and voluntary associations created popular literature to
promulgate useful knowledge which appeared in the urban centres of Paris and
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London during the middle décades of the nineteenth Century. Populär scientific
literature was seen as being sufficiently cheap to attract the attention of the working
classes and keep them from spending their time reading what was perceived as
potentially politically subversive literature. Scientific periodicals were then a safe
way of stimulating the increasingly literate working class. Periodical editors in
London and Paris shared these aims, demonstrated by continuous mirroring of each
other's periodicals. However, the scientific cultures in the two countries as revealed
by the scientific periodicals were very différent, being 'shaped by the dissimilar
characteristics of their audiences, editors and high scientific communities' [SheetsPyenson 1985 549].

In England, the distribution of scientific periodicals on a large scale was facilitated by
the technological advances in the printing trade and the use of the railways and the
postai system for transporting them. Mechanized printing began to increase the output
of the Publishing industry in the 1820s and at this point populär scientific periodicals
started to appear. their production reaching a maximum in the 1860s. They could be
classified as general science, natural history and mechanics' magazines, the latter
being read by self-improving artisans. Periodicals in each category would have a
similar format and fall in a similar price range, being specifically targeted at a
particular social group. Readers would influence these periodicals by sending letters,
articles, notes and queries, sometimes anonymously. Editors filtered these
contributions and may have even fabricated some of them to fili up their pages. In so
;

doing, they actively tried to influence their readers [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 552]. The
idéologies of science that appeared in populär science periodicals, then, mirrored
above ali editors'concerns, aspirations, and préjudices' [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 553].

By the nineteenth Century, the production and distribution of periodicals and books
was centred in London. Most of the naturai history, general science and mechanics'
magazines produced here were in compact and portable octavo format. Woodcuts and
line engravings were used to illustrate them. They were written in compréhensible
terminology as opposed to scientific jargon to ensure they were accessible to the
working classes. There was some recycling of material amongst these periodicals, but
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each also carried its own reviews of other periodicals and books [Sheets-Pyenson
1985 552-3],

The readership of these periodicals is summarised as follows.
Viewed in its totality, the audience for populär science periodicals in England
resembled a pyramid. At the highest level were the hundreds of upper and
middle class subscribers to natural history periodicals who could afford to pay a
shilling per monthly issue...At a level beneath them were thousands of middle
class readers of general science periodicals. The moderate price (four pence)
and emphasis on the applications of science in these periodicals, though not to
the exclusion of pure scientific copies, made them particularly appropriate for
the leisure hours and even the libraries of the scientificaily-inclined subscribers.
Finally, at the lowest level, inexpensive (at several pence an issue) and
technologically-oriented mechanics' magazines provided tens of thousands of
urban workers wïth advice on how to advance their social position through
scientific pursuits [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 555].

In the 1860s, a new image was advanced for scientific activity, turning away from the
previous notion of the self-made scientific entrepreneur to the professional ideal of the
scientific expert. Mechanics magazines contributed to this change by their interest in
the achievements of scientists and engineers, but they were nonetheless disinclined to
relinquish their hallmarks of amateur participation [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 555].

French periodicals feil into three catégories, the first of which was 'usefui knowledge
Journals' for the working classes. These were superseded in the 1850s and 60s by
periodicals in the other two catégories, general science weeklies and general science
annuals. These covered pure science and its applications and in them high scientific
material was made intelligible to the layman. All these periodicals highlighted the
utilitarian aspects of science but discussion of pure science per se was the domain of
the high scientific community. The French periodicals were in an encyclopaedic
format and did not specialize like the English Journals. Little was divuiged by the
editors as to their philosophical aims, except the encyclopaedic format and they did
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not use the periodicals as organs for scientific societies [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 5559]. She contrasts French and English editors thus,
French populär science periodical editors were part of a tightly knit, selfconscious community of professional vulgarisateurs who launched their careers
by serving as science columnists for Parisian newspapers. English editors, by
comparison, were striking in their heterogeneous occupations and concerns.
They were united only by their activity as amateur scientists and amateur science
writers. Unlike their French counterparts, English editors were little aware of
each other's efforts to popularize science [Sheets-Pyenson 1985 559].

Some of the French editors held degrees and some had carried out research. This
ceased when they became editors as research and popularising science were held to be
mutually exclusive. In contrast, the English periodical editors seldom held a degree,
and their broad aim was to promote science among their fellow amateur scientists
[Sheets-Pyenson 1985 559-61].

A brief mention will now be made as to how commercial forces affected scientific
Journals in Victorian Britain, the subject of a study by Brock [1980 95-122]. Stamp
duty stood at 4d per sheet in 1816 and was payable on any journal containing news of
a general nature. This stricture dìd not apply to the Philosophical Magazine, but did
to the Méchantes Magazine. Stamped paper needed to be purchased in advance from
a Stamp Office and the easiest places to do this from then distribute the Journals was
London, Dublin or Edinburgh. Advertisements in Journals were also taxed but this
was rescinded in 1853, and stamp duty was no longer levied after August 1853 either.
The third tax on Journals was paper duty and this forced cheap periodicals like the
Mechanics Magazine to use inferior paper and restrict the journal to 16 pages. Paper
became cheaper in 1857 and paper tax was abolished in 1861. Some Journals
continued to pay for stamping as this gave them free postage to provincial readers.

There were special postal arrangements for educational material and a book rate which
allowed cheap bulk postage of periodicals to provincial centres [Brock 1980 98-101].
'By the 1860s, too, the complicated duties on the import of foreign literature had been
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abolished and the international mails flowed sufficiently freely to make the précis,
translation and dissémination of foreign scientific news more efficient, so lessening
the insularity of British periodicals'[Brock 1980 105]. Direct readers subscriptions
were relatively few in the nineteenth Century but had grown substantially by the
twentieth Century [Brock 1980 107], Editors were frequently well-respected
scientists who contributed originai material to their Journals [Brock 1980 111]. A
mark of a journal's success was indicated by it containing détails of government
examinations [Brock 1980 112].

This detailed survey of French and English scientific periodical will provide a useful
backdrop when considering the ET. The survey of literature on Journals is now
concluded and mathematical societies will now be examined.

1.5-5 Mathematical movements
Mathematical societies had been formed on similar principles at Spitalfields, London
and in Manchester in 1717 and 1718 respectively. The subject of most interest to the
members of the Manchester Mathematical Society was geometry and in 1794 a
Mathematical Society was set up in Oldham [Rice, Wilson and Gardner 1995 403].
Several of its members contributed frequently to some of the mathematical Journals
mentioned above and Jeremiah Ainsworth (1743-1784), James Wolfenden (17541841) and John Butterworth (1774-1845) became known as distinguished geometers.
The London Mathematical Society, founded in 1865, will be dìscussed in 8.2.1.

Although not a mathematical society, The Mechanics Institutes movement will now be
examined briefly as some mathematicians, for example, George Boole, were
connected with them. The first Mechanics' Institution appeared in Glasgow in 1823
and grew out of a séries of scientific lectures given by George Birkbeck (1776-1841)
to working men. He then went on to found the Birkbeck Mechanics' Institution in
London in 1824 and this eventually became Birkbeck College. Similar institutions
then appeared throughout England providing working men with classes, lectures and
libraries. They were opposed by some members of the Church of England but
supported by dissenters. By the I830s the movement in many places had lost its
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popularity which then belonged to lectures on literary topics. There now follovvs a
survey of the major mathematical subjects developed in Britain from around 1840 to
the mid 1860s.

1.6 A survey of British mathematics from around 1840 to the mid
1860s by subject area

1.6.1

Algebra

Negative and imaginary numbers were not well accepted in Britain in the eighteenth
Century and

indeed were rejected by William Frend (1757-1841) and Francis Maseres

(1731-1824) at its end. The British placed particular emphasis on clear foundations in
geometry (see 1.4.1) and required the same sound basis for algebra [Pycior 1994
798-800]. George Peacock, Cambridge tutor and later Dean ofEly (see 1.3 and 1.4.1)
expounded the foundations of algebra seriously in his Treatise on Algebra (1830),
although Babbage, Herschel and Woodhouse had all contributed towards this subject.
Peacock divided algebra into two types, arithmetical algebra and symbolical algebra.
In his view, in symbolical algebra, thèse signs and Symbols did not represent specific
quantifies or opérations on them, but could take on various interprétations. Thus
manipulation must come before interprétation. Negative numbers were thus
admissible in symbolical algebra where they were deemed unfit for arithmetical
algebra. Algebra was thus extended to a more abstract phase where the rules
governing manipulation of the symbols was more important than the meaning of the
symbols. Peacock used as his laws for symbolical algebra the same laws that applied
for arithmetical algebra, explaining his actions by what he called 'the principle of the
permanence of équivalent forms.'[Peacock 1830 71].

Peacock's work on algebra was taken up by Augustus De Morgan (see 1.4.1 and
1.4.2). In 1835, De Morgan [1835b] endorsed Peacock's work and tried hard from
then onwards to establish algebra as a basic component of liberal éducation [Panteki
1991 191]. He realised that Whewell's emphasis on geometry was detrimental to the
development of pure mathematics generally and specifically to algebra as well as
analysis (see 1.4.1). His work in algebra was encapsulated in his Trigonomelry and
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Double Algebra [1849] in which he laid down 14 laws of symbolic algebra. 'Single"
algebra concemed algebra without the use of angles and 'double' algebra with them.
that is when considering complex numbers. He was concerned that the symbolical
forms were satisfactorily interpreted rather than emphasis being placed on how these
forms were manipulated. Symbolical algebra was thus established by the British
mathematician Peacock and developed further by De Morgan in the mid-nineteenth
Century.

1.6.2 Symbolic logie
De Morgan also contributed to the field of symbolic logie in his Formal Logic; or.
The Calculus ofinference, necessary and probable [1847]. He contributed the
'generalized copula' which he represented as transitive, commutative and reflexive.
He also introduced various non-syllogistic forms ofinference, developed the theory of
the quantified predicate, formed the so-called 'De Morgan's laws' which isolated
logicai relations between Compounds and aggregates and introduced the coneept of a
universe of discourse [De Morgan 1860 331-58].

George Boole was born in 1815 in Lincoln where his father, John Boole was a cobbler
by trade but studied mathematics and astronomy in his spare time. John Boole was
involved in the Mechanics Institute in Lincoln (see 1.5.5), the movement which
encouraged self-improvement in working men. George Boole was also self-taught
and mastered mathematics and languages. As a young man he ran a school for some
years near and in Lincoln, but in 1849 was appointed to the newly founded Queen's
College at Cork in Ireland where he died 15 years later [Grattan-Guinness 1982 34],
He was a passionate teacher and was also interested in other social issues. As Boole
had not reeeived a Cambridge education, he had an independence of mind that was to
enable him to take new steps in mathematics which he may not have taken had he
been educated in the Cambridge tradition.

Boole coneeived of a comprehensive logie which would subsume syllogistic logie and
be modelled on algebra and his ideas were given in his books The Mathemalical
Analysis of Logic (1847) and An Investigation of the Laws ofThought, on which are
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founded the Mathematica! Theories of Logic and Probabilities (1854). The operator
methods which he used in solving differential equations (see 1.6.6) deeply influenced
his approach to his work on logie. Boole's emphasised the logie of classes, denoted
by x. y, z and individuai numbers were represented by X , Y, Z. The nuli class was
represented by 0 and the universal class by 1. A n operation called election produced
xy and this denoted the intersection of two classes. Boole built up a unique system of
symbolic logie which did not fit easily into any previous mould. The most striking
2

example of this was his assertion that x =x. This is at first very strange. but becomes
more comprehensible when portrayed as x(l-x)=0 where 1-x is the complement of x.
Intuitively this states that the intersection of the class x and the class not x is the nuli
class. 'Both De Morgan and Boole can be regarded as reformers of Aristotelian logie
and the initiators of an algebra of logie. The effect of their work was to build a
science of logie which henceforth was detached from philosophy and attached to
mathematics' [Kiine 1972 1191].

1,6.3 Quaternions
Algebra was developed by Peacock and De Morgan in terms of its foundations, but it
was also extended in a different way by the introduction of quaternions by the
Irishman William Rowan Hamilton ( 1805-1865). Hamilton was a gifted linguist and
applied mathematician. He entered Trinity College Dublin in 1823 and produced
ground-breaking work on geometrica! optics in 1827. In 1827 he was appointed
Professor of Astronomy at Trinity College Dublin and also Royal Astronomer of
Ireland. Hamilton introduced the idea of complex numbers as real number pairs (a, b)
1

instead of a + ib, where i = -1. He wished to extend the use of complex numbers
from two to three dimensions. After many years of cogitation, he inaugurated number
2

quadruples (a,b,c,d), or quaternions which represent a + bi + cj +dk where i = -1 and
2

2

j = -1 and k = -1, i, j , k representing the qualitative units directed along the three
axes respectively of a Cartesian diagram. Hamilton's discoveries, announced in 1843
at a meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, were published in his Treatise on
Quaternions [1853] and Elements of Quaternions [1866], the latter posthumous.
Hamilton believed his quaternions would be as useful to mathematics as the calculus
and he was enthusiastically supported by Peter Guthrie Tait (1831-1901), professor of
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Mathematics at Queerf s College Dublin. However. applied mathematicians did not
generally use quaternions but they did lead to new methods in vectors which were
adopted by physicists. Vectors were developed by James Clerk Maxwell (see 1.6.7) in
his book^i Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (1873).

1.6.4 Determinants and matrices
Determinants evolved from the solution of Systems of linear equations. Work on them
was carried out by Leibniz (see 1.1), Euler, Colin Maclaurin, Laplace, Cramer (170452), Lagrange and Gauss. To develop the inklings of determinant theory found in
Gauss's Disquisitones arithmeticae (1801), Cauchy laid the foundations for the
systematic development of the new theory of determinants, including rules for
multiplying them. Cauchy's work lay mostly unnoticed for the next 30 years until
Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi (1804-51) published three definitive works on determinants
in 1841. He gave a definitive definition of a determinant but his approach was
abstract. Sylvester worked on determinants over a long period of time, producing
many new results, including an improved method of eliminating x from an nih degree
and an wth degree polynomial [Kline 1972 800-3]. Cayley also contributed to the
theory of determinants.

Any determinant contains an array of elements. Sylvester wished to study this array
so he called it a 'matrix* in 1850. The laws of matrix algebra were studied in their
own right by Cayley in his paper 'Memoir in the theory of matrices' (1858). Cayley
was interested in the connection between the theory of functions and matrix theory
and formulated the Cayley-Hamiiton theorem, that every Square matrix satisfies its
own characteristic equation. Cayley stated he had proved this for Square matrices of
size two and three. Cayley's work on matrices was not taken up and developed by
other mathematicians in general [Grattan-Guinness and Ledermann 1994 778-80],

Biographical details of Sylvester's career at University College London were set out in
1.4.2. He was a professor at the University of Virginia from 1841 to 1845, and
became an actuary and a lawyer in London from 1845 to 1855. He then became a
professor of mathematics at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich (see 1.4.3) until
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1871. He was professor of mathematics at Johns Hopkins University from 1876 until
1884 and during this time he set up the American Journal of Mathematics. He
returned to England to take up the Savilian chair of geometry at Oxford University, a
post he held until his death [Kline 1972 797].

Cayley was senior wrangler and Smith's prizeman at Cambridge in 1842. Although
elected a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, he only worked there for three years
as assistant tutor as he did not wish to take holy orders (see 2.1). He then turned to the
legai

profession, where he remained until 1863, when he accepted the newly created

Sadlerian professorship at Cambridge.

1.6.5 Invariant Theory
Invariance is the study of entities which remain constant despite changing conditions.
;

Invariant theory is a branch of algebra developed in the mid-nineteenth Century to
seek out and catalogue invariant algebraic forms'. The simplest type of algebraic
expression which was considered in this subject was the binary form:
3

ax + 2bxy + cy

1

Forms of any number of variables were also treated, but in the nineteenth Century the
binary form was the focal point of research [Crilly 1994 787-8].

Boole created the subject of invariant theory in his paper on linear transformations
[1842 1-20, 106-19]. Boole also found the absolute invariants under the
transformation in this situation: those expressions which remain precisely the same
before and after the transformation [MacHale 1985 55]. He did not develop
invariant theory, the task falling instead to Cayley, Sylvester and the Irishman George
Salmon (1819-1904).

Invariant theory was associated with several branches of mathematics including the
study of polynomials, number theory, the study of déterminants and algebraic
geometry which centred around the study of curves and surfaces described by
algebraic forms of three and four variables. Cayley worked on this from the 1840s,
making particular contributions in the 1850s and early 1860s [Crilly 1994 789].
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Invariant theory was a major topic of research during this period in the United
tCingdom.

1.6.6 Operator theory, differcntiation and integration
Boole together with Gregory played a crucial part in the development of Operator
theory which he then applied to many différent areas of the differential and integrai
calculus and to invariant theory. In his paper 'On a General Method in Analysis'
[1844] Boole defined Operators such as D, the opération ofdifferentiation where
D: = d/dx
This Operator was then used by Boole in his version of Taylor's séries [GrattanGuinness 1982 34-5]. This abstract work in Operator theory introduced by Boole
thus added to that already achieved by Peacock. Hamilton and De Morgan in the area
of algebra.

The question of the définition of the limit was a stili a vexed question in the calculus
for British mathematicians during this period. 'The closest Cambridge came to a text
with continental rigour was Matthew O'Brien's calculus hook of 1842' [Becher 1980
21]. This was soon replaced by a text book by William Walton published in 1846
which reverted to Lagrange ' s method of using derivatives and used many of the
concepts the Analytical Society (see 1.3) had striven to eliminate. De Morgan and
Boole both contributed works on the differential calculus but it was Isaac Todhunter's
textbooks on the calculus which became very populär, reaching many éditions, even
though the treatment of the calculus stili lagged behind that on the continent.

1.6.7 Applied mathematics
On the Continent, partial differential équations found extensive use in applied
mathematics in the nineteenth Century. In France, Fourier and Poisson used one to
express heat flow. Poisson applied such équations to the areas of gravitation,
electricity and mechanics. The English mathematician George Green (1793-1841)
built on Poisson's work on potential theory and produced original work in
hydrodynamics and electricity and magnetism. Green's work was neglected until Sir
William Thomson arranged for it to be published posthumously in the early 1850s.
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Green was the first great English mathematician to continue the work done on the
Continent after analysis was introduced to England. His work inspired the
distinguished school of mathematica! physicists at Cambridge which included
Thomson, Stokes, and Clerk Maxwell [Kirne 1972 684].

Other applied subjects treated by British mathematician s at this time were astronomy,
optics, dynamics and mechanics. An article on optics by Herschel and one on waves
and tides by Airy appeared in the Encyclopaedio Metropolitana (completed 1845)
whilst Peter Barlow ( 1776-1862), professor at the Royal Academy, Woolwich,
produced articles on mechanics, hydrodynamics, optics, astronomy, electromagnetism
and pneumatics [Grattan-Guinness 1985 87]. Airy, Herschel, Babbage and De
Morgan were ali members of the Astronomical Society, a society in the forefront of
scientific development in England, founded in 1820 and receiving its Royal Charter in
1831 [Rice, Wilson and Gardner 1995 402], Airy produced many works on
astronomy, his first work in the early 1820s covering lunar theory, the shape of the
earth, precession and nutation and he also worked on the préparation of solar tables .
In optics, he worked on réfraction, reflection, interférence and diffraction. Whewelfs
works on dynamics covered the rotation of bodies and the laws of motion. His work
on mechanics was based on the lever principle, not on kinematics as in France
[Grattan-Guinness 1985 101-2].

1.6.8 Geometry
Euclidean geometry has already been seen to have occupied a peculiar position in
British mathematics in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It was perceived as
being clear to see and understand and its study was feit to develop the mind generally
(see 1.4.1). In ali the subjects covered above, British mathematician s made major and
fundamental contributions, but in geometry this was not the case as Britain was firmly
rooted in an Euclidean geometrical past. Analytic geometry was tentatively treated in
achapter of Wood's Algebra at the beginning of the nineteenth Century (see 1.4.1).
Henry Hamilton's work on analytic geometry of 1826 lacked diagrams in the main
body of the text and was not populär. Hymer's work on analytic geometry (1837)
became the standard text. This contained general transformation techniques and gave
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a gênerai treatment of equations of the second degree. Hymers favoured analytic
methods over synthetic.

Projective geometry was a branch of geometry which was developed extensively in
the nineteenth century, initiated by Desargues (1593-1662), Monge and Carnot.
Poncelet made it into an independent field of study. In his treatise on projective
geometry of 1822. he 'generalized Monge's projection along parallel rays to
projection along a pencil of intersecting rays, and thus rediscovered projective
transformations. He also saw that in this way he could unify the study of the conies,
and so obtain for geometry a level of generality that he felt had hitherto been the
province of algebra (geometry being tied too closely to specific figures).' [Gray
1994a 902-3]. His work was tremendously influential, stimulating Gergonne,
Brianchon (1783-1864) and Chasles (1793-1880), amongst others to further extend the
subject. Brianchon developed the principle of duality, commenced by Pascal.

Projective geometry had two branches, synthetic and analytic. Jacob Steiner (17961863) was the principal architect of synthetic projective geometry, his contributions
including work on the principle of duality, homothetic ranges and pencils, harmonic
division, the projective geometry of conic sections and the theory of curves and
surfaces. Analytic projective geometry was developed by Julius Plucker who defined
line coordinates and a method of abridged notation. He defined ordered triples (x, y,
t) such that for a point with Cartesian coordinates (X,Y), x=X/t
y=Y/t. When t=0, the triple (x, y, 0) represents the ideal points at infinity described by
Kepler, Desargues and Poncelet. He also described cubic and quartic curves.

Michel Chasles (1793-1880) produced fine work in both synthetic and analytical
projective geometry. His history of geometrical methods Aperçu historique sur
l'origine et le développement des méthodes en géométrie (1837) sought to promote
geometrical methods which he felt were waning in France due to the popularity of
analytical methods. Camot similarly wished to see geometry freed of analytic
notation. Chasles promoted the fact that geometrical methods are simple and intuitive
as opposed to analytical methods which were not rigorously defined. His treatises on
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geometry (1852) and conic sections (1865) built on Steiner's and Poncelet's work but
also repeated some results already been produced by Pliicker (Chasles did not read
German). Chasles named the cross ratio the anharmonic ratio [Kline 1972 835.849].

The work begun on the continent on projective analytic geometry was built on by the
British mathematician, Cayley, who also produced the equations of the 27 lines on
every cubic surface in 1849 [Kline 1972 859], Salmon having demonstrated their
existence. Cayley in his work on quantics of 1859, he considered the connection
between invariant theory and projective geometry and worked to describe projective
geometry in such a way that it contained metrical geometry. Sylvester was also a
strong advocate of projective geometry, as was Thomas Archer Hirst (1830-1892), a
graduate of Marburg University who taught at U C L from 1865-1870 and wrote
extensive diaries cataloguing his visits to continental mathematical colleagues
[Richards 1988 130, 136, Rice 1996 385]. Cayley, Sylvester and William Kingdon
Clifford (1845-1879) also played a prominent pan in developing n-dimensional
geometry, the first seeds of this subject being sown by George Green in 1833.
Clifford graduated from King's College London, and was second wrangler and
Smith's prizeman at Cambridge in 1867. He became professor of applied
mathematics at University College London from 1871-9 [Rice 1996 387].

Whilst projective geometry was consolidated and expanded, work was still
progressing in synthetic Euclidean geometry with new results published on the
inscribed and escribed triangles of triangles [Kline 1972 837].

1.6.9 Probability
This subject is covered by Todhunter's History of the Theory of Probability from the
time of Pascal to that of Laplace (1865). Probability theory was developed by
Laplace, De Moivre and Euler. De Morgan wrote An Essay on Probabilities and on
their application to Life Contingencies and Insurance Offices in 1838 in the Cabinet
Cyclopaedia series. This treatise sought to render Laplace's general methods in
probability theory accessible to those without considerable mathematical knowledge
and then apply the principles to practical situations - life contingency and insurance.
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Boole was another British mathematician who contributed to probability theory. His
work An Investigation of the Laws ofThought, on which are foitnded the
Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities included an interprétation of the
probabilities of compound events in terms of Boolean combinations of simple ones.
This concludes the survey of British mathematics from 1840 to 1865.

1.7 Summary

This chapter has surveyed French mathematics after the Revolution and shown the
high level of pure and applied mathematics that emerged as a resuit, encouraged by
the educational system which actively produced mathematicians and scientists. In
contrast, British mathematics was somewhat stagnant following the priority
controversy over the discovery of the calculus between Newton and Leibniz which
then prevented mathematical interchange between the British mathematicians and
their Continental counterparts who sided with Leibniz. This situation ended when a
group of disgruntled Cambridge students formed the Analytical Society in 1812 in
order to bring Continental practices regarding the notation used for the calculus to
England.

The discussion of higher éducation in England revealed the dominance of Cambridge
regarding the teaching of mathematics. However, the end produci of the Cambridge
éducation system at that time was not mathematicians per se as in France, but rather
gentlemen ready for a career in the Church or the military, for example. To this end,
the rationale at Cambridge was to provide the students with a 'liberar éducation, and
this objective was actively pursued by William Whewell, who was highly influential
at Cambridge from the 1840s to the mid I860s. Whewell favoured Euclidean
geometry as he felt it developed clarity of thought and mathematical reasoning, and
introduced Continental applied mathematics to Cambridge. He was sceptical about
introducing Continental analysis into Cambridge, however.

The London collèges emerged in the 1820s, University College (originally the London
University ) catering for those with dissenting backgrounds who were unable to
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graduate from Oxford or Cambridge and King's College being a pro-establishment
reaction to University College. As a mathematics teacher, De Morgan was hugely
influential at University College over a considerable period of time and he was joined
later by another brilliant mathematician, Sylvester, who was not as capable a teacher.
At the military establishments, Continental mathematics was taught and here the
mathematics teacher Hutton developed his Course of Mathematics which was a
valuable text, continually updated by different mathematicians. In the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries Hutton was editor of a very important journal, the
Ladies ' Diary, and Rutherford, Davies and Fenwick edited the Mathematician from
1845 to 1850.

The ET was launched during a period of decline of mathematical journals, these
having been chronicled by Wilkinson. The main journals at this time were the longstanding Ladies ' Diary, containing varied contributions from reasonably eminent
mathematicians and also philomaths, the Cambridge (and Dublin) Mathematical
Journal which had De Morgan, Cayley, Sylvester and Stokes as early contributors and
lastly the Mathematician emanating from the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich.
Eminent mathematicians published their papers in the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, and the
Philosophical Magazine.

General science periodicals were read by many middle class people and mechanics
magazines were read by the working classes wanting to improve their social position.
The notion of the self-made scientist gave way to that of the professional in the 1860s.
The opinions and the aspirations of the editors, who were often respected scientists,
had a definite impact on the content of scientific journals. Commercial considerations
also shaped science journals, particularly as they were subject to stamp duty, paper tax
and advertisement tax. There was very real pressure on editors to ensure their journals
covered at least the cost of printing and publishing. In the 1860s conditions improved
to facilitate the interchange of journals between Britain and the Continent. Very little
work has been carried out on mathematical journals to date, and that which has is
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mainly confined to the study of an aspect of a particular Journal. Archibald's survey
of 1929 remains the seminal work in this area.

Finally the chapter contained a survey of the main developments of British
mathematics which are relevant to this thesis. Peacock laid radically new foundations
in algebra in a treatise published in 1830, and his work was built on by De Morgan. A
further extension to algebra, quaternions, was conceived of by Hamilton. These were
complex numbers represented as real number pairs which were non-commutative.
Boole devised an entirely new System of logic in works published in 1847 and 1854,
this work being influenced by Operator methods which he used to solve differential
equations. De Morgan further developed Boole's work in this area. Cayley and
Sylvester developed matrices, determinants and invariant theory, Salmon contributing
to the latter area. De Morgan and Boole contributed to the differential calculus and
Todhunter wrote the definitive text book on this subject. In applied mathematics
Green used Continental methods to develop electricity and magnetism and
hydrodynamics and his work inspired Thomson, Stokes and Clerk Maxwell at
Cambridge. Whewell worked on mechanics, Airy on astronomy and waves and tides
and Herschel on astronomy and optics. Developments in geometry in the first half of
the nineteenth C e n t u r y were effected by the French mathematicians Monge, Poncelet,
Carnot, Gergonne, Brianchon and Chasles and the German mathematicians Steiner
and Plücker. Cayley, Sylvester, Hirst and Clifford then built on their work from the
mid to late Century. Lastly De Morgan and Boole worked on practical problems in
probability.
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2 THE ORIGINS OF THE ET

2.0 Chapter overview

Chapter two Covers events in approximately chronoiogical order and starts with a brief
overview of British elementary éducation at the beginning of the I9th Century,
highlighting the lack of uniformity in the quality of teaching. The founding of the
College of Preceptors is then charted, a body whose aim was to standardise the
teaching profession by examining the teachers. ìvlembers of this College started a
journal, the Educational Times (ET) in 1847. The aims and objectives stated in the ET
are discussed and the place of mathematics in general in it is analysed. Rev. Dr
Richard Wilson and James Wharton, both mathematicians and members of the
College Council, were instrumentai in initiating the examination of school pupils and
the rationale for this innovation was publicised in the ET. The three important
commissions in the middle of the century are outlined and the state of mathematics in
elementary schools is set out.

2.1 British elementary éducation

Education had been provided mostly by a system of endowed grammar schools up
until the mid 18th century. However, by the beginning of 19th century, there were
three broad catégories of éducation, provided by a) the endowed grammar schools,
each accommodating a small number of pupils, b) various national voluntary
organisations which gave children of the Tabouring classes' some elementary
éducation of a basic nature and c) an expanding collection of fee-charging, privatelyowned schools [Birchenough 1930 1]. Education in this period was orten closely
associated with matters of religion and class.

The Church of England had held a strong grip on éducation since the Reformation.
The 1662 Act of Uniformity required ali clergymen and every public schoolmaster
keeping any public or private school and every person instructing or teaching an y
youth in a private family to conform to the liturgy of the Church of England. In
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practice, this meant subscribing to the Thirty-nine Articles. The remit of the Act also
encompassed masters, fellows, tutors and chaplains in any college or university. This
Act remained in force until 1869 and caused an insuperable problem for Dissenters.

'For Roman Catholics and most kinds of Protestant dissenters the legacy of the
eighteenth century was a set of legal disabilities

In the main they were still formally

excluded from ministerial or administrative office, from commissions in the armed
services, and from the universities:

'[Thomson 1991 59]. Young [1977 74]

alludes to the bitterness which arose between Dissenters and the Church of England
over education - 'The Dissenters, who had wrecked Graham's Bill of 1843 for
educating factory children in Church schools with a conscience clause, took the field
against the Committee of Council

In effect,....the Government grant would be a

subsidy in aid of the education of little Churchmen, or the conversion of little
7

Dissenters. To avoid having to subscribe to the Church of England in educational
matters, Dissenters created their own educational establishments [Howson 1985 45],
the University of London (later University College London) being the first university
to admit Jews, Dissenters and women (see 1.1.3).

Turning now to the issue of class, Dr Andrew Bell and Joseph Lancaster, a Dissenter,
were prominent reformers of education for the working class during the early 19th
century. These two innovators independently reintroduced and popularized the
monitorial system, which comes under category b) above. Lancaster's system was
formalised with the aid of trustees into the Royal Lancasterian Institution in 1810.
The monitorial system was one in which children taught each other and concentrated
on the basic subjects - the 3 Rs. Bell published his Sketch of a National Institution for
training the children of the poor in 1808 and in 1811 'The National Society for
Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church
throughout England and Wales' was founded [Birchenough 1930 41-52]. The large
monitorial schools were favoured in 1838 by J. Kay Shuttleworth (1804-1877), who
was appointed as secretary of the Committee of Council of Education in 1839 and
who is regarded as the founding father of the modern English educational system
[Stewart 1972 90]. Kay Shuttleworth and his friend E. Carlton Tufnell used their
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own resources to set up a training college for teachers at Battersea in 1839-40. This
was a success and was built upon by the government. 'Trained teachers, public
inspections, the pupil-teacher system, the combination of religious with secular
instruction with liberty of conscience, and the union of local and public contributions
were all provided for or foreseen by him.' [DNB].

However, even within the monitorial system, the educational pioneers Bell and
Lancaster, had rival methods of education and each organisation had its own system of
training its teachers. Given the three different educational categories above with their
attendant various religious influences, there was little conformity in the teaching
profession as a whole in Britain. The desire to standardise the teaching profession in
Britain brought about the formation of the College of Preceptors which was founded
in 1846.

2.2 The inauguration of the College of Preceptors.

The College of Preceptors is believed to be the oldest surviving association of teachers
in the United Kingdom and had a clear sense of mission from the beginning. This was
set out in resolutions reached by its members and confirmed by Royal Charter on 28
March 1849, namely to ensure that prospective teachers would be adequately
qualified, both academically and professionally, being validated by a panel of teachers
provided by the College of Preceptors [Chapman 1985 v]. The College itself was
founded as a result of frustration felt by a group of teachers, mostly head masters,
towards the lack of uniformity in the teaching profession. The members of this
founding group included Richard Stokes, a head master in Chipping Ongar, Essex,
John Parker, a recently graduated assistant master at the same school, Henry Stein
Turrell, a head master in Brighton specializing in modern languages, especially
French, Rev. Dr Richard Wilson, a classicist and head master in London, Dr William
Ballantyne Hodgson, a head master in Manchester, Mr Stephen C. Freeman, a head
master in Enfield, Middlesex, Joseph Payne a head master in Camberwell whose area
of interest was philology and James Wharton from Kinver in Staffordshire [Chapman
1985 11-4].
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It was John Parker who originally had the idea or"a College of Schoolmasters, a notion
that was encouraged by Richard Stokes. He outlined his thoughts at a meeting of the
Literary and Scientific Society in Brighton in 1845. where he read a paper on the
subject. He indicated that his desire to standardise the teaching profession was
stimulated by the standardization of the medicai profession in the 1820s. He asserted
that the duties of a school teacher were equally as important as those of doctors,
lawyers or the clergy. He pointed out that many children of the middles classes were
educated at private schools where there was no way of ascertaining the teachers'
ability. He made it clear that his objective was to form a body capable of assessing
teachers' competency independently of religious issues. His suggestions were warmly
received and he was sufficiently encouraged to try them out on a wider audience. He
then promoted his proposais via an advertisement in a national newspaper.
Circumstances were ripe for rapid communication at this time, the great age ofthe
railways having begun in the 1830s, and the penny post being introduced by Sir
Rowland Hill in 1840 [Thomson 1991 13,81]. Parker received many replies in
support of his schemes from English school masters [Chapman 1985 10, 16].

Resulting from Parker's initiatives, a séries of meetings took place early in 1846
culminating in the création of an interim committee to explore in detail this idea of a
College ofPreceptors, this name having been chosen so as not to preclude the large
numbers of women employed in the teaching profession. Turrell headed this interim
committee and at a meeting in London on 20 June 1846 proposed resolutions
encapsulating the founding aims on which this professional association was to be
constructed. The membership of this newly-established College grew rapidly, 60
masters having enrolled at the above meeting in London, and the number having
swelled to 1000 before June 1847. The character of thèse members was commented
on by Boole (see 1.6.2, 1.6.6 and 1.6.9) in a letter to Thomson (later Lord Kelvin - see
1.4.1 and 1.6.7) in September 1846 [MacHale 1985 284] - T h e Royal College of
Preceptors (I don't much like the name), a body of more than three hundred
schoolmasters including many of the most respectable masters of private boarding
schools in the South....' The College was directed by a Council with Turrell as
President and James Eccleston B.A., D.B. Reid F.R.S. and William Ballanryne
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Hodgson LL.D as vice-presidents. The Dean of the Council was the Rev. Dr Richard
Wilson (1798 - 1879). a man who features prominently in this thesis. There was
concern that the College should be seen to be financially above board and hence a firm
of bankers, a solicitor and three auditors were associated with the College. Lastly. the
roles of Secretary and Treasurer of the Council were filled by John Parker.

The setting-up of the examinations, held half-yearly, was led by Wilson and Payne
who made bible history and the theory and practice of éducation mandatory subjects.
The first candidates were able to choose from tests at a lower or higher level in
mathematics. classics, commerce and foreign languages. Appropriate qualifications
for those passing examinations were consolidated during the first two years of the
College's life. To qualify for a certificate, a successful candidate had to pass the third
class of either the mathematical or classical test, otherwise they would receive a
diploma. A candidate on gaining a second class pass became an Associate of the
College of Preceptors, A.C.P. and a first class pass, a Licentiate of the College of
Preceptors, L.C.P. Work of distinction in éducation, science, literature or the fine arts
was needed to become a Fellow of the College of Preceptors, F.C.P. Gowns were
chosen to correspond to each award which were meant to approximately equate to
traditìonal university awards, A.C.P. to a university degree B.A., L.C.P. to an M.A.
and F.C.P. to a doctorale [Chapman 1985 28-31].

Such a burgeoning group of teachers recognized the need for support from influenzai
members of society and they managed to enlist the President of the Royal Society, the
Marquis of Northampton, as their Chief Patron. Support also came from other
eminent Royal Society members including Sir John Lubbock, the vice président of the
Royal Society, James Joseph Sylvester, Sir Richard Westmacott and J.W. Gilbart who
became vice patrons of the College. Of the 32 vice patrons, just over a dozen were
Members of Parliament and amongst the others were two Aldermen and the Recorder
of Birmingham. This College further strengthened its constitutional position by the
procurement of the Royal Charter on 28 March 1849, which gave it stability
[Chapman 1985 45]. The College made use of a newly-founded journal, the ET (see
2.3), to advertise its efforts to raise money to gain the Royal Charter [ET Apr. 1848
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137] and also its eventual success [ET Dec. 1850 49]. The College now had a firm
foundation and built on this base to influence the teaching profession in both the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries [Chapman 1985].

It would appear that the innovations introduced by the College have not been
attributed to them and Chapman observes that 'One can only conclude that the
College had committed the unpardonable sin of the twentieth century: a lack of
communication.' [Chapman 1985 xi]. He then states even more emphatically:
'Reference has been made to the College in a number of books dealing with the
expansion and changes in British education but they often amount to no more than the
odd line or a foot-note. If there can be such scanty references to a group of men and
women who have initiated and influenced such changes in British society, then the
picture of the past hundred years or more must be incomplete and perhaps even
inaccurate' [Chapman 1985 xi].

A possible explanation can be found in [Silver 1983 29-30] who states that:
Discussions of English education in the middle of the twentieth century have
been overwhelmingly about the system, about the structure of the system, about
access to the system, about the organization of secondary education, about the
organization of universities and teacher education and technical education and
the binary system, about numbers and ages of transfer and sizes of school, about
percentages and finances, about the policies of political parties, about the
structure of examinations, about urban aid and priority areas. Involved in all of
this are implications about and interests in the role of the state, the balance of
national and local government, the roles of professional experts and the lay
public, pressure groups and interest groups and decision making, the power of
the exchequer, manpower forecasting and economic efficiency. Also involved
are concepts such as those of rights (of children or of parents), democracy and
equality (in relation to educational and social mobility), and freedom (to buyprivate education). That there are widely differing views about all of these does
not hide the fact that this kind of political and ideological discussion has been
dominant in education, certainly since the 1930s. In looking for historical
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explanations of this system and all it entails historians have accepted a set of
definitions or terms of reference that have produced most, though certainly not
all, historical work on Victorian education. The interests of the twentieth
century help to explain the silences about the nineteenth. There are. indeed,
historians who have asked questions about the educational content or impact of
social movements and the press, architecture and publishing, industry and
towns. Overall, however, the historian's perspectives have tended to focus his
attention on the growth of the system, people who have demonstrably made
contributions to the system, processes which are still discernible in the system,
social and economic changes easily (if mechanically) applicable to a discussion
of the system.
It may be that the College has not been seen to contribute to the development of the
system and thus the advances it made have been overlooked.

2.3 The launch of the ET

In 1847, individual members of the College were instrumental in founding the ET,
which had as its subtitle on the first issue published on 2 October 1847; 'a Monthly,
Stamped Journal of Education, Science and Literature' [ET Oct. 1847 1] (see 1.5.4
for discussion of stamped journals). This journal ran from 1847 to 1923, when it
changed title, it has now become Education Today. The ET featured many articles
concerned with achieving standards of excellence in the fields of education, science
and literature and the energy and inspiration of those who brought it into being are
greatly in evidence on its pages. It would appear that it reached a large audience
comprising many different sections of society. It had a substantial, and in some areas,
influential readership, and yet paradoxically, it is currently little-known. This is
because its contribution to the development of the fields of education and
mathematics, to name but two, has been overlooked, and as a result, it has been
neglected.

The first issue of the ET, - Volume 1, number 1, appeared on 2 October 1847, priced
6d. This puts it at the cheaper end of the range of journals discussed in 1.5.4., but it
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was more expensive than the Mechanics Magazine. It was published by Thomas
Taylor, 31, Nicholas Lane, London, but the editor of this auspicious journal was
conspicuous by his anonymity - a situation that would remain unchanged for many
years. Each issue contained 16 pages (see 1.5.4) and a notice at the end of this first
issue stated: 'The ET will appear on the first of every month, stamped 6d; unstamped
5d. Parties paying 6s in advance will be supplied with the journal for 12 months' [ET
Oct. 1847 16]. The stamped version carried the red penny post on the front page. A
notable feature of the first issue of this journal that is very striking is the assurance
with which it was written. There was a long letter [ET Oct. 1847 6] from Isaac
Reeve commenting on the purpose ofthe College of Preceptors. This letter referred to
previous discussions concerning the College and gave a strong sensé of an already
established entity instead of a virgin enterprise.

The first page [ET Oct. 1847 1] contained a miscellany of irregularly laid out, boxedin advertisements for general items (for example envelopes, beauty products, photos aimed at nobility, gentry, managers, merchants, engineers and the like.) Amongst
thèse general advertisements were those offering school places and also the services of
tutors. The very first advertisement stated:
Tuition - London ~ A Gentleman, A Member of the College of Preceptors, who
passed the Higher Classical examinations last June, having the afternoon of
Wednesday and Saturday at his disposai, is anxious to enter into an Engagement
with any Gentleman requiring the assistance of a C L A S S I C A L and G E N E R A L
M A S T E R , either in Scholastic or Private Teaching. The Advertiser can refer to
his présent Principal, The Proprietor of a school ofthe first respectability. - Old
Kent Rd.
The College of Preceptors was thus underway in promoting one of the first teachers to
pass one of its examinations.

There were several prominent and noteworthy articles in this first issue, first the
sélection from the examination papers for June 1847 [ET Oct. 1847 3]. These
delineated the expansive knowledge and broad thinking of those who posed the
questions and the resulting desire for comprehensive and thoughtful answers from the
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examination candidates. Some questions were posed in foreign languages and
référence was made to feading continental educationalists, for example, the Swiss
Pestalozzi (1746-1827), and also to German methods of éducation. A l l the questions
in this sélection were thought-provoking, searching and called for answers displaying
powers of criticai analysis concerning the methods, objectives and content of the
educational system. Some of the fundamental notions of the founders of the College
can be seen in thèse questions. One question went thus : 'Trace the analogy between
the profession of teaching and that of medicine.' highlighting John Parker's inspiration
for bringing the College into being. Another question stated: ' What subjects should
constitute the curriculum of studies in schools for the higher and middle classes in this
country?', clearly outlining the educational target area of the College.

The next signifìcant item was a letter [ET Oct. 1847 5] from Rev. Dr Wilson.
Wilson was bom in Westmoreland [ET Nov. 1879 313-4 and Venn 1940-54 526].
He was educated mainly at Kendal Grammar school, and went up to Cambridge with
an Exhibition in 1820. At St John's College he obtained his B.A. in 1825, being 17th
wrangler on the Tripos list. Shortly afterwards he became a Fellow of the College,
and gained his M . A . in 1827. The Bishop of Ely ordained him Deacon in 1828 and
Priest in 1829. He took private pupils for many years at Cambridge, one such being
James Joseph Sylvester (see 1.4.2, 1.6.4 and 1.6.5). He was awarded the degree of
D.D. in 1839. He was then head master of St Peter's Collegiate school, Eaton Square,
London. Wilson was one of the earliest Fellows of the College of Preceptors, and was
a member of the College Council until 1877, holding the office of Dean from 1848 to
1859. He was an examiner for the College for a range of subjects, including classics
and Hebrew. He was known for his kind and courteous character, his wide-ranging
knowledge and his constant interest in éducation. He continued to live mainly in
London until his death. Wilson will be discussed in 3.3 as a possible editor of the
mathematical section.

The above-mentioned letter included a transcript of Rev. Dr Wilson's address prior to
the distribution of certificates on 26 June 1847. m it, he enunciated the rationale of
the College, and commenced by stating: ' Alluding to the office of schoolmaster
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among the middle classes of society, for to this portion of society does the College of
Preceptors address itself...'. The College were thus extremely clear as to whom they
were appealing - the middle classes. Kay-Shuttlewortfvs schemes were being put into
place to train teachers for the labouring classes (see above) but the middle classes had
not been catered for. A few of the Council members went to see Lord John Russell
(1792-1878) to seek government support. They put it to his Lordship that "whilst the
higher and lower classes were not allowed to be educated by unexamined teachers, yet
the education of the middle classes was left to uncertified, incompetent and
irresponsible persons."' Lord Russell had been involved in recent educational
controversy (see 2.1) and had no wish to support measures that might cause further
trouble [Chapman 1985 24].

Returning to Rev. Dr Wilson's address, he stated that a College comprising school
teachers was best placed to examine school teachers, as opposed to tutors from
Oxford, Cambridge, University College London or Kings College London and that the
public concurred with this view. He declared it was now necessary to separate the
functions of teacher and divine office, traditionally held by the clergy, the professional
school teacher now being a distinct and independent entity. He concluded by
mentioning his hope that every school, whether for females or males, 'would become
a training college in itself and that "many respectable heads of schools will have two
or three articled pupils'.

Another item of consequence was the announcement of the Ladies Department [ET
Oct. 1847 5]. Joseph Payne and Stephen Freeman both advocated educating women
and the inclusion of women in the College's strategy from the outset reflected their
interests. For their era, these ideas are atypical and portray the forward thinking of the
members of the College. A collateral College for women was envisaged at first and
ladies took their own exam in June 1848. However, these plans were soon altered as
women began taking examinations alongside men. From 1849 onwards, women were
to feature in the life of the College and in the pages of the ET [Chapman 1985 26].
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Lastly. this first issue contained a short list of the objectives of the journal [ET Oct.
1847 8] followed by a longer and more detailed prospectus [ET Oct. 1847 9-10],
'Our objects in establishing this journal are :First to act as the organ of educators in their communications with the public or
amongst themselves;
Secondly to furnish to those who intend to enter the profession, and to join its junior
members, that instruction in the principles of the art of teaching, and in their practical
application, which is indispensably necessary to enable them to perform their duties
successfully;
Thirdly to point out the true hearing of ali questions connected with éducation, and in
particular to advocate the interests of the educator by showing that they are
inseparably bound up with the true interests of the community; and
Fourthly, to bring together information of every kind relating to éducation; and in this
department special attention will be paid to educational works, old as well as new,
which will be analysed and criticised in such a way as to enable teachers to judge
accurately of their merits, the want of trustworthy information of this kind being a
desideratum which has long been seriously felt.'

A more detailed prospectus was then given, as follows:
The proposed contents of the AT will be:
1. Reports of the proceedings of the College of Preceptors; communications to
the Council from locai boards in connection with it; originai correspondence on
matters of éducation, science and literature in general, letters from assistants to
the Dean of the College seeking for information and aid in the prosecution of
their studies preparatory to the College exams, - the answers to which, when
considered to be generally useful and interesting will be published in the
Journal, authentic copies of the examination papers of the College will be given
at the close of each exam, and properly-arranged lists of those who have passed
them and received the College certificates.

2. Papers on the science and art of éducation in which it will be endeavoured to
elucidate and render practically applicable the general truths discovered and
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taught by the profound metaphysicians of various countries, but which are still
unknown to the great mass of teachers, and have hitherto exerted but little
influence on practical education, explanations of the various systems of
education which have been pursued at different periods and in various countries.
This department will present to the reader a digest of all that has been done by
the great minds which have been directed to education. Each discoverer will be
allowed to expound the merits of his system, substantially in his own words; and
a resume of the advantages and disadvantages of each plan will be given,
founded on reasons which, being fully expressed, may be judged of by every
reader. Papers on female education, and on the duties and provinces of the
female teacher; showing their vast importance, especially in a moral point of
view, not only upon young women but upon the whole population.

3. Educational politics, exemplifying the influence of the state on education in
various countries; statistics of crime as connected with those of education;
manners and customs viewed as the results of early discipline; the position of
the educator and its effect upon the state of education, and through that upon the
condition, moral and intellectual, of the whole community; normal schools and
centralisation.

4. Papers for the purpose of conveying exact and scientific information on the
subjects of the greatest utility and interest to the enlightened educator. Among
the subjects in this department will be concise lectures on physics and the
natural sciences, intended to give a general view of those branches of
knowledge, and to direct the student to the best works upon them. Special
attention will be paid to the points most likely to perplex the unaided student;
and the best made of presenting them to the youthful pupil, so as to be
intelligible to him, will be explained. In this division will be included papers on
physical culture, and the intimate connexion between the condition of the body
and that of the mind. Lastly, full and faithful reviews of books, especially of
those intended to be used in schools, or likely to be serviceable to the instructor,
including those which are already well known, but respecting which we may
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entertain opinions different from those that are prevalent; digests ot'the
transactions of scientific bodies; the proceedings of universities, colleges.
chartered and endowed schools, preferments, vacancies etc.

5. Biographies of celebrated teachers, bibliographical accounts of scholastic
literature, and the history of educatíonal establishments. both at home and
abroad.

6. Advertisements connected with every department of scholastic business.

In this short list of objectives, the editorial of the üThighlighted its wish to
communicate issues of current educational interest (incidentally, not only those
representing the views of the Collegc of Preceptors.) They then described the didactic
role envisaged for the journal placed in its appropriate social context. Lastly, they
referred to their aspirations as critical reviewers of a wide range of educational works.

In the longer prospectus, six speciñc objectives of the journal were stated. The first
contained a desire to be an organ of official communication for the College of
Preceptors both generally and specifically relating to publication of material relating
to examinations (although the ET was not the ofíicial journal of the College until a
new series was launched in April 1861 when it carried the subtitle 'and Journal of the
College of Preceptors'). In the second, an aspiration was articulated to promúlgate in
England little known continental educational methods. Also in point two, the wish
was expressed to publish material focussed specifically on women, both as learners
and teachers, with emphasis placed on their high valué. This was an extraordinary
statement for the period when equal opportunities in education did not exist for men
and women. Point three embodied the political aims of the journal and point six was
concerned with the practical matter of advertising.

Point four is of especial interest as it contained direct reference to scientific material.
In it, the editorial board delineated the desire to transmit in a clear manner scientific
information for use by educators. It also highlighted the plight of the unaided
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students, and expressed a wish to help them. (This focus is one that was expanded
upon by

the well known mathematician, writer of mathematical text books,

Cambridge don and examiner- Isaac Todhunter in his the Conflict of Studies and
Other Essays [1873]. Todhunter devoted an entire chapter of his book to 'Private
Study of Mathematics' and dwelt upon the difficulties of the self-taught Student when
faced w î t h examinations.) The éditorial board of the ET also signalled their intent to
provide instructive book reviews. News of scientific bodies was to be given,
accompanied by information concerning schools, universities and other educational
establishments. Point five highlighted the aim to produce specific accounts of the
influence of educators, educational establishments and educational literature. Many
examples could be cited to exemplify the fulfilment of thèse objectives in the early
issues

of the ET. For example, the sélection of examination papers set in June 1847

[ET Oct. 1847 3] contained the following questions:
2) The Germans make a distinction between Pädagogik, the science of
Education; Methodik, the science of Methods and Didaktik, the art of teaching.
How would you define their respective provinces?
4) State the leading features of Pestalozzis, Jacotofs and De Fellenberg's
Systems of

Education, and point out their several excellencies and defects.

9) Discuss the following educational dogmas
1. The faults of a school are to be sought for in the master.
2. The object of éducation is to stimulate the pupil to educate himself.
3. The pupil should never be allowed to leave a subject until he thoroughly
understands it.
4. On ne s'instruit pas en s'amusant. (Enjoying oneself is not instructive.)
5. Nonmultasedmulrum. (Not many but much)
6. Festina lente. (Make haste slowly.)

These examination questions clearly delineate the aspiration to promote continental
methods of éducation as expressed in the first, concise list of objectives, mentioned
above. Many of the French Journals summarised in fig. 1.2 (see 1.2.3) were similar in
some aspects to the ET. For exampie, the Journal officiel de l'instruction publique
contained university news and wider national and international educational items and
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Ferrusac's Bulletin universel des sciences et de l'industrie published reviews and
abstracts of scientific material. However, there is no évidence that the editors of the
£7* were directly influenced by thèse Journals.

,

The many extracts from the first issue of the £7 thus accentuate the clarity of the aims
and objectives of the College it emanated from, and also the high standards sought
from those wishing to acquire the qualifications awarded by the College. The nature
of the educational material discussed in this journal reflects the fact that some of the
founding members of the College mentioned above were certainly polymaths, certain
of them being particularly interested in mathematics and science. The aims and
objectives outlined above were adhered to and exampies of their fui filment in relation
to point four specifically form the body of the next section.

2.4 The place of mathematics in the ET.

2.4.1 Mathematics in the early years of the ET
Prominence was given to the field of mathematics throughout the life of this journal
and examples from issues from its first few years amply supply illustrations of this
point.
On the first page of the first issue can be found an advertisement for the winter
lectures (1847-8) of the 'South Islington Commercial and Mathematical School', a
minor example, maybe, but its positioning and timing make it noteworthy. Referring
again to the sélection of examination papers from June 1847, given in the first issue,
there are several questions pertaining specifically to mathematics, which together with
languages and science were termed in those days as 'modern studies' [Chapman 1985
49]. Out of 21 questions, 11 were concerned with educational issues of a general
nature and the other 10 addressed topics focussing on specific subject areas. Of thèse
10, five related directly to mathematics and are shown below.
10) Explain and contrast the analytical and synthetical (or constructive)
methods of teaching. Illustrate the applications of each to the teaching of
Arithmetic or Latin.
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14) What is the nature and range of the mental discipline effected by the study
of Mathematics?
15) What are the main deficiencies in our common methods of teaching
Mathematics? How would you propose to remedy them? As an illustration,
explain how you would teach Arithmetic to an elementary class.
17) Which do you consider from personal experience, the best books for
teaching the following subjects:- Greek. Latin, French, German. Algebra,
Trigonometry, Arithmetic, Geography, General History and English Grammar
18) Give an outline of the plan you would pursue in teaching Greek, Euclid or
History.

Again, the incisiveness of these questions demonstrates the desire to stimulate the
examinees to pursue excellence in their teaching of mathematics and not merely to
lead their pupils to 'cram' for exams (see 1.4.2). There was obviously dissatisfaction
in the examiners' minds concerning the current teaching of mathematics (question 15)
and this contrasted with their lofty opinion of mathematics suggested by question 14 a most penetrating question. The mathematics examiners for June 1847 [ET Jun.
1847 1] were John Hind, Wharton, and Boole (see 16.2, 1.6.6 and 1.6.9). James
Wharton (d. 1862) received his B.A. from St. John's College, Cambridge in 1834 and
was the author of mathematical textbooks on algebra and arithmetic. He was a
member of the College Council for many years and also of the College Board of
Examiners [ET Apr. 1862 21 and Venn 1940-54 419] (also see below). John Hind
(1796-1866) graduated from St John's College, Cambridge and was 2nd wrangler and
2nd Smith's prizeman in 1818. He taught in Sydney then was ordained a deacon in
Cambridge [Venn 1940-54 419 and DA'S]. He was the author of mathematical
works on algebra and the comets and was a member of the Royal Astronomical
Society. By June 1849, the examiners were John Hind. Boole and Sylvester [ET Jun.
1849 243]. In December 1850, Thomas Stephen Davies (see 1.4.3) was added to this
trio [ET Dec. 1850 49]. The mathematical ability of the majority of these examiners
then was exceptionally high, again demonstrating the important position it held in the
College, although it was noteworthy that the examiners changed from year to year.
The positions held by the examiners was also noteworthy, Sylvester and Davies being
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members of the Royal Society, Davies teaching at Woolwich, where Sylvester was to
teach from 1855 to 1870 and Hind being a member of the Royal Astronomical Society
(see 1.6.7). No minutes of any examination committees for these early years appear to
have survived.

The subjects covered by the mathematical tests were published in the first issue of the
ET [Oct. 1847 5]. The higher mathematical test covered 'the higher departments of
mathematics and its applications, especially in algebra, conic sections, the differential
and integral calculus, statics and dynamics.' The lower mathematical test covered
'arithmetic, four books of Euclid with deductions and problems, the elements of
algebra and the elements of plane trigonometry.' The higher test had many subjects in
common with the material studied by the more able students at Cambridge under
Whewell's reforms of 1848 (see 1.4.1), except that the Cambridge syllabus also
contained analytic geometry, hydrostatics, mechanics, advanced astronomy and optics
and the College syllabus also contained conic sections. The lower test is similar to the
elementary mathematics studied at Cambridge, except that it lacked the applied
mathematics. Similarly, it resembled the course studied at Woolwich, except that the
Woolwich course also contained applied mathematics and fluxions. Details of the
examinations carried out at Woolwich were published in the [ET Nov. 1859 257].
Mathematics was one of nine subjects studied, and pure mathematics was worth 2,000
marks and mixed mathematics 1,500. It is possible that the College mathematical
examiners wanted to promote pure mathematics in reaction to Whewell's emphasis on
applied mathematics (see 1.4.1). Hind was a member of the Royal Astronomical
Society and would have surely had the expertise to examine in these subjects.

Excellent examiners, however, did not entice excellent candidates as there were none
for the first mathematical higher test. Six men did gain the lower test in mathematics
in June 1847 as did two men in June 1848. In April 1848, Rev. Dr Wilson referred to
the introduction of mathematical prizes in the following extract 'The College has
already, by its Dean, declared that it considers mathematical studies among the most
important, yet at present most neglected branches of education; and an illustrious
mathematical scholar has shown his opinion on the subject by offering a prize for the
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greatest proficients in mathematics at the College examinations." By August 1849.
there was to be found adjacent the names of those having passed the mathematical
examinations, the names of R. Jones M.C.P. (Member of the College of Preceptors)
who was designated the Sir John Lubbock's Mathematical Prizeman, and A. Smith
M.C.P, Mr Wire's Mathematical Prizeman. This distinction was a high honour
considering Sir John Lubbock was the vice president of the Royal Society and vicepatron of the College (see 2.2). David William Wire, of Lewisham, was a vice-patron
of the College. The introduction of mathematical prizes was perhaps stimulated by a
desire to emulate the Smith's prize awarded for mathematical prowess at Cambridge
(see 1.1.3).

Great emphasis was given throughout the ETXo thorough understanding of each
subject promulgated between its pages. It was to this end that model answers to the
mathematics exam questions were published. In November 1847, the arithmetic test
and the solutions to the questions on algebra from January's exam, 1847, were
published [CT Nov. 1847 21-2], The examination paper published in [ET Mar. 1849
138] is reproduced in fig. 2.1 Appendix A. There was an examination paper in
'Arithmetic' and one in 'Arithmetic and Algebra'. The questions were searching,
asking for definitions of arithmetical and algebraic terms and supporting examples.
On the 'Arithmetic' paper, which contained 21 questions, question one asked for a
definition of least common measure and greatest common measure, then requested
examples. Question four read 'Shew, by arithmetical example, that multiplying a
given quantity by a proper fraction decreases its value, and dividing it increases its
value. Why is this?' There were then several questions involving a practical
application of arithmetic. Question seven was a practical problem which involved
ratios, but at the end of the problem, the candidate was required to state the reason for
the method of solution. These questions are very similar in character to those set in
1847 at Battersea Training School by Tate as cited in [Howson 1982 217] (see Tate
below).

The 21 arithmetic questions included four separate questions on 'Artificers' and
Work' comprising building problems. The 'Arithmetic and Algebra' examination
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again required definitions, explanation and investigation of methods not just
arithmetical or algebraic manipulation. Questions requiring arithmetical and algebraic
manipulation were again set in a practical context - the number of bricks in a wall, the
cost of cloth and the weight of gold being examples. This section contained 17
questions, question 16 requesting an explanation of the signs and symbols used in
arithmetical algebra.

In April 1850, a selection of the examination papers from January 1850 'Euclid with
Deductions' was published [ET April 1850 164] and is shown in fig 2.2 Appendix A.
This paper also required definitions and explanations. None of Euclid's propositions
were referred to by number and the exercise did not comprise regurgitation of any part
of Euclid. The first question asked for information on the axioms, including the
parallel axiom and asked for a substitute definition. The majority of the questions
involved straight lines, triangles, circles and squares, an example being question four
'To draw a straight line through a given point parallel to a straight line. Describe a
circle which shall touch two given parallel lines, and pass through a given point
between them.' A detailed knowledge of the axioms and propositions in the first
books of Euclid would be needed to answer such questions.

In [ET Apr. 1848 149-51] there was a long item on education by ' A Collegian,
London' containing a large section on the importance of mathematics in both schools
and commercial establishments and a desire expressed that the College of Preceptors
should lead in demonstrating how to teach mathematics in a lively and appropriate
manner. The following citation summarises these mathematical aims. 'The College
has already by its Dean, declared that it considers mathematical studies among the
most important, yet at present most neglected, branches of education; and an
illustrious mathematical scholar has shown his opinion on the subject by offering a
prize for the greatest proficients in mathematics at the College examinations.
At Cambridge, Dr Whewell and others hail the proceeding of the College in this
direction as an earnest of improvements in primary instruction. Already many
of our commercial schools are devoting their attention to a sound and diligent
course of mathematics; and the supplementary educational establishments which
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have arisen under the appellations of athenaeums and mechanics institutions, at
which thousands of youths are labouring to compensate the defects of
instruction by a diligent application to mathematìcal as well as classical and
other studies, are sufficient proofs of the necessity of some change in our
methods of school éducation. Let it not be supposed that we vvould wish
mathematics only to be studied, but we are aware of opinion that they ought to
form the stapìe in commercial schools, and that in classical schools they ought
to engross at least one-half of the hours of study.

The desirability of concentrating on a few subject areas - mathematics, classics and
chemistry, was then expressed, with lectures given and published in the form of model

lessons[£r Apr. 1848 150].

In the early issues, there was a profusion of articles on the teaching of arithmetic. [ET
Oct. 1848 5] contained a lengthy article entitled ' A Model Lesson in Arithmetic',
attributed to ' B . A ' , possibly in response to the article mentioned directly above. It
was in the format of a teacher/pupil dialogue, where the teacher asked a question of a
class of about thirty boys and pupils were selected at random to answer. The answers
given were ideal and showed a full understanding of why the rules of arithmetic were
effective. The subject of the lesson was decimai fractions and there was considérable
détail concerning ali the différent situations in which they occurred. Terms were
delineated by the pupil and explanations and examples provided of certain results. It
is hard to imagine a pupil being able to give such lucid answers which outlined not
only certain arithmetical rules, but also why they held.

The Dean's (Rev. Dr Wilson's) report was published in a somewhat later volume of
ET [ET Jul. 1854 224] and the Dean reiterated the desire 'that schoolmasters will
now universally instruct their pupils through principles rather than rules'. One of the
examiners commented on the examinands poor performance in the last set of
examinations compared with the high standards achieved in previous ones. 'Notes on
Teaching Arithmetic' by J.B. was printed in [ET May 1857 99] and contained hints
for the successful organisation of an arithmetic class. It recommended mental
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arithmetic, as well as 'sound and thorough Arithmetic' but was chiefly concerned
about the mechanics of the lesson itself. It stated that arithmetic lessons used the
power of the mind rather than the memory and could be therefore be carried out in the
afternoon when the memory was flagging. A variety of activities was suggested for
use during the lesson, which was preferably held in a separate room with a
blackboard. The old practice of leaving the student to work on problems unassisted
day after day was deplored. A warning was given against the antithesis of this
practice - explaining everything to the pupil. Instead the teacher should observe the
progress of the pupils and be ready to guide them in their own learning so that 'whilst
the ideas may be the master's. yet let them come from the pupil's mind and lips'.

Another article by J.B. giving teaching hints appeared in [ET June 1857 123] and
was entitled 'Hints on teaching Algebra'. The importance of a firm foundation in
arithmetic was stressed before attempting algebra. A rationale for teaching algebra
was given
The reasons why Algebra should form a branch of study are numerous. It is
now taking a place in not only a liberal, but a moderate éducation; its aid in
Arithmetic is invaluable, being the royal road by which many complicated and
high-sounding rules are resolved; it stands on the threshold of ali mathematical
studies; it quickens the intellect and develops latent genius. And, again, the
pursuit of this branch is recognìzed as a feature ofthe educational movement of
the présent age. The Committee of Council foster its cultivation, and the Royal
College of Preceptors must deem its importance great, since in their scholastic
examinations, it is required not only for First and second Classes, but even for
the Third.

Teaching algebra at an early age was then recommended, and the teacher exhorted to
keep his pupils' interest. The simple équation was stipulated to no longer be a
boundary, nor the quadrane 'regarded as invincible'. Formulae and progressions were
stated to be 'more enticing than horse-shoe problems', quite the opposite approach to
that undertaken in the arithmetic and algebra examination which contained several
practical problems. Less time spent on practical problems would result in most of this
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;

almost boundless science' being taught universally in most schools. Three hours a

week was given as a possible time to spend on algebra and it was strongly
recommended that pupils study independently, so their genius would be 'uncrammed'.
The article concluded with the hope that a wide range of pupils would start to study
algebra. This article is longer than its counterpart on arithmetic, and is less focussed.
The désire to see pupils motivated by the love of algebra per se, gleaned without the
use of practical examples, does seem somewhat unrealistic and out of character with
the questions in the earlier examinations. A third article appeared in [ET Jul. 1857
146] on the 'Use of Geometry Theoretical and Practicar. This discussed the best time
of day for a geometry lesson and the best age to start teaching it then progressed to
practical applications of geometry. Again, the article lacked focus and was couched in
somewhat poetic language. AU three articles show the importance of thèse basic
mathematical topics to the editors of the ET

4

A letter was printed in [ET Dec. 18 7 55] asking the editor which books were
recommended for the mathematics exam, and Rev. Dr Wilson replied. He advocated
Kmà^s Algebra or Lund's édition of Wood*s Algebra and referred to a list given
earlier in the same volume. He also mentioned that Euclid would be studied via v/va
voce where students would be asked to write out propositions. The list from [ET Dec.
1847 41]isasfollows-

Algebra

Tate's Algebra Made Easy
Colenso's Algebra especially 5th édition
Wood's Algebra edited by Lund

Geometry

Pease's Practical Geometry
Pott's Euclid
Lardner's Euclid

Trigonometry

Hall's
Snowball's
Hymer's

Aritfimetic

Tate's First Principies of Arithmetic
Macleod Mental Arithmetic 2 parts
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Hopkin's Manual of Mental Arithmetic
Crossley's Arithmetic
De Morgan's Colenso's Hind's Wharton's

Below this list there appeared a note mentioning a publication received. The book
concerned was the Principles and Practice of Arithmetic and Mensuration with the
Use of Logarithms by J. Wharton M . A . with the sanction of the College of Preceptors.
Wharton's involvement with the College had resulted in them publicly endorsing his
work, although it appears in the above list almost as an afterthought. The list is not
attributed to anyone, but since Rev. Dr Wilson referred to it, it must be assumed he
approved of it. Wilson does not mention his own book on trigonometry in this list,
published in 1831 and being lucid with clear explanations. In the preface. Wilson
acknowledged help from colleagues at Cambridge, and inspiration from Poinsot's
Sections Angulaires and Airy's article on Trigonometry in the Encyclopaedia
Metropolitana. Hind's book on arithmetic was very good with clear explanations.
His Elements of Algebra [1839] required a working knowledge of arithmetic and
progressed from elementary rules and theorems in algebra, in the light of arithmetic, to
symbolic algebra, the basis for analytical investigations [Hind 1839 preface]. It
contained appendices with examples. Again, this was a good text book.

Thomas Tate (1807-88) figures prominently in the list. He was the editor of the
mathematical column of the York Courant from around 1834 to 1846 when it ceased
and was responsible for the introduction of a 'Juvenile' section [Howson 1982 98-9],
He was one of the country's first teacher trainers, working at Kay-Shurtleworth's (see
2.1) Battersea Training School. Tate was a gifted teacher who used examples of
practical problems in his teaching. He set down his teaching principles in his
Philosophy of Education (1854, then 1857) in which he states that 'arithmetic
cultivates the reasoning powers and induces habits of exactness and order' [Tate 1857
248 cited in Howson 1982 114]. The syllabus at Battersea included algebra,
arithmetic, mechanics and mental arithmetic and Tate's many textbooks were
universally used.
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Bishop Colenso's work also features prominently in the above list. Colenso (1814-83)
was mathematics master at Harrow from 1838-42. His textbooks were widely used in
Victorian schools, particularly his. Arithmetic [Howson 1982 259]. Wood's Algebra
had a geometrical bias and was used at Cambridge (see 1.4.1). Hymer's works on
analytic geometry and differential equations were standard at Cambridge (see 1.4.1 ).
To summarise the list, it features Tate's innovative books and emphasises arithmetic.

Good mathematical textbooks, both new and old were reviewed in detail in the ET and
those considered highly beneficial and instructive for personal study were warmly
recommended. A review in February 1848 of the Young Ladies ' Arithmetic by
Samuel Goodwin [ET Feb. 1848 107] highlighted sentiments very much in line with
those of the editorial as can be seen from these citations '..[this] work adds another to
the list of treatises which proceed upon the now happily disappearing system of
teaching arithmetic by mere rule.' and 'We can see no reason why girls as well as boys
should not be taught the principles of arithmetic; we believe their minds to be equally
capable of development and that it is quite as important that their powers be educed.'
The main criticism of the work is that the rationale is not given for the mechanical
methods of performing arithmetic.

The Rev. J. Steen's Treatise on Mental Arithmetic was approved by its reviewer in
[ET February 1848 108], with the proviso that little time should be spent in teaching
mental arithmetic in schools as this would detract from teaching the principles of
arithmetic. Steen, of the Belfast Royal Academical Institution, responded to this
review in [ET Mar. 1848 125] by stating that mental arithmetic, if taught correctly,
could help develop the powers of the mind. He outlined his teaching methods which
accentuated the underlying principles and hoped the reviewer would reconsider his
opinion as Steen felt his disapprobation would rum teachers away from this relatively
new discipline of mental arithmetic. The response of the reviewer was published
below this letter and stated that it was more important to put arithmetic generally on a
sound footing by expounding the underlying principles and that concentrating on
mental arithmetic, even if carried out well as Steen advocated, would detract from
this. He asserted the College of Preceptors was determined to remedy these defects in
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the teaching of arithmetic. The syllabus at Battersea training College included mental
arithmetic as well as arithmetic and Tate used Pestalozzi's method of teaching
arithmetic to instruct pupils regarding underlying principles, and the right approach
for different cases in arithmetic as well as using rules [Kay-Shuttleworth 1862 341-5.
cited in Howson 1984 108,110].

The distinction given to mathematics in this journal was too much for one reader who
wrote in February 1850: T see in every number of your valuable periodical very
interesting displays of mathematical talent, creditable in the highest degree, and
instructive, but no classical question...!'

The personal interest and involvement of many of the strategic members of the
College in mathematics were displayed in this journal. John Parker had penned three
mathematics books which were advertised in [ET Nov. 1847 31]. A'Paper read by
Mr Wharton at the Conversazione held by the College of Preceptors, 26 June 1848',
was reported in [ET Aug. 1848 242-3]. Wharton was one of the mathematical
examiners for the College examinations and in this article he pointed out the necessity
of mathematical study to give 'accuracy of reasoning and power of sustained thought'.
He then went on to say 'Cambridge has of late expressed its determination to
encourage only accurate mathematical learning, and the College will do its utmost
with that University for the attainment of so desirable an object'. Wharton's interest
were not confined to mathematics as he was also a classics examiner in June 1850.

2.4.2 Articles and books by Wharton
In [ET Jan. 1849 82] there was an outline of a lecture on the study of mathematics
given at a College meeting by Wharton. The outline started with a review of the
history of mathematics then contained a discussion of the lack of mathematical study
at the public schools, at Oxford, for the armed forces and for those in Parliament.
Teaching comprising 'a never-ending succession of rules' and lacking a logical
method was then attacked. Cambridge wranglers who had 'crammed' for exams were
pronounced unfit to teach. The Cambridge system was then denounced with its
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'grinders' who prepared pupils for the examination by making them copy out entire
mathematics books without the examples.

Wharton advocated a strict matriculation examination to improve standards of
students before they entered Cambridge and also the provision of good textbooks at
higher than elementary level, instead of merely translating French textbooks. He
stated 'Cambridge at present holds a very doubtful position in regard to the French
schools and her transatlantic competitors have already taken the lead in many studies."
He went on to recommend that Cambridge should clearly state the level of
mathematical attainment it required from students upon entrance, 'the three books of
Euclid and Simple Equations according to Bridges' Algebra ' being popularly claimed
as being all that Cambridge tutors required. Putting principles in the form of rules
was censured and teachers were encouraged to cultivate their pupils' reasoning, even
if this produced a profusion of questions. He suggested that arithmetic would 'fill the
void so much felt in female education' and 'teach them to think accurately and
consecutively'. The article concluded with a citation of an eminent Cambridge man
who stated that it was useless trying to teach higher mathematics at Cambridge when
the basics had not been grasped and also strongly recommended 'a large and judicious
collection of Problems'.

Wharton published many books, some of which ran to several editions and many
containing examples from examination papers, for example the Civil Service.
Wharton's Elements of Plane Trigonometry [1849] was aimed at school children and
treated angles as ratios instead of the older practice of considering them as lines
[Wharton 1849 2]. It also had an introduction to algebraic geometry which he felt
had been neglected. He recommended Wilson's, Hind's, Snowball's and Hymer's
trigonometry books for further reference. The material in this book covered the
standard definitions and formulae in plane trigonometry and had examination papers
from Emanuel College Oxford, the College of Preceptors and St. John's College
Cambridge.
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Wharton's Logical Arithmetic [5th edition, 1859] was tor school classes 'to render
youth familiar with the use of numbers, to make them independent of rules in their
calculations, and to give them method in writing out at examinations' [Wharton 1859
preface]. The book commenced with definitions, then considered fractions, decimals,
logarithms, proportions, interest and contained some Civil Service papers, College of
Preceptor papers and Oxford middle Class papers. The definitions were oversimplistic, declaring there to be three kinds of number, odd, even and fractional. The
1861 edition started with a history of the development of number systems and had
additional material on mental arithmetic. The books were small and slim and the
explanations and definitions were not of a high standard, they were not of the same
calibre as Wilson's work on trigonometry.

Wharton's Examples in Algebra: being a collection of more than 2000 examples...
[1848] came mostly from Cambridge examination papers and was intended to
progress from elementary to more complex problems. It included fractions, surds,
permutations and combinations, the binomial theorem, series, simple equations,
quadratic equations, simultaneous equations and indeterminate equations. His
Complete Solutions of Every Class of Examples in Algebra.... was published
posthumously in 1863 and contained an anonymous preface from Cambridge, which is
most revealing.
This Publication, entitled "Solutions of Examples in Algebra," is the first part of
a work designed as a help to Students of that science. The first part, complete in
itself, was nearly finished when the Author was, after a painful illness, removed
by death. The book will be a useful companion, more especially to those
Students who have not access to a living Instructor to explain their difficulties.

The late James Wharton, B.A., M.C.P., was a Schoolmaster, and the author of
several Elementary Books. He was educated at St. John's College, Cambridge,
and his name appeared fourteenth in the list of Senior Optimes, in the year 1834.
He was one of the originators of the Royal College of Preceptors and a most
active and zealous promoters of its success. He was also, for sometime, one of
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its Mathematical Examiners, and he continued to labour for the interests of the
College as long as his health enabled him to do so.

The Second Part of the work is intended to complete, if the First Part should be
found to accomplish the design of the Author.

This preface stated Wharton's achievements but the statement that he was fourteenth
senior optime for his year showed him to be in a much lower league than De Morgan ,
and Wilson who were wranglers (see 1.4.1).

Logical Arithmetic was unfavourably reviewed in the ET. Wharton answered his
reviewers in [ET Feb. 1848 99-100]. His reply, entitled 'On Arithmetical
Instruction', was somewhat arrogant and discourteous, immediately claiming that the
reviewer, had not read the work carefully and had also made errors. He denounced the
reviewer as being afraid of new methods and wishing to retain the old rules. He
declared the reviewer 'wants to have a large mess of principles, something like
Professor De Morgan's book, which, at his recommendation I have inspected; and my
opinion of which is that, with all its excellence, there is too much explanation'. Given
the emphasis placed on explanation evinced in the examinations of 1847, this seems a
strange line for Wharton to have taken. It certainly seems at odds with the emphasis
on principles given by Wilson in a later issue (see above). Wharton included a section
of a Cambridge book which showed that
am/bm=a/b
and attacked this as being unnecessary, as such a statement should be regarded as an
axiom, 'or at least as data'. He asserted that his statement that 1/2=2/4 needed no
further explanation and that arithmetic could be taught satisfactorily from such a basis.
He suggested that 'arithmetic be brought as nearly as possible to common sense, and
let it exercise common reason, and be made the ladder to higher subjects.' He
emphasised that boys should be made to reason, not understand. He felt the College
examinations had already 'done very great good' but that lengthy textbooks were
detrimental, even they did attempt to propound the principles of arithmetic. He
claimed that boys he had taught for three months were capable of tackling difficult
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examples from other books, such boys being the antidote to Dr Whewell's problem
that 'young men come to Cambridge entirely unprepared to proceed in the University
course, because they are often entirely devoid of any previous mental cultivation'.

Wharton's reliance on his students' acceptance of his axioms compares poorly with
De Morgan's desire to set out a firm foundation for his arithmetic. Rice discusses De
Morgan's views in his doctoral dissertation which focuses on De Morgan as educator,
De Morgan complained that, in their elementary study of the subject, the
majority of students were not imbued with any notion of sound reasoning;
instead he said "all is rule and work" (De Morgan 1831 271]. Moreover, he
criticised the lack of rigour in properly defining arithmetical terms and concepts,
such as fractions: "He [the pupil] has been accustomed to the consideration of
several things of the same kind, but rarely to that of the division of one of these
objects into equal parts. His half has, most probably, been merely a division
into any two parts whatsoever, and can accordingly, with perfect consistency,
talk of the larger and the smaller h a l f [De Morgan 1833 210]. This point was
of no small consequence since he had observed from experience that "the want
of a familiar acquaintance with common and decimal fractions is the source of
nine out of ten of the difficulties which are commonly found in the study of
algebra" [De Morgan 1833 221-2]. The first step, therefore, in training sound
mathematicians was to ensure that their notion of all the concepts they were
required to employ was rigorous and exact [Rice 1997 112].
Although both De Morgan and Wharton both deplored teaching arithmetic by rules,
De Morgan was prepared to tackle what he saw as the root of the problem while
Wharton simply stated his axioms (or 'data') without clearly defining his basic
concepts. De Morgan wrote many mathematical treatises for the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, a society which sought to spread scientific
knowledge via cheap, clear treatises. This society published some of De Morgan's
most popular books and also many of his articles in its Quarterly Journal of
Education and Penny Cyclopaedia [Howson 1982 84-6]. De Morgan was known as
an excellent teacher and his arguments are certainly more convincing than Wharton's,
which are weak.
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Wharton's defence of his article was followed by a reply from the reviewer, who was
at a loss to discover his so-called errors or understand why he was deemed to approve
of arithmetic taught by rule, which he said he deplored. He criticised Wharton's
practice of using axioms for arithmetical properties that should be proved, declaring
Wharton's reasoning to be 'somewhat loose'. He also criticised Wharton's error of
going from the particular to the general, but did agree with him about the 'defective
state of mathematical instruction in most of our public and private schools'. The
reviewer's response is lucidly written and cogently argued, showing Wharton to be
clearly inferior in his grasp of teaching arithmetic. The editor of the ET, in publishing
the review and the response to it, was certainly at pains to be impartial regarding this
matter.

Wharton wrote to Whewell on 3 May 1850 saying
Dear Sir, My name may perhaps be unknown to you, or rather forgotten amidst
the multitude of your important occupations. I now however write to you that
having been for years the constant corrector both by Pamphlets and by means of
the Educational Times, of an improved method of study and teaching both in the
University and in the Public Schools, and also having introduced considerable
improvement in Private Schools, I should be particularly glad of an opportunity
of taking a place as Mathematical Assistant in a Public School, and then to have
an opportunity of trying effectually, what can be effective in that way by
diligence and authority in our Public Schools. 1 address you because your recent
pamphlet proves your earnestness in the cause, and also because you may be
likely to be consulted in the subject, and from Heads to whom I am unknown
might wish to make use of my experience. Trusting you will excuse the liberty
The outcome of this letter is not known, but it shows Wharton's desire to be seen as a
champion of mathematics education

2.4.3 Articles concerning De Morgan
De Morgan had other articles published in the ET. He wrote an article on 'Decimal
Coinage' in the 'Companion to the Almanac for the year 1848' which formed the basis
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fordiscussion for an item in [ET Feb. 1848 102], His lecture in October 1848 at the
commencement of the Session of the Faculty of Arts, in University College London
'On the Effects of Competitory Examinations. Employed as Instruments in Education'
(see 1.4.2) was reported in full in [ET Dec. 1848 56-9]. This article accentuated the
need for depth of study in a particular área, not a breadth of study as in the liberal
education at Cambridge. In it, De Morgan advocated private study, with the main use
of lectures being to pick up useful hints.

In [ET Sep. 1854 273-4], M.C. of Elizabeth College, Guernsey (probably Mortimer
Collins, see 5.5.2), wrote an article on 'Double Algebra* which featured De Morgan's
work of that title. He denounced learning arithmetic by rule and stated that De
Morgan was 'the only Englishman who has attempted to raise the standard of
Elementary Algebra', He especially recommended De Morgan's Trigonometry and
Double Algebra and works by the Germán Martin Ohm, pronouncing these to be
admirable school books. He pointed out that De Morgan fell short of establishíng
algebra 'as a significant and symbolic calculus'. He praised Colenso's book as being
the best school book on the subject in England, but commented that it failed to fuffil
'the logical requirements of the science'. He then called upon the College to go
beyond Cambridge and 'demand for its First Class, a thoroughly philosophic
knowledge of Algebra as a science'. This should include a) deftnitions of symbols, b)
the use of infinite series, c) the notion of limits, d) the notation of functions, e)
different scales of origin and f) equations of the first and second degree. He praised
De Morgan for producing problems for such equations on topics like levers and
specific gravities - mechanical problems, instead of examples involving 'oíd ladies
dealing in eggs'. The tenor of this article is on a much higher plañe than the previous
ones on arithmetic by Wharton (see above) and índicates the writer had a broader and
deeper grasp of mathematics than him.

Wharton and Wilson thus provide examples of men intimately connected with the
College who published anieles on mathematical issues. Another such was Alexander
Kennedy Isbister who joined the College Council in 1857. For his first paper
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delivered to the College, he chose as his subject the teaching of Euclid [Chapman
1985 55 and ET Apr. 1861 3-5]]

2.4.4 Articles concerning Whewell
Whewell (see 1.1.3) has already been mentioned in this chapter, in connection with
his approbation of 'the proceedings of the College in this direction as an earnest of
improvements in primary instruction [ET Apr. 1848 150] and also, according to
Wharton, his desire that boys should arrive at Cambridge with satisfactory
mathematical grounding [ET Feb. 1848 99-100]. John Parker gave a review of
Whewell's A Liberal Education in general, and with especial reference to the
University of Cambridge, Part II in [ET Apr. 1850 158-9]. He emphasised
Whewell's important position at Cambridge and took pleasure in the fact that
Whewell advocated the same aims as those stated in the ET, quoting WheweU's
assertion that the faculty of reason is cultivated by the study of mathematics. There is
then a discussion of the Classical Tripos, arguing that it could concentrate on logical
reasoning and systematic arrangement rather than mere translation, and that this would
put it on the same footing as the Mathematical Tripos.

Parker discussed Whewell's opinion of the need for improvement of the Cambridge
system, but did not share Whewell's criticism of Goodwin's Course (see 1.4.1),
merely echoing the need for improvement of the system. He agreed with Whewell
that Cambridge should produce sound textbooks on every aspect of elementary
mathematics, 'but as regards the definition of Trigonometrical functions, the questions
raised may be questioned'. Parker applauded Whewell's boldness in criticising the
teaching in the public schools and quoted him as saying that improvement in
education would only occur if there was concomitant improvement in the schools and
the universities. Parker reproduced a long quotation highlighting the lack of sound
mathematical teaching at several of the great schools, emphasising the utility of
arithmetic for practical purposes, and stating 'Arithmetic is in itself a good discipline
of attention and application of mind'. Whewell then discussed the necessity for the
mathematical preparation of school pupils before going to Cambridge and Parker drew
attention to the need for a matriculation examination (see 2.4 below). Parker
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concluded the review by recommending Whewell's work to anyone interested in
education, particularly of the middle classes.

This review sparked off some correspondence and in [ET Jul. 1850 223-4], F.C., a
Cambridge alumnus had a letter published which praised Whewell for balancing the
claims of both the classics and mathematics for a place in a liberal education. He then
went on to say that boys should be classified at school according to their mathematical
ability, not their classical ability, and taught at an appropriate level. He agreed wìth
Whewell that the Grammar schools should provide a satisfactory grounding for the
Universities.

On a lighter note, each month the £Tcontained a column featuring the names of
famous people from the past who had been bom, or had died in the same month.
Many famous mathematicians and scientists were listed here, including Newton,
Leibniz, Kepler, d'Alembert and Boyle. News was given of other educational
institutions - a section entitled 'University Intelligence' brought news from Oxford,
Cambridge, Dublin and the London Universities. This completes the analysis of the
place of mathematics generally in the early years of the ET. Educational reforms
involving secondary schools will now be addressed.

2.5 Later educational reforms

In Parker's review of Whewell's work on a liberal education (see 2.3 above), Whewell
was quoted in [ET Apr. 1850 159] as declaring Tt may be said that the University
and the Colleges ought to compel the schools to teach the Elements of Mathematics,
by requiring a certain quantity of Mathematics of alt their students. This may be said,
and it is true, and I hope will be acted upon. I hope the Colleges or the University will
require of ali the students a real and practical acquaintance with Arithmetic and
Geometry.' Parker reinforced these statements and added a warning 'The difficult
point respecting a matriculation examination is now fully shown; and it is hoped that
the University will be induced to make themselves equal to the times in which they
live; and if not, eìther some violent change will be imposed, or the University will
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gradually become disused and neglected, except by those who fatten on its income."
The theme of school matriculation had already been taken up by Wharton in [ET Jan.
1849 82] (see 2.3 above) and was developed in a lecture reported in [ET Feb. 1850
102]. This report focuses on the significance of sound arithmetical teaching stating
'(t)his subject is especially important to many Members of the College, because it
happens to be the only part of mathematics which they teach.' The report concludes
with a call to Cambridge - Tet Cambridge fit and enact a certain standard by means of
a matriculation examination, and their requirements are sure to be met. It is their
neglect and indifference which keeps down the standard- they demand accurate
Arithmetic and a thorough knowledge of equations and Algebra, why then do they not
exact that or its equivalent from everyone* He then referred to books used in schools 'people are content to use such books as those of Walkinghame, Bridge, and
Bonnycastle, or some such like, of which they never comprehend one half, and their
pupils comprehend nothing.'

According to Chapman [1985 38-42], it was a founder member of the College, Mr
Hall, who had originally written to the College Council advocating school
matriculation examinations. His ideas became reality in August 1850, when a
committee set up to look into matter produced a full scheme for their adoption. Their
plans for school examinations were very similar to those in place currently. The
school principal or his nominated assistant would conduct the examination while an
examiner appointed by the College would supervise the entire proceedings.
Additionally, the supervisor would add his own exam questions to ensure no
'cramming' of pupils. In November 1850, a circular was sent to all members of the
College who were head masters, asking them if they wished to participate. Only
William Goodacre, a Dissenter, of the Standard Hill Academy, Nottingham, replied.
Rev. Dr Wilson and John Parker paid their first visit to this school in December 1850,
then examined the boys on 23 and 24 December. This visit attracted publicity and by
1853, twenty more schools had been added to the one in Nottingham. The work grew
and was joined in 1856 by the Society of Arts but was eventually taken over by
Oxford and Cambridge. This action aggrieved members of the College who saw the
examination of school pupils as their territory. The front page of [ET Jun. 1857 121]
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carried an article on 'Oxford Examination of Middle Class Schools' claiming the
College and its efforts in the area of school examinations had been ignored by Oxford
as the College ran on unsectarian principles. It was pointed out most forcibly that
University tutors were not equipped to examine school pupils as they had never taught
in such an institution. Such a clash with Oxford and Cambridge threw the College
into a crisis, and both Wharton and Wilson were casualties [Chapman 1985 49,53].

Mathematics in the ET and the reforms concerning school examinations have been
discussed above. Finally the royal commissions centred on the 1860s will be surveyed
as they yield information regarding the state of mathematics in the period under
consideration. This survey is taken from [Price 1994 16-8]. The Clarendon
Commission considered the nine public schools which had ancient foundations and
included Eton, Harrow and Winchester. The Taunton Commission considered a
variety of schools between these public schools and the elementary schools, which had
been investigated by the Newcastle Commission (1858-61). As a result of the
Clarendon Commission (1861-4), mathematics teaching in the public schools gained a
firmer footing with the appointment of specific mathematics masters. However, most
boys only studied four books of Euclid, some algebra and some arithmetic. The same
topics emerged from the Taunton report, arithmetic being dominant, together with
some dissatisfaction with the range of mathematics taught. Pupil's performance in
geometry was observed to be below that in arithmetic. Although school teachers
admitted mathematics was useful and valuable, there was no enthusiasm to extend
mathematics teaching to any depth.

2.6 Summary

This chapter gives an overview of English education, showing how the upper and
lower classes were catered for to some degree, but the middle classes were received
education of a varying quality. The desire to standardise teaching by examination was
behind the emergence of the College of Preceptors. The launch of the £7* is then
discussed, ajournai intimately connected with the College of Preceptors. The
pervasion of mathematics in this journal right from its inception is then set out.
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Mathematics was treated with respect and much thought and care was given to its
dissemination. The teaching of mathematics, particularly arithmetic, was particularly
focussed upon, in both articles and examination questions, and the needs of the selftaught student were singled out. The state of mathematics teaching in secondaryschools , as reported in three royal commissions in the 1860s, is summarised.

In the ET, contributions from eminent mathematicians were in evidence, especially De
Morgan, and the mathematical examiners for the College of Preceptors were
mathematicians of the highest calibre. Emphasis was placed on the unsectarian nature
of the College, but education at Cambridge was frequently referred to. Two
prominent members of the College, Rev. Dr Wilson, the Dean, and Mr Wharton, a
mathematical examiner, wrote prominent articles accentuating the importance of good
mathematical teaching based upon principles rather than rules, although Wharton's
work was of a much lower standard than De Morgan's. Wilson and Wharton were
also instrumental in starting up matriculation examinations in schools, an activity
which was annexed by Oxford and Cambridge in the late 1850s. Although, the loss of
their endeavour was a set-back for them, all the specifically mathematical activity just
mentioned, occurring mostly at the beginning of the life of the ET, was extremely
vibrant and encouraging. Such a high level of attention to mathematics was a very
auspicious beginning for the subject in the ET. The development of the mathematical
section against this fertile mathematical backdrop will now be set out.
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3 THE LAUNCHING OF THE MATHEMATICAL
DEPARTMENT AND ITS EARLY EDITORS

3.0 Chapter overview

Chapter three commences by tracing the beginnings of the mathematical department
from the first mention of a question in March 1848 to the launching of the department
in August 1849. The period from August 1849 to April 1862 is surveyed as a whole.
Comments by the mathematical editors are analysed to attempt to ascertain the
rationale, specific and general, behind the department. A major policy is set out
which concerned providing problems for school pupils and resulted in the appearance
of the junior department from 1851 to 1854. Important factors affecting the
department are discussed, namely space considerations. Several important
components of the department are visited, including prize questions, letters to
correspondents and the request for original problems. The evidence regarding the
mathematical editors from the inception of the mathematical department to April (862
is then set out and arguments put forward as to their identity. These figures include
Wilson, Wharton, Wilkinson and Miller. Wilson and Wharton have already been
discussed in 2.4. Biographical details are given for Wilkinson and Miller.

3.1 The inception of the mathematical department

3.1.1 A survey of thefirstquestions posed
Mathematical questions became a regular and well known part of this journal, but
there is confusion in the literature as to how and when they started. Archibald [1929
396] stated 'Numbered mathematical questions seem to have begun with the issue for
August 1849, although questions, solutions and mathematical papers appeared
occasionally before this.' The first 'generally mathematical' question came from a
preceptress in Manchester, dated 10 November 1847. It read as follows [£7* Dec.
1847 48]:THE MOON'S ORBIT
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Mr. Editor,-1 am happy to find that your columns are not to be confined to the
wants and wishes of the educators of one sex, but that ladies also may state their
experience and their difficulties, and request your aid.
I, in common with many other governesses, make constant use of Keith on the
Globes, and many teachers, to whom I have pointed out the following passage,
are as much in the dark as to its meaning as I am. 'While the moon revolves
round the earth in an elliptical orbit, she likewise accompanies the earth in its
elliptical orbit around the sun; by this compound motion her path is everywhere
C O N C A V E to the sun.' I confess I cannot understand this. It seems evident
that, owing to its compound motion, the moon must cross over or under the line
of the earth's orbit twice every month. Now, this being the case, it appears to me
that her orbit must be serpentine, and that therefore during one-half of the month
her orbit will be concave, and during the other half, convex, towards the sun. If,
you sir, or any of your correspondents, would give such a solution of this
difficulty as ladies could understand, accompanied by a diagram, showing that
the moon's orbit is everywhere concave towards the sun, or point out any error
there may be in this passage I have quoted, it would confer a great obligation
upon many teachers: and upon, sir, your obedient servant.

This plea was answered in detail and three trochoids were printed to illustrate the
reply. Unfortunately the figures were stated to have been incorrectly drawn, but they
still served their purpose. Two solutions by correspondents Mr Reeve and Mr Tabor
were given to this problem the following month. They were referred to in [ET Feb.
1848 103] when the editors replied to Mr Reeve's complaints that his diagram had
not been printed, and the terms used in his solution did not correspond to Mr Tabor's
diagram. The first solution in December 1847 was unattributed. If it was by an
editor, then this would be a case of an editor and correspondents providing solutions,
more than was asked for by the preceptress. This astronomical/mathematical problem
was strategic because it embodied so much of the raison d'être of the journal's
founders (see 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) - here was a teacher asking for mathematical
clarification of a problem to aid her in her teaching from the editor, or from any
correspondents to the journal.
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In [ET Mar. 1848 183] carne the first référence to a separate section of mathematica!
questions. In the 'Notices To, And Queries From, Correspondents" section appeared a
contribution from G.I. as follows:
G.I. suggests the advantage of devoting half a page in each number of the
Educational Times to originai geometrical, algebraical, and arithmetical
questions for solution. We nave already inserted several communications of this
kind, and shall always be happy to do so when the questions proposed seem
calculated to be useful and interesting.
Several issues are striking when anaiysing this short note. First, the subjects chosen
accord with those already accentuated in the ET, geometry. algebra and aritnmetic (see
2.4.1). Next, G.I. advocates original questions, perhaps as opposed to examples from
text books. The suggestion received qualifìed approvai from the editors, who stated
that problems of this kind had already been inserted, and would be again if they were
'useful and interesting'. Clearly. there was no intention to pursue mathematics for its
own sake.

Presumably in response to this, a question appeared in [ET May 1848 183]. This was
not in a separate section, but again in the 'Notices To Correspondents' SECTION.
This was posed by A.B. who requested the solution of a cubie équation:
3

y + 9y + 6 = 0
A general solution of a cubie équation was then stated, and then this was used to
produce the specific solution to the cubie équation given. It is not clear here whether
A.B. had supplied this solution, or the editors. Clarification of this issue was provided
in [ET Jun. 1848 205] when a letter appeared 'On The Solution O f Cubie Equations'.
This stated:
Sir,-The cubie équation which you solved in your last number, was sent, not for
the sake of a solution, but with a request that it might be inserted in the
Educational Times, as a problem for your readers, and requiring the three surd
roots; will you then, allow me, notwithstanding the mistake that has arisen, to
observe that it is not the mere solution, but the manner of it, that I think of
importance in your paper. We all know how common the practice has been at
Cambridge , for men to get up for the examination dozens of formulae, of the
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déduction of which they never understood anything; and at the same time I
would rather see an example solved by dépression, whenever it is possible, than
by any formula. For the depressing process, the example in question is a most
unapt sélection, but nevertheless, I would propose the following as a solution
suited to the examinatìons...(There followed a solution using depressed
équations, involving the substitution: y = x + z . then the production of a factor
of the cubie in terms of y, leaving a quadratic équation in y to be solved: the
depressed équation.)
May 16, 1848

A COLLEGIAN.

The main purpose behind the above problem was then didactic, and related
specifically to teaching at Cambridge. It is noticeable that the two communications
mentioned above were pseudonymous. However, the use of the ' A . B . ' recalls
Augustus De Morgan using that pseudonym in 1863 , on the flyleaf of the book From
Matter to Spirit which he co-authored anonymously together with his wife. ' A
Collegian' also wrote a long article on éducation generally in April 1848, with special
emphasis on mathematics (see 2.4.1). The sentiments expressed by ' A Collegian' are
concomitant with De Morgan's educational principles, especially his loathing of the
practice of cramming for examinations. It could be then, that De Morgan was
instrumental in shaping the mathematical department at its foundation.

There were no other communications of a specifically mathematical nature until [ET
Nov. 1848 36-7] when an article 'On the theory of parallels' appeared. It was
submitted by Thomas J. Leeming of Broad Oak, Gloucestershire and directed to 'the
notice of your professional readers', an educational focus again. It contained an
attempt to simplify 'the doctrine of Parallels, as laid down in Euclid. Here it was
suggested that the cumbersome ' 12th (so-called) axiom' be discarded and the
following substitution made for the 35th définition:- 'Parallel right Unes are such as
are in the same piane and are perpendicular to the same right line'. Other Euclidean
propositions were then re-formulated using this définition and the resulting set of
définitions which then emerged was stated by Mr Leeming to be, ' A great
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simplification of the matter for the purposes of instruction../. He then wished to
know of any reasonable objection to its more general adoption.

That same month, a specifically mathematical question did appear in its own small
section entitled ' M A T H E M A T I C A L QUESTION" and read as follows,
'Required, the solution of the following equation (sic), first by a quadratic, and
secondly by a cubic:
x -y = 8
4

x - y = 14 560
P.Y.D.W. CLERICUS

Storrington, Sussex'

This question received a response in [ET Dec. 1848 62] from two different solvers:Thos. Morley in Bromley, Kent, and Peebles. Morley solved the equations as
requested using firstly quadratics, then Cardan's method. Peebles' solution was
prefaced by a line, presumably inserted by the editors, stating the solution to be
substantially the same as the second of Morley's, 'but more fully and, perhaps, more
clearly stated'. This was certainly a portent of what was to come for many years in the
mathematical department, several different solutions to a problem, each bringing its
own clarity concerning a certain aspect of the problem in hand.

Below these two solutions came two new questions numbered (1), (2), under the
heading 'Questions In The Diophantine Analysis' proposed by T. Morley, M.C.P.,
Bromley, Kent. The initials M.C.P. represent 'Member of the College of Preceptors'
(see 2.2), one of the College's own graduates. The first question required a general
integral solution to be found for the sides of a right angled-triangle to be a complete
nth power, and also the specific case when n = 5 to be discussed. The second question
concerned a specific problem with a plane triangle. Sides in arithmetical progression
were required which satisfied a trigonometric expression involving the sides and
angles of the triangle on the left hand side, and a square integer number on the right
hand side. These questions were of moderate difficulty.
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In [ET Dec. 1848 60-I ], there was also a response to Mr Leeming' s article on the
theory of parallels. This was in a section entitled "Original Correspondence' and came
from Thomas Kimber, King's College London. Kimber alluded to a lecture on the
study of logic delivered to members of the College of Preceptors by Dr Latham, and
went on to analyse Leeming's assertion by reducing it to a logical form and comparing
it to Euclid's 12th axiom also reduced to a logical form. He mentioned how
difficulties related to Euclid's 12th axiom were overcome in two leading colleges of
the University of London by using the following as a substitute for Euclid's 12th
axiom - 'two lines which intersect cannot both be parallel to a third line'. He
concluded that Leeming had added nothing original in his previous article, but that a
M . Bertrand of Switzerland had made a worthy and so far neglected contribution by
considering infinite spaces between the parallel lines, which he had incorporated into
his teaching on the subject.

In [ET May 1849 82] an article appeared on 'Divisibility A d Infinitum' by R.A.A. in
which he discussed whether a line containing an infinite number of points could be
used to produce an infinite line and make it easier to imagine. His article caused a
good deal of correspondence, supporting the existence of the infinite line. Both
Leeming's and Reeve's articles dealt with the difficulties of Euclid's parallel postulate
and tried to resolve them. These difficulties had been addressed independently by
Janos Bolyai and Nicolai Lobachevsky in the 1830s and resulted in the formation of a
new, radical branch of geometry, non-Euclidean geometry [Gray 1994b 880], NonEuclidean geometry did not become popular in Britain until the late 1860s [Richards
1988 74].

3.1.2

The initial structure of the mathematical department

A steady stream of numbered mathematical questions and solutions then followed. In
[ET Jan. 1849 8-7] a new question was posed by T. Morley under the heading
'Mathematical Question', and two solutions published under the heading 'Answers To
The "Questions" In Last Month's "Times'". The first solution was by Morley, and the
second by an esteemed correspondent, J.W. Brighton. This was probably James
Wharton (see 2.4.1 and 2.4.2), whose reply to an unfavourable review on his work on
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1

arithmetical instruction in February 1848 was signed *J. Wharton, Brighton . Two
solutions and two new questions were given in [ET Feb. 1849 108] under the
heading 'Mathematical Questions', one of the questions being posed by a
pseudonymous 'Enquirer', with reference to a similar question in Wood's Algebra.

The heading 'Mathematical Questions And Solutions' first appeared in [ET Mar.
1849 133] and comprised two solutions and two new questions. It was stated that
two other solutions had been received, but that they were undesirable as they needed
diagrams to explain them. Later solutions did include diagrams, so there must have
been a change in policy at some stage. In a separate section, 'Answers To
Correspondents', immediately below, there was a note saying that three questions
proposed by a Staffordshire correspondent were 'too easy of solution to be suited to
our columns.' This indicates that the mathematical editors had a lower limit in mind
for the standard of the mathematical questions, even though they were thinking of
problems suitable for use in the school room. In May, June and July 1849 there
appeared the section 'Mathematical Questions And Solutions', containing just a few
questions and solutions each month. The principal contributors during this early
period were Thomas Morley, Wharton, Leeming and 'Geometricus'. The total
number of questions posed in this time was 25, two of them being numbered. Thus in
the short time from the first germ of an idea for a mathematical department in March
1848 to the introduction of the M A T H E M A T I C S QUESTIONS A N D SOLUTIONS
department in March 1849, the mould had been cast.

3.2 Survey of editorial policy

In the above review of the initial mathematical questions, instances can be seen of the
editors printing a small note to explain their choice of a particular question or
solution. These snippets were to be found in either the 'Mathematical department'
itself, preceding a problem, or as an endnote, or in the 'Answers To Correspondents'
section. This trend was to continue throughout the life of the journal and many of the
editors' aims and objectives were divulged in this way. Some of these comments
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occurring throughout the period under consideration will now be analysed. Following
this will be a study of the mathematical editors themselves.

3.2.1 Space considerations
Throughout the period under consideration, there was constant complaint from the
mathematical editors that there was insufficient space for their mathematical
department. It may be that commercial considerations played a pivotal role in
determining the length of non-paying contributions to the ET (see 1.5.4). In [ET Sep.
1849 273], a note to mathematical correspondents lamented the lack of space to print
the several communications which had been received, giving an indication of the good
response to the newly-launched mathematical department. In this particular issue, a
whole page was devoted to model solutions for the last examination of the
commercial class, and just under half a page to the 'Mathematical department' itself.
The mathematical editors were thus making a policy decision as to how to use their
allocated space and model solutions obviously took a high priority, as was seen in 2.4.
Their choice will be returned to in 3.2.2.

In [ET May 1850 132], some contributors were informed that 'their solutions of the
questions were much more voluminous than required' and they were encouraged to be
as succinct as possible and to study, for example, Wharton's Algebra for good model
solutions. The lack of space was mentioned again in [ET Apr. 1852 166], and in [ET
Jul. 1852 238] it was reported that there were 'deferrals due to great pressure of
matter'. A cause of the pressure was specified in [ET Oct. 1852 16] when it was
stated that 'From the sudden pressure of Advertisements, several solutions are
unavoidably deferred till our next number'. This was blamed again as the cause of
abridged space for mathematics between February 1853 and August 1861 '. Want of
2

space (cause unspecified) was declared between January 1853 and May 1861 . In
[ET Jul. 1854 236] the mathematical editors stated 'In consequence of the important
results arising out of the recent examinations of the College, we are obliged to make
the Mathematical Department a blank for this month'.

1

[ET Feb. 1853

2

[ET

Jan. 1853

111; Feb. 1855 41 ; Aug. 1861 114]
87;Nov. 1853 42; Jun. 1854 214;Apr. 1856 95;Mayl861
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Attempts were made to mollify mathematical contributors. In [£7* Mar. 1858 70] it
was stated that 'we hope to pay spécial attention to our mathematical correspondent^
;

next monuY. In [ET Aug. 1856 188], contributors were told that W e have in reserve
some Solutions which shall appear as soon as possible'. A mild remonstration was
issued to contributors in [ET June 1853 212], however, with 'We always endeavour
to insert the questions which are sent to us; but if a correspondent send us a dozen at
once, and several others do the same, as is often the case, it is very évident that we can
find places for only a few out of the whole'.

3.2.2 Junior policy
It was seen in 3.2.1 that model solutions were given high priority in September 1849.
Producing such solutions exemplified the désire to provide material for students and
their teachers alike to learn from. This désire, stated explicitly, was clearly a main
plank of the rationale of the mathematical editors. In [ET Feb. 1850 107],
mathematical contributors were thanked for some very able solutions, and it was
stated that ' We have also been invited to admit some questions of less difficulty,
which may tempt less able vétérans in Geometrical Science'. The use of the term
'vétérans' clearly precluded juniors but did set the trend for questions of an easier
nature. This contrasts with the éditorial comment regarding the questions of too easy
a nature rejected in March 1849. In thèse early stages of the mathematical department,
it would appear that the editors were trying to find the right level to encourage
contributors to pitch their questions. A spécifie objective regarding mathematical
teaching was articulated in [ET Aug. 1850 254],
We shall pay attention to the suggestions of some of our distinguished
contributors from Ireland and Yorkshire; but at the same time, we beg to assure
them, that our object has hitherto been, rather to introduce amongst teachers
sound methods of mathematical démonstration, than to lead a few to display the
powers of their extraordinary mathematical genius; and our design was begun
and carried out with thèse views, amongst a great number of other duties. We
feel highly grateful for the great support that has been acceded to our
aspirations; and we trust that the advocates of mathematical éducation will not
fail to exercise their powers in promoting a study which is on ail sides
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acknowledged to be the greatest developer of the powers of human mind, and
the best promotive of a sound and unbiassed judgement in human affairs.

In [ET Apr. 1851 160], there appeared the following,
A correspondent offers the following suggestion:
The columns of your journal devoted to Mathematical Questions, &c, are
highly beneficial to Assistants and Teachers in general; but owing to the
advanced character of the majority of these Questions, the benefit is
confined exclusively to the above parties. There are many pupils in our
schools who would willingly test their ability by attempting some of the
solutions, were they not so much beyond their powers.

I would therefore suggest, that a column be devoted each month to a few
original questions of an elementary nature, adapted to the capacities of
boys moderately advanced in the study of Mathematics.
In reply to the above suggestion, we beg leave to state, that it has always been
intended to give a certain number of easy questions, which appeared calculated
for the purpose above mentioned. In the present Number, we have arranged
some questions under the head of 'Junior Mathematics' and we shall endeavour
to adapt that department to the purpose proposed.'
This marked the inception of the 'Junior' Mathematical department which ran until
December 1854. Original problems were proposed for the juniors, reiterating the
initial suggestion made by G.I. in March 1848 to have original problems.

In [ET Dec. 1854 362] an arithmetic examination paper was inserted in the columns
'for the use of Masters of Schools who may wish to examine their pupils according to
what is here suggested'. Later in [ET May 1859 118], it was stated that it was
'advantageous to mathematical students to offer different methods of solution given
by distinguished correspondents.' The aspiration to reach mathematical students was
maintained, for in [£7"Dec. 1859 286] appeared the following in the Answers to
Correspondents section: '...we wish to have somewhat easy questions now and then
for the sake of our juveniles'.
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3.2.3 General rationale
In [ET Jan. 1850 85] the following appeared, 'Correspondents are informed that
Solutions by others, are preferred, if equally deserving, to those sent by the proposer
of any question.' Scrutiny of those questions solved by the proposer in 5.6 will
détermine how closely this objective was carried out. One tactic employed by a
voluminous and stratégie correspondent, Thomas Turner Wilkinson (see 3.4.1), was to
pose questions using his own name, then solve them using a pseudonym, for example
Wilkin Thomasson, or 'Hibernicus'.

The following comments shed light upon the editor's criteria for selecting questions
and solutions for publication from the plethora they evidently received. In [ET May
1850 182], ' It is difficult to select the best out of a number of solutions, which are
often very similar in nature, and possess various points of excellence.' In [ET Apr.
1854 166], référence to external sources was made, as follows:
'We would respectfully suggest to some of our contributors, that although it may
be désirable to point to certain authorities, we should prefer having every
solution entire of itself, but, of course, without encumbering it with mère
algebraical réductions, so that every solution should be a model of excellence
and neatness. We are afraîd that thèse points have not been kept sufficiently in
view, in connection with our object of improving and extending mathematical
leaming.'

In [ET Mar. 1857 68] was found ' M r Levy.-We thank you for your solution, and for
the information that Question 939 is the same as Question 50; a good thing will bear
répétition. Problems in Mathematics necessarily recur.' In [ET Apr. 1857 92]
appeared the comment on ' ..the great difficulty in selecting those solutions which are
likely to be of most service to others, as it regards method.' The editors were
therefore looking for excellent, self-contained solutions, preferably not by the
proposer and which demonstrated a clear method, reinforcing the didactic and
utilitarian emphasis.
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3-2.4 Original problems
In 3.2.2, a tensión can be seen between printing questions suitable for juniors and
printing those of a higher level for more advanced mathematicians. One contributor
in particular who advocated original questions was WiUiam John Clarke Miller (18321903), who will be of considerable importance later (see 3.5). A note addressed to Mr
Miller was printed in [ET Jun. 1857 141] went as follows:
We appreciate highly your remarks. We should indeed like to propose more
new Questions than we do, but we have acted on the notion that our scientific
friends must see the Solutions in our pages. We are indeed most grieved that the
beautiful problems and most valuable marter cannot at present be presented by
us to the public eye.

Miller was to become a major figure in the Ufe of the mathematical department of this
journal, and it is revealing to see his aims being discussed at this stage of its Ufe.
Indeed in [ET Jan. 1857 20], his plan for a sepárate mathematical reprint was
discussed in the 'Answers To Correspondents' section in a most condescending
manner:
Mr Miller.-We wish you were at this moment at our elbow. We are quite sure
you would be pleased with us, because we are so pleased with you. You suggest
the propriety of our publishing a Mathematical Supplement. We are most ready
to take your hint and act upon it; but then starts up the consideration that the
Supplement must be paid for; and two or three hundred sixpences would go but
a very little way to effect so necessary a business. You must therefore be like
ourselves. We try to do what is right, and to please as many persons as possible;
and we measure our actions by practicability, and not by liking. Perhaps folks at
Eltham can do as they like; we cannot do so in London. There is, however, one
grand consolation-viz.; that it is not good for any one to have it in his power to
do as he likes; young boys and girls of fortune frequently act so: but only see
what a mess they soon make of it!....
The reference to two or three hundred sixpences may be an indication of the print run
of the ET, or the number of subscribers to the mathematical department. Stamp duties
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and advertisement tax were no longer payable in 1857. and paper was cheaper (see
1.5.4). but it was still necessary for ajournai to cover its costs.

However, in [ET Jul. 1857 162] there was evidently a change in attitude towards
Miller's suggestion concerning new problems as the following letter was published:Mr Miller,

We propose acting upon your hint; i.e. to propose more new

problems for the sake of our mathematical readers, it being taken for granted
that their solutions will not always be published.
As Miller had only made the suggestion in June, this was really a quick turn-around
and inspires conjecture that the editors received a large response in Miller's favour.

In [ET Dec. 1859 286] came the comments '

One is tempted to say there is nothing

new under the sun, and yet THERE IS. Real mathematicians are discovering new
properties and new relations daily.' These comments mark a growing awareness of
the presence and power of original mathematical work which was to have so much
influence on the mathematical development of the journal after Miller became its
editor (see chapter 8).

3.2.5 Prize questions
In [ET Oct. 1851 17], the following appeared:
PRIZE QUESTION
Sir, I wish you to propose, in your next Number, the following Question, to be
answered in the Number for December, and I will give for the best solution,
copies of your Journal for twelve months, beginning with the October Number.
Theon.
The question taken from Matthew Stewart's General theorems published in 1746,
concerned a given circle with two right lines given by position. Given any point on its
circumference, two lines were required to be drawn from this point and perpendicular
to the first two right lines. The sum of the cubes of these two lines then had to be
shown to be equal to a solid whose base was the sum of the squares of two other lines.
The question, moderately difficult, was in the areas of number theory and geometry.
Later, in [ET Sep. 1856 216], an obituary notice appeared for M r Henry Buckley,
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who had died aged 49. It stated that he contributed to the ET under the pseudonyms of
1

Theon and Geometricus, and that he was a pupil of the Lancashire mathematician
John Butterworth. Henry Buckley could then be the poser of the first prize question in
the £Tand one of the earliest contributors to the mathematical department (see 3.1.2).

Four more prize questions appeared in [ET May 1852 189], this time accompanied
by offers of free copies of ET for two years to the winner. Three of thèse questions
were algebraic, and the last géométrie. Thèse were solved by W. Grayson, who was
awarded the prize, but similar solutions were received from Stephen Watson and Isaac
Hind of Keigthley. 'Pappus' inserted a geometrical prize question in [ET Nov. 1852
39], with a year's free ET as the prize. T.T Wilkinson solved this in [ET Mar. 1853
140] and he referred to winning this prize in his autobiography (see 3.4.1).

In [ET Oct. 1853 17], Hibernicus set a prize question which ran as follows:
;

B y the aid of lines not exceeding the second order, inscribe a quadrilatéral in a circle

given in magnitude and position, so that two of its opposite sides shall pass through
given points within the circle, and such, that the rectangle cpntained by the straight
lines joining the given points with the intersection of the diagonals shall be a given
space or a minimum.' Note that lines not exceeding the second order were required,
corresponding to the gênerai emphasis of British geometry at the time (see 1.2.8).
This was then amended slightly in [ET Jan. 1854 90] and the 'corrected enunciation'
of the prize question printed. This was answered by the proposer in [ET Aug. 1854
258], The solution given by Hibernicus was substantial, two columns long, concerned
lines of the second order and cited the Mathematical Companion and also the work of
half a dozen Lancashire geometers (see 3.4.4).

3.2.6 Letters
From [ET Oct. 1849 14], there appeared détails of which solutions had been received
from whom. This was to continue through much of the period under considération.
Frequently, along with thèse détails there would be a personal comment to a
contributor. Thèse letters covered a wide variety of issues ranging from stating that a
communication had been lost, for example to a detailed discussion of a particular
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branch of mathematics touched upon in a question. In [ET Apr. 1850 156] the
following was published 'Garçon, Ecclesall,-too trifìing." The unfortunate Garçon
was never heard of again. Occasionally letters were used to point out deficiencies on
the part of the contributor and sometimes included corrective reading. Another
example is taken from [ET Aug. 1851 259] where T.J. is recommended to obtain
Pott's Euclid, 8vo. édition, and in conjunction with the text to work out the déductions
belonging to each book; and, if possible, also to obtain some assistance, if in the first
place he meet with any difficultés. T.M. will find a solution of the question in the
article by Agrestis; and if he intend to come up to the College examinations, he ought
to acquire method and system even in working arithmetic.' The didactic aim of the
editors of the mathematical department is again seen clearly in this letter.

In 1857, these letters took on a new dimension, becoming more detailed and the
comments more personal; the following from [ET Apr. 1860 92] is an extrême
example:
Mr Stephen Watson. Surely you are somewhat hard on us; but we wish our
friends to let us have a bit of their minds. When a man is in a passion, the best
thing for him to do is to go to the next milestone, or the nearest guide-post, and
walk round and round it as quick as possible, at the same time urtering aloud ali
his complaints, just as if it were quite impossible that any one should hear what
is so indignantly and furiously uttered. Sheridan used to say that when a man
was in a towering passion, he should sit down and write a letter full of the most
angry and insulting expressions; and when this was done, he recommended that
a comfortable sleep should be had recourse to before the epistle was despatched.
Of course M r Sheridan knew the missive would be sent into the fire. You say
that the Editor of the Lady 's Diary conducts his editoria! labours much better
than we do; and that therefore many Diarians complain of us. We have plenty to
say in defence. We could edit the Mathematical portion of this most excellent
annual with the utmost ease. The Editor has only once in the year to make up
his account; and it is surely very easy to select the best solutions, whilst the rest
is merely noticed with politeness: now we have to repeat the same opération
twelve times a year, and that, too, with great hindrance from want of space. You
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complain that more than one solution of the same question is frequently given:
we hold that ìt is highly instructive to see the same conclusion arrived at by
différent processes. You allège against us that ali our questions are not
answered, and that some are even unanswerable: we do not believe that the faets
of the case sustain this opinion. You ridicule the First Book of Euclid mania:
we reply, it is not a mania at ali. it is purely an accident, which can easily be
avoided. In Cambridge nothìng is more common than to limit the nature of the
solution; but we quite agree with you that the farmer, who takes it into his head
to wheel home his harvest in a wheel-barrow, must be regarded as a fool for his
pains. We, however, thank you for your remarks, and admire very highly your
mathematical investigations; and we humbly hope that you will favour us with
your lucubrations ffom time to time. We will try to behave better for the future
that is, if we can.

To publish such a letter shows a want of feeling, and will be referred to when
attempting to identify the mathematical editors. In [ET Jul. 1860 165], the editors
sought to ameliorate the situation by printing the following, ' We did not say you
were in a 'towering passion.' We merely made a hypothesis, and ventured a wise
course of action in relation to the hypothesis, and not to you. Again, we say, we
admire your mathematical skill exceedingly.' Whilst the personal comments in the
Aprii 1860 letter are distasteful, the policy statements contained illuminate the number
of solutions per question, and also the subject matter (First Book of Euclid mania). It
is also interesting to note the comments regarding 'unanswerable questions'. This
implies an expectation on behalf of Watson that ali questions should be both
answerable, and answered in the ET. The mathematical editor appears to wish to be
seen to concur with this view.

3.2.7 Other items
Therewasaperiodfrom[£r Dee. 1850 60] to [ET Oct. 1851 14] when extraets of
the journal the Liverpool Apollonius was reprinted. This was prefaced by the note:
'Having been requested by some of the first Geometricians of the day, to publish a
sélection from the Geometrical Solutions by the late M r J.H. Swale of Liverpool, it
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has been thought désirable also to give, in successive Numbers ofthis Paper, reprints
of the principal part of the Problems, &c. published in the Liverpool Apollonius,
which was edited by Mr Swale, and has now become exceedingly scarce.-ED,'
This publication occupied quite a large proportion of the space allocated to the
Mathematical department. A policy regarding rare problems was given explicitly in
[ET Jan. 1851 85] which stated that the object was to supply new questions in
mathematics, and also to reproduce old ones which were becoming scarce. In [ET
Aug. 1851 259], it was asserted that 'The Swale papers and the Apollonius will not be
published, except in the Educalional Times.'

Disputes broke out between mathematical correspondents and thèse were alluded to
and sometimes published in this section of the ET. Claims over priority could
continue for quite some time, with long, detailed, heated letters from both parties. On
occasion, the editor would favour one correspondent, other times the debate would be
drawn to a close.

Mathematical articles were aiso published in the mathematical department itself, or
near it. Sometimes, an article about mathematics would appear elsewhere in the
journal as a gênerai article. For example, in [ET Jun. 1850 198-201], a gênerai
article was published about mathematics as a branch of gênerai éducation.
Specifïcally mathematical examples of articles are: 'On Sundry Spirals' by S.M.
Drach [ET Dec. 1853 64-5], 'Spherical Geometry' by the Rev. T. Gaskin [ET Apr.
1854 166-7] and an article on 'Double Algebra' by M . C . Collins, Elizabeth Collège,

Guernsey[£r Sep. 1854 273-4].

Last, the 'Answers To Correspondents' section contained practical information
concerning printing. Détails were given regarding circulation, the préparation of
diagrams and the preferred date for sending in mathematical correspondence. In [ET
Sep. 1852 282], an increase in circulation was reported thus:D.D. (Oxford).-The great increase in our current circulation during the progress
of the current volume, has encouraged us to make extraordinary exertions for the
improvement of the next. Of the October number, the commencement of the
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new volume, it will be necessary to print a very large impression, to meet the
demand we have ascertained will be made for it. Not only is it rapidly gaining
ground in the Universities, and getting recognised in our scholastic
estabüshments, from Colleges to Sunday-schools, as the proper and efñcient
organ of education, but it is winning the favour of the Clergy, for the earnestness
of its exertions in the advocacy of religious instruction as the foundation of all
knowledge. Numerous friends of education among the laity have expressed
themselves equally gratified with the manner in which both science and learning
have been laid before the general reader; and from every quarter we have met
with hearty encouragement and equally hearty commendation. The vast
improvement which the next volume will display, will prove, we hope, that we
are not unworthy of the patronage we have received.

It has not been possible to trace the actual print runs made and thus check whether the
increase in circulation actually took place, and if so, its size. The perceived extent of
the journal's influence and acceptance given above and its purported success in its
treatment of science and learning are extremely noteworthy in terms of its overall
aims. In [ET Aug. 1856 188] appeared Tt is not improbable that we may soon have
1

an eight-page wrapper, especially if our circulation continué to increase so rapidly. In
[ET Aug. 1851 259], a request was made for diagrams to be made more distinct and
in [ET Nov. 1852 39] that mathematical correspondence should be sent in the first
week of the month.

To summarise editorial policy, the didactic aim of the editors of the mathematical
department is very evident, with references given to suitable books and even
individual guidance offered to contributors regarding their mathematical method. The
instigation of the júnior section was a natural extensión of this policy, with questions
specifically provided for júnior members to solve. The original suggestion for starting
the mathematical department contained a recommendation for original geometric,
algebraic and arithmetic questions. As these subjects were the ones highlighted in the

£r(see 2.4.1), it is not surprising to see Wharton involved in posing early questions,
as he was so prominent in discussing mathematics in of general articles in the ET. In
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the first fewyears, the mathematical editors tried to indicate the required level for the
questions sent in by contributors, rejecting some questions as too easy and stating that
others were too hard, indicating perhaps that they had in mind a certain level for a
spécifie target audience.

In contrast to this strong emphasis on teaching, a Ione opinion was expressed that
originai problems, perhaps unsolvable, should be introduced into this mathematical
department. This suggestion received an initial snub, but was then accepted in theory.
In response to a contributor in 1860, it was revealed that the general direction of the
department stili appeared to be to provide solutions for the questions that had been
posed, and not leave them unanswered.

3.3 The succession of editors

3.3.1 Identifying the editors
The ET was not the work or property of any individuai or body. In [ET Jun. 1851
206] there appeared 'the Educational Times does not belong to the College of
Preceptors, nor is it in any way under the control of the College, and we shall
therefore have no objection to publish, whenever we can find space, a séries of the
Cambridge Examination Papers.' Further, no nominal détails were published
whatever concerning the editors of the ET. Such anonymity affords no due as to the
general editors of the ET, and also veils the identity of the editors of the mathematical
department, particularly in the early years. Evidence from the ET itself regarding the
mathematical editors will now be set out, then supporting material from secondary
sources. Biographical détails will then be supplied regarding any characters involved
with the inception or running of the mathematical department and ali the évidence will
be analysed against the material in the mathematical department itself.

In Miller's (see 3.5) obituary, it was said that 'He succeeded Mr Warton (sic) as
Mathematical Editor in 1861' [ET Mar. 1903 138]. When the mathematical reprint
was launched in 1864, it had Miller's name on the flyleaf as editor, so it is certain that
he was the mathematical editor of the reprint, and consequently of the mathematical
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department in 1864. Wharton died on 25 March 1862 after a long illness and his
obituary appeared in [ET Apr. 1862 21]. Wharton corresponded with Miller and his
letter of 12 March 1860 (MC) said 'My dear sir, I received your corrections for my
examples in Algebra; accept my most grateful thanks to you through Mr Hopkirk, but
1 think they are also especially due to you from myself and that I might take the liberty
of offering them to you on being a most valuable correspondent to the Educational
Times for ten years during which I was the mathematical editor.' He wrote to Miller
again on 24 January 1861 (MC) and commented that T thought you had been aware
that Dr Wilson had been Mathematical Editor of the E.T. for a short period about four
years or less and that in consequence my asking him to take it during my absence from
London for a few months.' His letter to Miller of 20 May 1861 (MC) stated that 'that
department is again placed in my hands', referring to the mathematical department of
the ET.

The obituary announcement for Wharton said nothing about his mathematical
editorship. In [ET May 1862 43-4] came the following under the heading: 'Notices
To Mathematical Correspondents*;
We shall be glad to receive solutions of the following questions...The solutions
already sent have been unfortunately lost in consequence of the sudden death of
a gentleman connected with this Journal, to whom they had been entrusted for
revision for the press. We shall therefore feel obliged if our correspondents will
send us fresh copies of their solutions of these questions...
We have made special arrangements for extending the space devoted to
Mathematics, and we hope by increased attention to the selection of elegant and
original solutions, and by a careful revision of the press, to render this
department of the journal still more worthy of the attention of the many
distinguished mathematicians, both at home and abroad, who contribute to our
columns.

The implication from this notice is that Wharton was the gentleman who had suddenly
died and that he had been mathematical editor right up until his death. In that case, he
would have carried on as mathematical editor from May 1861, as stated in his letter to
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Miller, until his death in March 1862. The new mathematical editor of May 1862 who
took over after Wharton's death, undoubtedly Miller, expressed his long-held desire to
see original problems posed and solved in the ET. He also made his target audience
very clear - distinguished mathematicians. His aims were certainly not purely
didactic. His development of the mathematical department will be studied in 3.5.1
and also 8.1 and 8.3.

There is another source of evidence which corroborates Wharton's editorship.
Davies' letters to Wilkinson are discussed fully in 6.2.4, but some will be discussed
now as they touch upon WTiarton. In his letter of 1 October 1850 (DC), he said,
1

I don't know how far the power of Wharton at the "Ed Times" is absolute, but
the two last nos. (which he sent me) inspire me with a favourable opinion of the
work. I lent him the Apollonius, and he promised to give the "inscribed
polygon" problem from it this month - which you see he has not done. As he
has now some of the MSS. I think this had better not be done but those entered
upon at once. I will tell him so when he calls, which I expect he will tomorrow.
He is now only 2 miles off, at Blackheath.

He continued upon this theme in his letter of 12 October 1850 (DC),
Wharton was here last night. We talked over several matters - amongst them the
publication of Swale's papers. He proposes to give a portion of the papers on
1

tangencies from the Apollonius next month in the Ed Times and to follow up
with the remainder; and then proceed to the MSS. Your collections from which
you will by that time be able to have made and arranged. The plan appears to be
a good one. He asked me in the name of the Council of the College of
Preceptors to examine for them next Xtmas. My only difficulty is my state of
health: but I have consented subject to that proviso.

Hence it would appear that Wharton was editor for 10 years from 1850 to 1860, and
that some time prior to 24 January 1861, Wharton handed the editorship back to
Wilson, possibly due to the long illness referred to in his obituary. He regained the
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editorship in 20 May 1861 and he held it then until his death. Presumably Wilson was
editor from 1849 to 1853, sharing this duty with Wharton for three years.

Information about the mathematical editorship also came from Thomas Turner
Wilkinson, who will be seen in 6.2 to be a major contributor to the mathematical
department during the period under consideration. The memorial written by W.A.
Abram [1876 77-94] contained Wilkinson's autobiography as passed on to Abram a
few months before his death [Abram 1876 81]. In his autobiography, Wilkinson
stated that 'When the Educational Times was established, I was one of its earliest
promoters, and had the principal share in introducing the mathematical department
into that journal. This portion was at first edited by Richard Wilson, D.D., author of
an excellent treatise on Trigonometry, and it is now (1873) under the care of W.J.C.
Miller, B.A., of Huddersfield College.' Wilkinson's assertion concerning his own
role in initiating the mathematical department is not confirmed by supporting material
from another source, but it is quoted by [Archibald 1929 397].

Archibald also added the statement [Archibald 1929 397]
As far back as 1858, at least, it would seem as if this editorship had passed into
the hands of Wm. John Clarke Miller (1832 - 1903), who, in 1861, conceived
the idea of devising some plan whereby the contributions to the mathematical
columns might be preserved, apart from other matter, in a more convenient
form. After ascertaining the views and desires of contributors and obtaining the
necessary promises of support, there was published in July 1864 the first volume
of Mathematical Questions with their solutions. From the 'Educational Times '
(92 pp. 15.2 x 24.5 cm), the contents being mainly a reprint of what had
appeared previously, July 1863 to June 1864.
Archibald's dates do not accord with the information contained in Wharton's letters to
Miller.

Details in Miller's obituaries and biography regarding his editorship after Wharton are
unclear. In Miller's biography [Finkel 1896 158-63], it is stated'It was in 1861 that
he conceived the idea of devising some plan whereby the contributions to the
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mathematical columns of the ET, which had been for some years under his
Editorship,....'. Miller's obituary [Anonymous 1903; 525, 606] is even less clear, it
said ' M r Miller received his early education at the West of England College, Taunton,
and was afterwards mathematical master there, subsequently he was appointed
Professor of Mathematics, and finally Vice Principal of Huddersfield College. At this
time he became connected with the ET, and was its Mathematical Editor for nearly 40
years.' Miller actually submitted his first contribution to the ET in September 1850
when he was a school boy at the Dissenters' College, Taunton (see 6.3). In September
1861 came the first instance of a solution of Miller's bearing his position as
mathematical master at Huddersfield. Hence, the statement in the obituary can be
seen to be incorrect. Similar inaccuracies can be found in the obituary to Miller in the
ET [Mar. 1903 138]. It would seem that Miller actually held the mathematical
editorship from May 1862 to 1897, a period of 35 years, when he resigned due to illhealth [Anonymous 1903 525,606]. Hence data is entered into the database from
August 1849 to April 1862.

3.3.2 Summary of the editors
Biographical material about Wilson, Miller and Wharton will now be set out to help
identify the editors. Wilson was referred to in his obituary [ET Nov. 1879 313-4] as
having 'kindly and courteous manners' and being of'upright and benevolent
character'. Wharton's personal characteristics were not mentioned in his obituary in
[ET Apr. 1862 21] which read as follows
'We regret to announce the death of Mr James Wharton, M . A . of St. John's
College, Cambridge, who departed this life on the 25th March after a long and
painful illness. M r Wharton was for many years a member of the Council and
ofthe Board of Examiners ofthe College of Preceptors, which owes to him a
deep debt of gratitude for his exertions in establishing and promoting it. His
sufferings before his death were very great, but they were borne with Christian
fortitude and resignation.'
There is no mention here of Wharton's personality, apart from his stalwart bearing of
his suffering.
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Turning now to Miller, in the Richmond and Twickenham Times for 17 August 1889.
there was reference to 'the pleasant, gracefully worded and erudite little speeches of
Mr W.J.C. Miller' and also 'remarks, which are always appropriate, often profound,
invariably couched in the happiest words.' These citations were related to Miller's
contributions to a literary society, the Richmond Athenaeum, which he founded in
1887 [Finkel 1896 161].

The factual, polite letter in [ET Aug. 1851 259] would seem consistent with Wilson's
character. The letter to Watson in [ET Apr. 1860 92] was presumably by Wharton.
After Wharton's death, the personal letters from the mathematical editors to the
correspondents disappeared completely from the end of the mathematical department
and did not appear at all during Miller's editorship.

From the available evidence, the following assumptions can be drawn concerning the
mathematical editors:
•

1849 Wilson editor, perhaps helped by Wilkinson,

• In 1850s, Wharton was an editor, perhaps with Wilson,
• From the style of the letters to correspondents, Wharton would appear to be the
sole editor in 1857,
• Around January 1861 Wharton asked Wilson to take over the editorship until May
1861,
• Wharton regains editorship until April 1862,
• April 1862 Wharton died and Miller took over from May 1862 until his retirement
in 1897.

It is worth noting here that an overall editor of the ET was identified in Stephen
Watson's letter of 17 May 1861 to Miller (MC). Watson said 'I hope change in the
editorship of the E.T. will be an improvement, it can hardly be a deterioration. I hope
Mr Isbister will try to bring the mathematical part, at least, into a satisfactory and
systematic order.' There are also letters from Isbister to Miller (MC) in which the
running of the mathematical department is touched upon.
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Before leaving Wilson and Wharton, Davies' opinion of them will be given as stated
in his letter of 13 October 1849 (DC),
My own view of the College of Preceptors is unchanged, and you know what
they were before it was charted, You will feel what mopes (?) it is composed of
presently. The Turrells, and the Parkers and the Whartons and the Wilsons are
stili much in it, and indeed, they are likely to do so for years to come. It is
indeed possible that more able men might step in - and more unseliìsh men too.
In that case it might become a useful institution though it seldom happens that a
body is reformed from within, and especially a chartered body, which like the
wind has been described as a chartered libertine.
Wilkinson and Miller will now be discussed in detail.

3.4 Thomas Turner Wilkinson

3.4.1 Biography
A long mémorial of Wilkinson was compiled by William Alexander Abram [1876
77-94] and appeared in the Transactions of the Historical Society of Lancashire and
Cheshire. Wilkinson wrote his autobiography a few months before his death on 6
February 1875 and this was included in Abram's mémorial. A n obìtuary for 'The Late
Alderman Wilkinson F.R.A.S.' appeared in the Preston Guardian on 10 February
1875. In December 1914, there was a short biography of 'The Late Alderman
Wilkinson F.R.A.S.' under the title 'Lancashire Workers of the Past' [Anonymous
1914-5]. He clearly had made an impact outside the sphère of mathematics.

Thomas Tumer Wilkinson was bom on the 17 March 1815 at Abbot House, Mellor,
near Blackburn. His name is a concaténation of his parents' - Mary Turner, and
William Wilkinson. His mother died when he was nearly two and his father cared
little for his two sons or their éducation. After the death of his mother, he and his
brother remained with his grandparents, under the special care of fus aunt Ann. When
his father remarried, Wilkinson returned to his father's house, but his brother was
adopted by his aunt.
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He reeeived some early éducation from the age of seven to 12 at his cousin's school,
where his ability in reading and arithmetic were noted. He returned to his father's
farm and neglected his studies for three or four years. He was once visited by his
brother who amazed him with his ability to perform difficult arithmetical calculations.
This goaded Wilkinson into action and he determined to surpass his brother in this
area. He was encouraged to progress with his mathematics by his uncle, John
Wilkinson, who possessed a good library of books. He was freely able to avail
himself of these, and thus his general knowledge improved dramatically. He obtained
Pinnock's Catechìsm of Algebra, and discovered he could understand it without a
teacher. He then mastered Bonnycastle's Algebra, then his Mensuration. Next, his
uncle obtained Malton's Royal Road to Geometry for him, and this became an
established favourite.

Around 1830 he became involved in the instigation of a Mutual Improvement Society
in the village of Mellor. His autobiography does not specifically mention his
connection with the Burnley Mechanics' Institute, but both the memorials dwell on his
long involvement (over 30 years) with it. He held several différent offices within this
institution, including teacher of book-keeping and the higher branches of
mathematics, chairman of the directors, auditor, secretary and vice-chairman of the
directors. Honorary membership was conferred upon him in January 1858. His
contributions to the society were not only mathematical, he also taught geography,
geology, history, locai history, literature, folklore and astronomy.

He formed acquaintances with locai groups of mathematicians and attended their
occasionai meetings. Here he met George Aspen who gave him private tuition in
trigonometry. Another member described the mechanics needed for an orrery and this
kindled Wilkinson's interest in astronomy, which was later to be fuelled by the
appearance of Halley's comet. He obtained further tuition in general matters from
Rev. William Hartley of Balderstone. He then procured a book on hydrostatics plus
several treatises of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
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Wilkinson appeared set to apply his knowledge to a trade when he entered the
counting-house of a cotton spinners, W. & J. Statter's at Mellor Brook, as a bookkeeper. Here he was introduced to cotton spinning calculations. and he was soon
called upon by other firms in time of need. However, the firm became bankrupt, and
this particular avenue of opportunity folded. His career then commenced as a teacher.
his first job being at Burnley Grammar school. He was to work here for two short
stretches, followed by a long term of office of 30 years as assistant (or second) master.
Interspersed with his teaching at Burnley were three occasions when he commenced a
school, the National School at Crawshawbooth, the Parish Schools at Habergham
Eaves and the private adventure school - Mount Pleasant School. Whilst under his
direction, the Parish School was the first in the district to be inspected by the
government. He also had a pawnbroking business in Cheapside, Burnley.

Wilkinson was well-versed in the classics, wrote poetry, hymns and important books
on local geology and locai history. His books on Burnley Parish Church and Burnley
Grammar School are stili well regarded. He also wrote on Lancashire folklore and
ballads. He was a member of the following societies, to ali of which he contributed
articles regularly and prolifically, the Historié Society of Lancashire and Cheshire
which met at Liverpool, the Chetham society, the Literary and Phìlosophical Society,
the Geological Society, and the Literary Club which met at Manchester. He was the
vice-president of the Burnley Literary and Scientifìc Club. The Burnley Literary and
Philosophical Society was inaugurated in 1861 and the educational pioneer Sir James
Kay-Shuttleworth (see 2.1) became président and Wilkinson vice-president.
Wilkinson held many positions in locai office, member of the Corporation of Burnley,
councillor, chairman of the finance committee, alderman and Overseer of Habergham
Eaves.

Wilkinson was married twice, firstly to Agnes Ward, of Preston in 1837, and then to
Angelina Harrison of Burnley. No mention is given by him as to why the first
marriage was terminated. He does give détails of his second wife's lineage, stating a
connection with the first Lord Ribblesdale [Abram 1876 92]. He had five children,
two of whom died, leaving one son and two daughters. He was devoted to his second
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wife and never recovered following her sudden death on 13 April 1874. He was
smitten with a serious illness soon after, and died nine months later on 6 Febmary
1875.

3.4.2 Mathematica! periodicals
Wilkinson was very involved with the locai mathematical community, but the
discovery of mathematical periodicals allowed him access to a much wider
mathematical sphère. He purchased his first one, the Lady's Diary, (see 1.5.2) in
1835, and '..the contents so interested me that I began to collect all the English
periodicals which contained mathematics' [Abram 1876 88]. He sent his first
contribution to the Lady's Diary in 1837, and was awarded the mathematical prize in
1852. He contributed many solutions and mathematical essays to that journal (editor
W.S.B. Woolhouse). Around the late 1830s, he discovered the York Courant (editors
Thomas Tate, then William Tomlinson), and he and several of his pupils contributed
to its mathematical and philosophical section. He also contributed to the
Northumbrian Mirror and the Preston Chronicle (editor Septimus Tebay).

Regarding his collection of mathematical periodicals, Wilkinson claimed to have the
'most extensive séries of thèse works out of London' [Abram 1876 88]. He stated:
I made thèse an object of special study, and at the suggestion of Professor
Davies I commenced a séries of articles on our English Mathematical
Periodicals in the Méchantes ' Magazine during 1848, which extended through
various volumes of that work up to 1854. I think about 28 of these works are
there summarized and described. I afterwards followed them up to another
séries, entitled Notae Mathematicae, which extended to about twelve papers.
There were actually 29 articles and they form a substantial corpus of material (see
1.5.3). His treatment of the subject was thorough, meticulous and comprehensive. He
also contributed many other short mathematical essays to this journal. These papers
were much valued, and led to his being elected a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical
Society, in December, 1850. His interest in mathematical periodicals, their
beginnings and history, was to be one of Wilkinson's hallmarks.
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His encounters with mathematical periodicals brought him into contact with a wider
mathematical audience; but they also were the means of introducing him to
distinguished mathematicians. He acquainted himself withT. S. Davies (see 1.4.3),
one of the editors of the Mathematician, which was set up at Woolwich between 1845
and 1850. Wilkinson and Davies maintained considerable correspondence, now held
at Chethanr s library, and the tone of the letters suggests they became firm friends.
Davies clearly had a high opinión of Wilkinson, on the subject of the cultivation of
geometry in Lancashire, he stated that
If our Quedes on this subject be productive of no other result than that of
eliciting the able and judicious analysis subsequently given by ívir Wilkinson
they will have been of no ordinary utility....Mr Wilkinson has shown himself to
possess so many of the qualities essential to the historian of mathematical
science, that we trust he will continué his valuable mathematical researches in
this direction still further. ít cannot be doubted that Mr Wilkinson has traced
with singular acumen the manner in which the spirit of geometrical research was
diffused amongst the operative classes, and the classes immediately above them
- the excisemen and the country schoolmaster [Pen-and-Ink 1850 436-8].
Wilkinson wrote a long obituary of Professor Davies in the [ET Mar. 1851 125-7] in
which he said that 'Pen-and-Ink' was a pseudonym regularly used by Davies.

3.4.3 Wilkinson and the ET
Following his links with the Mathematician, Wilkinson claimed to have been
involved with the ¿Tfrom its inception. His assertions were mentioned in 3.3.1, but a
fuller citation from his autobiography will now be given [Abram 1876 87],
When the ET was established, 1 was one of its earliest promoters, and had the
principie share in introducing the mathematical department into that journal.
This portion was at first edíted by Richard Wilson, D.D., author of an excellent
treatise on Trigonometry, and it is now (1873) under the care of W.J.C. Miller,
B.A., of Huddersfield college. This work contains very many mathematical
questions and solutions, which I have contributed at different times. I also
gained the two mathematical prizes which were offered by the proprietors for
the best solutions to certain questions. Already more than 4000 questions have
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been proposed and answered in this work. A lengthy paper on Porisms, from
me, will be found in this journal.

Wilkinson also became involved with a Blackburn group of mathematicians who
formed a bi-yearly journal, the Student's Companion which started in 1822 but only
lasted two issues. Wilkinson described this group in great detail, commenting upon
the occupations and mathematical abilities of each member. Many of the above group
contributed to the Lady's Diary. Many were schoolmasters, others had occupations
such as weaver, blacksmith, land surveyor, cotton manufacturer and farmer. He also
mentioned the pseudonyms used by these people, a very pertinent point as these were
in such common use in the time period under consideration here. One later member of
the group was John Garstang, erstwhile assistant master of Blackburn Grammar
School, teacher of the Rev. Robert Harley and contributor to the ET. Wilkinson
deemed Garstang to be a good mathematician who late became an actuary for the
Blackburn Savings' Bank.

Wilkinson also mentioned Septimus Tebay (1820-1897) who occasionally frequented
this group. "Septimus Tebay, B.A., then of Preston, but latterly head master of
Rivington School, occasionally joined us at Blackburn, when we met at Mr
Garstang's; he is one of the ablest of our Lancashire mathematicians, and has gained
many prizes in the Diary. He is also the author of an excellent treatise on
Mensuration'[Abram 1876 88]. Tebay entered St John's College Cambridge in
1852 and was 27th wrangler in 1856. He had been a labourer in Preston gas-works
who had taught himself mathematics and then been sent to Cambridge by a gentleman
in Preston. After retiring from Rivington, he ran a public house in Bolton [Venn
1940-54 134]. Tebay also contributed to the ET and there was a dispute between
Tebay and Wilkinson conducted on the pages of the ET and alluded to by [Brierley
1878 29] as follows,
At pages

there is a painful correspondence between him and Mr Septimus

Tebay, of Rivington, in which Mr Tebay (truthfully to my own knowledge)
accuses him of exchanging solutions of mathematical problems with other
correspondents in order to increase the number of each, a kind of plagiarism
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much too common amongst the last generation of mathematicians. In one of his
letters, M r Tebay well observes, 'The system of exchange I believe to be
practised to a considérable extent among the présent degenerate race of
Lancashire mathematicians of the glory of which so much has been said. Such
is the general wreck, that with one or two exceptions there does not remain a
single spark ofthat sterling genius which characterises the labours of
Butterworth, Smith and Wolfenden. ' There is an article on porisms in one of
the numbers of the Educational Times by Mr Wilkinson, almost entirely the
work of another man, who in turn borrowed most of his work from the papers of
Mr Butterworth.

This jaundiced view of Wilkinson is not echoed in any other biographical material.
Indeed, the mémorial in the Guardian states that Tt is often recorded of many worthy
and eminent men that they had bitter enemies, but in the case of Alderman Wilkinson,
he seemed to be held in universal respect, and his death seems to arouse a feeling of
révérence and esteem towards his name by those who were acquainted with him
which is only setdom witnessed.' It also contained a référence to Wilkinson, 'who, in
a quiet and unostentatious way, did great service to the generation by his zealous
labour in the field of literature, and who served the town with equal zeal in the
capacity of an instructor of its youth and of a représentative man.' Abram talked of
himself as a junior historical researcher, and referred to Wilkinson as a kind friend and
mentor, willing to share his expertise in that field with any who were interested. It
would appear, then, that this scom felt by Brierley towards Wilkinson was an isolated
example of bad feeling towards Wilkinson.

3.4.4 The Lancashire Geometers
In the above quotation from Brierley [1878 29] was mentioned 'The présent
degenerate race of Lancashire mathematicians, of the glory of which so much has been
said.' This referred to another of Wilkinson's strong mathematical interests besides
the periodicals; his fascination with 'the Lancashire Geometers'. Wilkinson gave a
paper on 'The Lancashire Geometers and their Writings' to the Literary and
Philosophical Society of Manchester on 28 December 1852. This appeared in their
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transactions in 1854 and was a substantial 34 pages long [Wilkinson 1854 123-57],
His article addressed the challenge put forward at the York meeting for the British
Association for the Advancement of Science in 1831 by Mr Harvey who had said.
There had long existed a devoted band of men in the North of England,
resolutely bound to the pure and ancient forms of geometry, who in the midst of
the tumults of steam-engines, cultivated it with unyielding ardour, preserving
the sacred fire under circumstances which would seem from their nature most
calculated to extinguish it. In many modern publications, and occasionally in
the Senate House Problems proposed to the candidates for honours at
Cambridge, questions are to be met with derived from this humble but
honourable source. The true cause of this remarkable phenomenon I have not
been able clearly to trace.
Wilkinson traced the mathematical lives of many Lancashire mathematicians and
highlighted the fact that some of the Lancashire Geometers were hand-loom weavers,
who suspended diagrams from their looms and studied them as they span [Wilkinson
1854 130].

3.5 William John Clarke Miller

3.5.1 Biography
William John Clarke Miller, mathematical teacher and editor, medical administrator
and mathematician, was bom on 31 August 1832 at Beer, South Devon. During his
childhood he developed a love of books and of nature and was educated at the village
school. Miller's parents were Dissenters and would not allow him to be educated in a
conformist establishment, thus he entered the newly-created West of England
Dissenters' Proprietary School, Taunton, in August 1847, aged 15. Here, mathematics
and classics were held in equal esteem and Miller became proficient in both.
However, mathematics became his passion and he was to be remembered years later
by a fellow pupil with 'book in hand, probably Euclid's Elements' [Record 1948 39].

In the early 1850s, a group of several students and three school masters (one being
Robert Harley) from the above Dissenters' school, started sending questions and
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solutions to the mathematical department of the £7"(see 6.3). Millers first solution to
a mathematical problem appeared in [ET Sep. 1850 277]. He became a mathematical
master at this school which had fortuitously formed a connection with the University
of London in 1848 to enable it to award University degrees. He graduated with
mathematical honours in 1854. He then taught at several institutions before
eventually becoming vice principal at Huddersfield College in Yorkshire and hearing
the title professor. There was a lull in his contributions to the ET in the early 1850s,
but he renewed them in 1855. Miller's wish to study at Cambridge, had been thwarted
because of his parents' religious stance. Thus his only access to high-level
mathematics was vicariously through the problem pages of the ET.

In 1865 he applied for the post of mathematical professor at Owen's College,
Manchester, the precursor to Manchester University. On 31 May 1865 he wrote to
Cayley (MC) asking him to be his référée for the post. Cayley had already nominated
Harley and thus was unable to oblige, but he did express his high opinion of Miller's
mathematical abilities. Miller did not obtain the post and never broke into the higher
échelons of mathematical tutors.

A l i his mathematical editorship was a hobby, by profession he was also General
Secretary and Registrar of the General Medicai Council from 1876 to 1897, a post in
which his administrative abilities were greatly appreciated. The British Medicai
Council gave him a gratuity of £1000 in appréciation of his services, when ill-health
forced him to resign, and his obituary appeared in the British Medicai Journal
[Anonymous 1903 525].

In 1896 he was struck with aphasia, due to pressure of work. He suffered from this
until his death on 11 February 1903 from influenza and bronchitis.

3.5.2 The Miller correspondence
Miller kept up an enormous correspondence which was mainly connected with his
editorship of the ET. This correspondence has been located recently in the David
Eugene Smith collection at Columbia University [Grattan-Guinness 1994c 204-5].
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This entire collection contains a wealth of fascinating material, much of it previously
unknown. It includes material from approximately 240 correspondents, inciuding
Wilkinson. Watson, Rutherford, Cayley and Clifford. Many other well-known
mathematicians are also included in the list. Much of the correspondence took place
outside the time period covered by this thesis. From this correspondence it can be
seen that Miller clearly played a pivotal role in the mathematical networks of his day.
However, as he did not rise to public prominence, it would appear none of his many
contributions to late nineteenth century mathematics has been recognised or
remembered.

David Eugène Smith purchased Miller's éditorial material and Miller discussed his
terms for selling his collection to Smith in a letter dated 11 October 1894, (MC). In
this letter Miller also revealed that he had a unique collection of photographs of
mathematicians that he had built up over 30 years. Many of these are familiar now
and some have been appearing recently on the inside cover of the back page of the
London Mathematical Society Newsletter, citing the David Eugène Smith collection
as their source of origin. It would appear to be unknown that Miller was the initial
owner of these photographs.

3.6 Summary

The general mathematical and scientific aims described in the ET were realised in part
by the inception of a mathematical department in November 1848. The fact that it
remained only a department in an educational journal until its separate reprint in 1864
means that it can't be treated as a stand-alone mathematical journal. This part of the
journal soon possessed an established format which was to remain effectively
unchanged for many years.

The mathematical editors from the beginning of the department to Aprii 1862 had a
very clear rationale. They wanted it to contain solutions demonstrating sound
mathematical method to aid students and teachers alike. Sometimes several différent
methods of solution were given for a single question, in order to demonstrate their
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different merits. The didactic rationale found a particular focus in the junior section,
which contained questions for school pupils to solve and ran from April 1851 until
December 1854. The desire to use the mathematical department for didactic purposes
was an extension of the general rationale regarding mathematics in the ET,
propounded by Wharton and Wilson, as seen in 2.4.1. Wharton's didactic aims were
linked to Whewell's educational tenets regarding teaching at Cambridge (see 1.4.1).
Hence the influences on the mathematical department in the early years came from
influential members of the College of Preceptors, and also an important member of
Cambridge University. Wilson shared the same desire to use the mathematical
department to encourage good practice in teaching. Several of the French
mathematical journals in 1.2.3, fig. 1.2 were oriented towards students but there is no
evidence that these influenced Wilson and Wharton.

Miller wrote to the mathematical editors in 1857 evincing a desire to see original
questions set, with the proviso that the solutions would not always necessarily appear.
He was immediately and sharply rebuffed, but not long afterwards his ideas were
accepted in principle by the editors of the mathematical department. He took over as
mathematical editor in May 1862, and immediately announced his aims to attract
contributions from 'distinguished mathematicians, both at home and abroad.' He
went on to introduce a separate reprint of the mathematical department which fulfilled
these aims (see 8.1.1).

Wilkinson claimed to be involved in introducing the mathematical department to the
ET but this is not verified by any evidence from another source. Wilson posed six
questions which were solved by Wilkinson, four in 1854, two concerning astronomy
and two in 1860 concerning problems from the first book of Euclid. In [ET Sep.
1854 267], Wharton's books on arithmetic, algebra and trigonometry were advertised
and recommendations were printed underneath each advertisement. In particular,
underneath the advertisement for trigonometry ran 'This work is the most suitable and
the best work I have seen for schools' T. T Wilkinson, Esq.. F.R.A.S., Dr Wilson,
London &c. &c. ' Hence there may have been collaboration between Wilson and
Wilkinson. Wilkinson corresponded with Miller from August 1865 to September
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1874, but nowhere did he mention his early involvement with the mathematical
department. Wilkinson is thus categorized as an important supporter of the
départaient.

The gênerai mathematical aims of the ET, then the création of the mathematical
department and the rationale behind it have been summarised. How the data from the
mathematical department was incorporated into a database will now be examined.
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4 BUILDING THE ET DATABASE
4.0 Chapter overview
Chapter four Charts the search for a suitable database for the data in the mathematical
department. The use of databases in the field of the history of mathematics is
surveyed, with référence to the British Society for the History of Mathematics
(BSHM) and this is then related to the history of this project. Database use in the field
of history is then briefly discussed, with référence to the Association for History and
Computing (AHC). Two suitable méthodologies are then set out, the relational and
the source-oriented. The source-oriented method was chosen for this project and is
delineated in detail.

4.1 Databases related to the history of mathematics
When this project began in October 1992, there was very little expérience of databases
within the field of the history of mathematics. Research in this field is supported by
the B S H M , an international society, which is very active in disseminating information
concerning research at ali levels. Few databases containing material concerning the
history of mathematics were known to the B S H M at that urne. There was a database
containing data about potential theory, constructed at Melbourne University. Here,
information concerning potential theory was taken fiom a card index system to a
simple database comprising three cross-referenced Stacks in Hypercard , (an Apple
TM

Mackintosh

TM

application). A simple (flatfile) database of women mathematicians

was created at the Open University using the personal computer (PC) application
FoxmakerPro™. These flatfile databases were the only known examples at the start of
this project. Later on in the project life cycle, studies on French Journals were
reported in Science et Techniques en Perspective Regards sur la Science: Le journal
scientifique [1994]. Dody [1994 24-179] discussed the 'Correspondance sur l'Ecole
Polytechnique', and Duvina [1994 179-218] 'Le journal de Mathématiques pures et
appliquées sous la férule de J. Liouville ' both presenting results in the forms of charts
and tables, with no mention of database analysis, implying the use of a spreadsheet.
Experienced colleagues from computer science strongly recommended that neither a
spreadsheet nor a flatfile database was suitable for the f i d a t a , and a relational system
was suggested.

A distinction needs to be drawn between a particular methodology and a computer
application needed to implement this methodology. The relational methodology will
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be summarised below and it is certainly suitable for this project. (The relational
methodology is not the only alternative. The object-oriented datábase methodology
could aíso be considered [Date 1994 630-704 and Harvey and Press 1996 203-7].)
At the start of this project, the computer application (software) that was actually
available to implement the relational methodology was Borland's dBaselVxM for
DOS, a particularly difficult ('user-unfriendly') package for an inexperienced user.
Harvey and Press [1996 36] comment that 'dBaselI's 'dot prompt' - a blank screen
with a single full-stop to 'prompt' the user - was justly notorious'. The same blank
screen was present in dBaselVxM and this application was found to be problematic. It
is always necessary to design a datábase then transíate this into a datábase model.
With dBaselVxM, it was not easy to change a datábase once created. Advances in the
development of datábase software have brought about applications that are much more
flexible in this respect; for example, Microsoft AccessiM, where changes to datábase
design are easy to implement. The latter was just available at the beginning of the
project but it was too expensive and also required more memory than was present on
the computing equipment available. It was then that contact was made with members
of the Association for History and Computing, also an International society, who had
much wider experience of the use of computing in history, particularly databases in
history.

The A H C 'has acted as a forum for the exchange of ideas and information about
courseware and research tools such as databases and bibliographies' [Speck 1994
28]. Much information about all aspects of history and computing have been
disseminated in History and Computing I, II and III, three books containing
contributions from A H C annual conferences. The A H C has its own international
journal, History and Computing (1989-) which includes papers on current research in
history and computing.
The seminal work on databases in the field of history is Databases in Historical
Research by Harvey and Press [1996]. Datábase theory is expounded in detail and
case studies are set out which exemplify methodological points. A range of
methodologies is covered and accompanying computer software is discussed. A
typical example of a historical datábase is one containing data from a census
[Mawdsley and Munck 1993 47-81] and [Harvey and Press 1996 98-102]. There are
several other books to guide the historian as to which computer system to use.
Mawdsley and Munck [1993] give descriptions of the creation of both simple and
relatively complex historical databases, the latter focussing on a datábase for data
conceming the French Parliamentary Convention of 1792-5. Greenstein [1993]
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covers similar database areas and Burnard [1989] gives a description of (database)
relational theory.
A large project on the Samuel Hartlib papers resulted in the creation of a mammoth
database stored on C D - R O M [The Hartlib Papers on CD-ROM

1995]. The database

comprised scanned copies of the original papers plus a full transcription thereof. A
database management system (DBMS) was also housed on the C D - R O M to facilitate
full analysis of both types of material, original and transcribed.
Resulting from the databases created, there is now an appreciable quantity of datasets
(particular sets of data stored in a particular DBMS or other format). These are
available to anyone for research or educational purposes from the History Data Unit at
Essex University, and have been compiled into a list [Schürer, Anderson and Duncan
1992].
The Internet attracts interest from ever-enlarging sections of society, particularly
within the academic and business sections. The quantity of historical information
available via this facility is growing [Southall 1993 110-20] and [Gibson 1995 819]. A n example of this is the 1801 census of Norway which can be accessed and
analysed via the Internet, using powerful database software CensSys reported at the
international conference of the A H C in Moscow, 1996 [Kolle, Oldervill, Solli 1996
118].
Discussion with members of the A H C led to the choice of a source-oriented D B M S
for this project, and in particular, the use of the software

KXSICÚ.

The source-oriented

methodology was suitable, as will be argued below. K^eico was available, affordable
and flexible and could be used on the computing equipment in use at the time. A
large project at the Open University on British Mathematics. 1860-1940 and
sponsored by the Leverhulme Trust also used the source-oriented methodology and
KXEICO

software. The Britmath database thus formed was reported in [Barrow-Green

1996 137-47 and Burt and James 160-9].
The wealth of expertise in the A H C concerning databases contrasted sharply with that
in the B S H M , so a conference on 'Databases in the History of Mathematics, Science
and Technology' was held in October 1994 in order to inform those in the
mathematical sciences of current advances in database methodology and practice. A
variety of database projects was set out and the relational and source-oriented
methodologies discussed.
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The decisíons and influences leading to the selection of a datábase for the ET material
will now be expanded.

4.2 The selection of a Datábase Management System (DBMS)
Any methodology must provide a suitable theoretical framework for storing the data
from the mathematical department, then analysing the data in order to answer the
appropriate questions posed in chapter 0. Once a theoretical model has been chosen.
before a physical datábase can be created, appropriate computer software must be
selected to perform mis task. Such software will allow the creation of a structured
pool of data. If the datábase is to be shared between several users, the software will
allow múltiple access whilst only allowing editing of the material by, for example, a
datábase administrator. The Datábase Management System (DBMS) will also control
query processing and security and integrity constraints.
Traditional relational databases allow the imposition of constraints on the data
entered, so that, say, sections of this data may consist of a 3 digit number only, whilst
the data in another section may contain up to 20 alphabetic characters. Such data
would then be termed 'structured'. Such a system can be awkward for those with
unstructured data. Another problem can emerge if data arises infrequently, as care
must be taken to ensure the datábase does not waste computer facilities by allocating
space to a section of data which will be mostly blank. Harvey and Press state that '..it
remains generally true to say that the essential characteristic of RDBMSs is that they
handle structured data. They do not offer an ideal solution for projects which involve
loosely structured data or free text. In such cases, text or document management
systems may be more appropriate to the historian's needs.' [1996 55]. For the
historian with large amounts of unstructured data, a textual information management
system (TIMS) would be suitable. TIMSs have datábase management features in
common with DBMSs, for example data integrity and security. In contrast to DBMSs,
however, they allow for the storage and searching of large documents [Harvey and
Press 1996 56]. It must be noted, though, that RDBMSs are continually evolving
and that the distinction between TIMSs and RDBMSs is not clear cut. Microsoft
AccessiM is an example as it has structured fields but also supports searchable memo
ñelds which can accommodate large quantities of text.

Alternatively, there is software which will facilítate the creation of a datábase which
imposes few restraints when entering data. Such a system allows the datábase creator
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to fashion the database around the irregularities of the source and is known as 'sourceoriented.' Software for either of the above-mentioned systems comes under the
category of a DBMS, but also incorporates TIMSs features as it will handle the
storage and searching of large documents.
Within the historical community there is debate at present concerning the most
appropriate type of (DBMS) for historical projects. This mainly concerns those with
complex material and centres on the relative merits of traditional relational database
systems versus so uree-oriented database systems such as

KÄ-ELCO

[Denley 1994 3 3 -

43]. These are the two systems that were considered for this work, so a description of
the rationale and method of functioning of each system now follows.
4.2.1 The relational model
A relational database consists of relations, or tables [Harvey and Press 1996 119].
Each relation consists of attributes and contains many records, or tuples. Each record
of data occupies a row of the table. A l l data values are atomic (or scalar), meaning
that at every row and column position in each table, there is only one data value, never
several [Date 1994 5 5 - 6 ] . In order to guarantee that these records are unique,
attributes are distinguished which have unique values for each record. It is possible to
include composite attributes within this definition, that is a combination of attributes
which together make each row of the table unique. In addition to uniqueness, these
attributes must have the quality of minimality, that is, no attribute can be discarded
from a composite attribute without losing the uniqueness. Any attribute or composite
attribute possessing the qualities of uniqueness and minimality is then labelled a
'candidate key'. Should there be more than one candidate key, the simplest one (i.e.
the one containing the least attributes) is chosen as the primary key, and the others
dubbed 'alternate' keys. These keys form the basis for moving from relation to
relation as they provide the link between tables. A n attribute which is a primary key
in one relation but which occurs in a different relation to provide the bridge between
the two is called a'foreign key'[Date 1994 112-6 and Harvey and Press 1996 120].

Before a relational (and indeed any) database can be built, data modelling (or logical
design) must take place [Date 1994 2 6 9 - 3 4 6 and Harvey and Press 1996 1 1 9 - 3 0 ] .
Normalization is a bottom-up method of modelling data and it is the method
advocated for relational database design by Date. A n alternative method of designing
database systems to that of normalization will be mentioned briefly. Entityrelationship modelling (ERM) is a top-down approach. It initially involves a thorough
scrutiny of the data to distinguish suitable objects to act as the basic building blocks.
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These are entitled 'entities', and it is vital to choose them correctly. This selection is
not always obvious or unambiguous. (It is to be noted though, that database
construction is an area where there may never be a single, ideal database constructed
from a particular collection of data as different people may want to answer different
queries from this data and thus may choose different entities.) Following the choice
of entities comes the choice of'attributes', pieces of information which describe each
entity. The relationship between the entities is then formulated and the first modelling
stage, E R M is then complete and can be illustrated using a E-R diagram [Harvey and
Press 1996 103 and Date 1994 347-66].
Normalization and E R M are different data modelling methods, with different
approaches and outcomes. Normalization was developed by Codd [1972] and E R M
by Chen [1976]. Despite their differences, both Date [1994 364] and Harvey and
Press [1996 138] acknowledge that some aspects of E R M modelling can be very
useful prior to carrying out the normalization process in the normalization method.
Date advocates the use of the E-R diagramming techniques and Harvey and Press state
that ' E R M is a useful approach to database projects irrespective of whether RDA
(Relational Data Analysis) is ultimately carried out. It is an excellent way of mapping
out a situation, clarifying thought and providing a provisional data model that can be
understood by non-specialists who may ultimately use the database.' In this context,
as a modelling aid prior to normalization, an E-R diagram of the £ F d a t a is now given.

4.2.1.1 The ET data
Fig. 4.1 Initial E-R diagram of ET data

contains

question

volume

contains

proposed hy

corresponds to

<

solution

person

snlvftri hy

In E R M , a straight line between drawn entities means the relationship is 1:1, so each
question is proposed by one person. A straight line ending in a 'crows foot' means
that the relationship is one to many. So for one volume there may be many questions.
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These entities are given below (in upper case), with their respective attributes in
parenthèses. The primary key is underlined.
V O L U M E f volume-date, vo 1 urne-number, part-number, volume-format, éditorialcomment (found mainly in the letters to correspondents section), book-information
(information about mathematica! books outside the mathematical department), articles
(conceming mathematics or directly related subjects), mathematicians, institutions
(relevant to the thesis), examinations (relevant to the thesis), volume-miscellaneous
(miscellaneous material of interest.)
volume-date is the primary key for this entity, and the composite key, volume-number
and part-number is an alternate key.
QUESTION(question number. status (for example showing whether question was
junior), catégories (mathematical catégories the question falls into), methods (methods
requested to solve the question), question-miscellaneous, question-book-id (unique
identifier for a book in a question), question-book-title, question-book-date, authorsumame, author-firstname, author-title, question-book-miscellaneous, questionjournal-id (unique identifier for a journal in a question), question-journal-title,
question-journal-editor, question-journal-volume, question-journal-year, questionjoumal-miscellaneous
SOLUTION(solution-number, status, catégories, methods (methods actually used to
answerthe question), solution-miscellaneous, solution-book-id, book-title, book-date,
author-surname, author-firstname, author-title, book-miscellaneous, solution-journalid, journal-title, journal-editor, journal-volume, joumal-year, journal-miscelìaneous
PERSQNfperson-id. type (proposer or solver), status (male, female or pseudonym),
surname, firstnames, title, qualifications, town, county, country, institution,
occupation, person-miscellaneous)
The data in these initial tables is then submitted to the strict rules of normalization.
Before this can take place, the concept of functional dependency must be outlined as it
is a key concept in the normalization process. Date [1994 272] supplies a formai
définition of functional dependency.
Let R be a relation, and let X and Y be arbitrary subsets of the set of attributes of
R. Then we say that Y is functionally dépendent on X - in symbols
X H >

Y
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T

;

(read ' X functionally détermines Y or simpiy ' X arrow Y ) - if and only if each
X-value in R has associated with it precisely one Y-value in R. X is then knovvn
as a déterminant.
If in a given relation, a given attribute C is functionally dépendent on an attribute B,
and the attribute B is functionally dépendent on an attribute A , then attribute C is
transitively dépendent on attribute A.
4.2.1.2 Functional dependencies and normalisation
The functional dependencies in each table are now identified.
In V O L U M E
volume-date détermines each of éditorial-comment, book-information, articles,
mathematicians, institutions, examinations, volume-miscellaneous
part number and volume number together determine each of éditorial comment, book
information, articles, mathematicians, institutions, examinations, volume
miscellaneous
institution détermines examination
In QUESTION
question number détermines each of status, catégories, methods, questionmiscellaneous, question-book-id, book-title, book-date, author-surname, authorfirstname, author-title, book-miscellaneous, question-journal-id, journal-title, journaleditor, journal-volume, journal-year, journal-miscellaneous
question-book-id détermines book-title, book-date, author-surname, author-firstname,
author-title, book-miscellaneous
question-journal-id détermines journal-title, journal-editor, journal-volume, journalyear, journal-miscellaneous
Similarly for SOLUTION
In PERSON
person-id détermines each of surname, firstnames, title, qualifications, proposer
miscellaneous
town détermines both county and country
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Institution

determines occupation

The normalization process will now be set out. This is a formal process with welldefined rules [Harvey and Press 1994 119]. The overall aim of normalization is now
set out,
A truly normalized collection of tables (relations) is one that is struetured so that
they cannot contain redundant data. The normalization process is often
described in terms of stages known as first, second, third, fourth and fifth
normal forms (1NF-5NF). The general idea is that at each successive stage of
normalization certain undesirable features are eliminated from the initial
unnormalized table. First normal form is obtained by eliminating repeating
groups, second normal form is obtained by eliminating non-primary-key
attributes which are not functionally dependent on the whole of the primary key,
and third normal form is obtained by eliminating functional dependency
between non-primary-key attributes. (Third normal form is similar to BoyceCodd normal form, but does not deal satisfactorily with overlapping candidate
keys.) Fourth normal form deals with multi-valued determinancies, and fifth
normal form deals with a rather unusual Situation known as join dependency
which is oflittle practical significance [Howe 1989 87].

Definitions are now given of the various normal forms.

First Normal Form (INFI
A relation is in INF if and only if all the underlying domains contain scalar values
only [Date 1994 296].

Second Normal Form
A relation is in second normal form (2NF) if and only if it is in INF and every nonprimary-key attribute is fully functionally dependent on the primary key [Robinson
1993 29].

Third Normal Form
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A relation is in third normal form (3NF) if and only if it is in 2NF and every nonprimary-key attribute is non-transitively dépendent on the primary key [Robinson
1993 35].

BCNF
When a relation is in Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF), every attribute which is not
part of the (primary) key is a fact about the key, the whoie of the key and nothing but
the key. More formally, a relation is in BCNF if and only if every déterminant is a
candidate key [Robinson 1993 24-5].

To convert the four relations V O L U M E , QUESTION, SOLUTION and PERSON into
[NF, ail repeating groups must be identified, removed and placed in separate
relations. For example, in V O L U M E , there may be several articles corresponding to
any one volume date, so articles is not a scalar attribute, it is a repeating group. Other
attributes falling into this category are:

In V O L U M E
éditorial-comment, book-information, articles, mathematicians, institutions,
examinations, volume-miscellaneous,
In QUESTION
question-catégories, question-methods, question-miscellaneous
question-book-miscellaneous,
question-joumal-miscellaneous
Similarly for SOLUTION
In PERSON
title, qualifications, person-miscellaneous
For the relations to be in INF, thèse repeating groups must be removed from the
initial groups and placed in their own relations, with an appropriate primary key. The
new relations are given below, with the foreign keys given in italics,
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From V O L U M E
EDITORI AL-COMMENT(editorial-comment-id, editorial-comment-details, volumedate)
BQOK-INFORMATIQN(book-information-id, book-name, book-details, volumedate)
ARTICLESCarticle-id. article-name, article-détails, volume-date)
MATHEMATICIANSfmathematician-id, mathematician-name, mathematiciandetails, volume-date)
INSTITUTIONS(institution-id. institution-name, institution-détails, volume-date)
EXAMINATIONSCexamination-id, ex aminati on-détails, volume-date, instìtution-id)
VOLUME-MISCELLANEOUSfvolume-date. volume-miscl, volume-misc2,..)
From QUESTION
OUESTION-CATEGORIESCquestion-number, categoryl, category2, category3,...)
OUESTION-METHODfquestion-number,

methodl, method2,...)

QUESTION-MISCELLANEOUSfquestion-number, question-miscl, questionmisc2,.)
OUESTION-BOOK-MISCELLANEOUS(question-book-id. question-book-miscl,
question-book-misc2,..)
OUESTION-JOURNAL-MISCELLANEOUS(question-ioumal-id. question-journalmiscl, question-jouraal-misc2,...)
Similarly for SOLUTION
From PERSON
PERSON-TITLE(person-id, person-titlel, person-tìtle2,..)
PERSON-QUALIFICATIONS(rjeisorwd, person-qualfnl, person-qualfn2,..)
PERSON-MISCELLANEOUS(person-id, person-miscl, person-misc2,..)
After repeating groups have been removed, the remaining attributes, arranged in
relations with appropriate primary keys, are,
VOLUME(volume-date. volume-number, part-number, volume-format)
QUESTION 1 (question-number, status, question-book-id, book-title, book-date.
author-surname, author-firstname, author-title, question-journal-id, journal-title,
journal-editor, journal-volume, joumal-year)
and SOLUTIONl has correspondis attributes to QUESTIONI.
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PERSON(person-id, type, status, surname, firstnames, tovvn, county, country,
institution, occupation)
Thèse 24 relations now satisfy the conditions for INF, and must be inspected to see if
they satisfy those for 2NF. In ail of thèse tables, there are no composite primary keys.
Hence the attributes in each table dépend upon the whole of the primary key, so each
table is in 2NF.
Each relation must now be checked to see that it is in 3NF. Hence there must be no
transitive dependencies. That is, no attribute must dépend on the primary key
indirectly, via another attribute that is not an alternate key.
The relations which contain transitive dependencies are, PERSON, QUESTION 1 and
SOLUTION 1, In PERSON, town détermines county and country, and institution
détermines occupation. Both sets of attributes must be removed to their respective
tables, leaving:
PERSON(person-id, type, surname, firstnamel, firstname2, firstname3, town-id,
institut ion-id)
PERSON-TOWN(town-id. county, country)
PERSON-INSTITUTION(institution-id, institution-détails, occupation)
In QUESTION 1, question-book-id détermines book-title, book-date, author-sumame,
author-firstname, author-title and journal-book-id détermines journal-title, journaleditor, journal-volume, journal-year. Similarly for SOLUTION 1. Again, both sets of
attributes must be removed to their respective tables, leaving
QUESTION2(question-number, status)
BOOK-IN-QUESTIONCquestion-book-id, book-title, book-date, author-surname,
author-firstname, author-title, question-number)
JOURNAL-IN-QUESTION(iournal-book-id, journal-title, journal-editor, journalvolume, journal-year, question-number)

Similarly for SOLUTION2, BOOK-IN-SOLUTION and JOURNAL-IN-SOLUTION.
A i l the relations are now in 3NF. To be in BCNF, every déterminant must be a
candidate key. The primary key is the only déterminant in ail the relations except
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V O L U M E , where volume-number and part-number form a composite alternate key.
Hence the relations are in BCNF.
As QUESTION2 contains only one attribute, it could be combined with QUESTIONMISCELLANEOUS, giving:
OUESTION3(question-number. status, question-mise 1, question-misc2,.) which is in
BCNF. Similarly for SOLUTION3. Thèse are both still in BCNF.
The final list of 28 relations in BCNF is,
VO L U M Et" vol urne-date, volume-number, part-number, volume-format)
EDITORIAL-COMMENTfeditorial-comment-id, editorial-comment-details, volumedate)
BOOK-rNFORMATIONfbook-information-id, book-name, book-details, volumedate,)
ARTlCLESCarticle-id, article-name, article-détails, volume-date)
MATHEMATlCIANS(mathematician-id, mathematician-name, mathematiciandetails, volume-date)
INSTITUTIONSfinstitution-id. institution-name, institution-détails, volume-date)
EXAMINATlONSfexamination-id, examination-detaifs, volume-date, institution-id)
V O L U M E MISCELLANEOUSfvolume-date, volume-mise 1, volume-misc2,..)
OUESTION3(question-number, status, question-mise 1, question-misc2, volume-date)
OUESTION-CATEGORIESCquestion-number,

categoryl, category2, category3,...)

OUESTION-METHODf question-number, methodl, method2,...)
BOOK-IN-OUESTION(question book id, book-title, book-date, author-surname,
author-firstname, author-title, question-number)
OUESTION-BQOK-MlSCELLANEOUSfquestion-book-id, question-book-miscl.
question-book-misc2,..gyesfion-nwmÈer)
JOURNAL-IN-QUESTlON(ioumal-book-id, journal-title, joumal-editor, journalvolume, journal-year, question-number)
OUESTION-JOURNAL-MISCELLANEOUS(question-iournal-id. question-journalmisc 1, question-journal-misc2,...question-number)
SOLUTION3(solution-niimber. status, solution-mise 1, solution-misc2, volume-date)
SOLUTION CATEGORIESfsolution-number, categoryl, category2, category3,...)
SOLUTION METHODCsolution-number. methodl, method2,...)
BOOK-IN-SOLUTIONfsolution-book-id, book-title, book-date, author-surname,
author-firstname, author-title, solution-number)
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SQLUTION-BOOK-MISCELLANEOUSfsolution-book-id. solution-book-miscl,
solution-book-misc2,. .solutìon-number)
JOURNAL-IN-SOLUTiQN(ioumal-book-id, journal-title, journal-editor, journalvolume, journal-year, solution-number)
SOLUTION-JOURNAL-MlSCELLANEOUS(solution-iournal-id, solution-journalmiscl, solution-journal-misc2 ..^o/u^V?/i-/7umòer)
v

PERSON(person-id, type, surname, firstnamel, firstname2, firstname3, town-id,
ìnstitutìon-id, question-number)
PERSON-TOWN(town-id, county, country)
PERSON-rNSTITUTIQN(institution-id. institution-details, occupation)
PERSON-TITLE(person-id, person-titlel, person-titìe2,..)
PERSON-OUALIFICATIONSCperson-id. person-qualfnl, person-qualfn2,..)
PERSON-MISCELLANEOUS(person-id, person-miscl, person-misc2,..)

Fig. 4.2 Final E-R diagram of the normalised ET database
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(The entity names in figure 4.2 are slight modifications of the entities given above to
facilitate a more compact présentation.)
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This model provides a reliable and well-founded system for entering and subsequently
analysing all the ETdata. The 28 relations above would have been needed to enter the
required data into a relational datábase. There are now many suitable WindowsxM
computer programs capable of executing such a task, such as Microsoft AccessjM,
dBase for WindowsTM* Paradox™ (Wright [1994 116-24] reviews four databases for
WindowsTM)- These are very powerful and reasonably user-friendly programs. They
each have the facility to analyse the datábase using a versión of the purpose-built
programming language for querying databases, Structured Query Language (SQL).
With AccessjM» it is possible to store material in a 'memo' field, which is 'well-suited
to storing information which varies in size, like descriptions, comments,...' [Harvey
and Press 1996 55]. Using memo fields, it would be possible to incorpórate the
relations comprising miscellaneous details into another relation, for example,

PERSQN(person-id, type, súmame, ñrstnamel, ñrstname2, firstname3, personmiscellaneous, town-id, institution-id) where person-miscellaneous is stored in a
memo ñeld.
There are many advantages to normalization as a modelling technique. Technical
advantages are that data redundancy is eliminated thus reducing the amount of
processor time needed to perform datábase queries and simplifying datábase
operations like updating and deíeting. More importantly, it enforces data integrity,
ensuring that there are no ambiguities in the data. Academic advantages are that it
identifies the entities and corresponding relationships between them which are then
used to model the data and also that it is suitable for use with record linkage [Harvey
and Press 1996 128]. These advantages are considerable and the relational model of
the £Tdata outlined above is suitable and practical.

The relational model itself is frequently described in mathematicai terms using
concepts and notation from set theory and relational algebra [Date 1994 139-211].
The reliability and portabilty of the relational system make it very desirable and it is
much favoured by many. It is suitable, both theoretically and practically for much
historical research. A historian may prefer not to use it as normally it prevents the
storage of the data in a form similar to its original.

Data have to be segregated to some extent to fit them into a relational model. The
very act of splitting the data into discrete blocks which slot into a system where rigid
rules apply is not necessarily a simple procedure where historical data is concemed.
With mathematicai or scientific data, it is possible that there will be little ambiguity
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when deciding how to construct a model for that data (stili realising however that data
modelling with scientific material can still be very complex). Data relating to the
business world may also be modelled successfully using the relational model. The use
of the relational model for historians ¡s explored in depth by [Bradley 1994 75] who
states,
It is now apparent why the relational database theorists concentrate upon the
business world. It is because the relational model is most suited to structuring
information about enclosed universes where uncertainties and ambiguities are
limited. Furthermore, the relational model performs best when it présents a
static rather than dynamic picture of the universe it is representing.
With historical data collected from a given time span, there may be difficulties arising
from the fact that the meaning or catégories of the data may change with time.
Alternatively, other extemal parameters may change, for example country name or
politicai status. These points are expanded upon in [Denley 1994 33-43].

Conceptually, then, it can be difficult to place historical data into a relational model
because it can contain irregularities that make it almost impossible to fit into a strict
and inflexible structure. It can be imagined thèse difficultés have been overeóme and
that the data has been cast into a relational model. The process of entering this data
into the database entails inserting the various détails conceming each of the separate
entities into separate database tables. With say Microsoft AccessjM, it is possible to
have several tables open at once, but certainly not the 28 that are needed for a
relational model of the ET database. And while it would now be possible, using
Microsoft AccessTM 2.0 or 7.0 to create data entry forms to alleviate this somewhat,
this was not possible at the beginning of this project as Microsoft AccessTM was not a
viable option. This practical aspect was a deciding factor when choosing a DBMS.
The ET database contains détails of several thousand mathematical problems and a
high standard of data entry was imperative for the resulting integrity and quality of the
project. The act of entering data pertaining to each question into 28 différent relations
appeared unsatisfactory and likely to lead to error in data entry when changing from
relation to relation. (It must be noted, however, that Microsoft AccessTM> say, has
very powerful facilities to enforce data integrity.) Also, it would not be an
instantaneous matter to retrieve ali the data relating to one question as the relevant
data from each relation would have to be located. It must be emphasised that this is a
matter of personal préférence. The relational methodology is suitable for this project
which could then be successfully implemented with Microsoft AccessTM • Indeed, the
ic^exco database has been converted into a Microsoft AccessjM database (although it is
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not yet fiílly normalised), prior to being made available to other researchers via the
History Data Unit, Essex University.
In software erigineering, when data are transferred from a paper document to a
computer system, it is preferable to make the layout of the user-interface, which may
be a form, as similar as possible to the layout of the original paper form [Curtis 1994
473]. This point is made in connection with datábase data entry by Breure [1995 3049] who states that:
The historian draws information from documents and he has to accept that data
from a coherent text fragment are split over different tables. When we use
standard interface facilities, this means that data that belong together are not
displayed together (loss of data context)...ln contrast with things in our modern
world, historical entitíes often lack reliable identifiers. Either the historian
himself or the system has to provide these identifiers.
Again, this could be overeóme by the use of a TIMS.

To summaríze, the relational model is well-established theoretically and wellsupported now by user-friendly software. It is suited for this research but was not
chosen at the beginning of this project as it involved the splitting of the data for
insertion into múltiple datábase tables causing an increased probability of error in data
entry. Also, flexible and user-friendly software which is now standard was not made
available for this project, instead inflexible and non-user-friendly software was
proffered. The relational model does have advantages when it comes to querying the
data, as RDBMSs are fast, powerful and the results can be exported easily to a
spreadsheet for statistical analysis. It is also possible to créate datábase reports in
most RDBMSs.

4.2.2 Source-oriented data modelung and the

KXZMÜ

DBMS

icAeio is a source-oriented D B M S , an emphasis which makes it different from the
relational model in intent and application. With historical material, any artificial
alterations undertaken to fit the data into a datábase may result in the loss of crucial
data and/or meaning, thus obviating the whoíe exercise. For example, there may be
instances of a person's oceupation which do not fit neatly into a relational datábase, so
a decisión may be taken to discard or alter awkward cases. This may be undesirable
for the historical researcher.

K ^ S I Ü

has as its paradigm the creation of a D B M S which

allows enormous flexibility in the design of databases. In essence, the historical data
shapes the datábase, rather than the DBMS shaping the data entered into it.
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The development of K ^ S I C Û began in the late 1970s by Dr Manfred Thaller of the MaxPlanck Institut fur Geschichte in Göttingen. Queries in the first version were Latinbased, thus emphasising the fact that it was aimed at historians, not computer
scientists nor those in business. A n English version was launched in 1993, overseen
by an advisory committee from a variety of institutions including Queen Mary and
Westfield College, London, King Alfred's College, Winchester and Southampton
University. Version 5.1.1 comprises two levels, 'standard' and 'high tee', the latter
involving sophisticated image-handling capabilities. Standard

KXEUO

was the version

used for the ET database and will thus be delineated.
With

KXSIÛ),

it is possible to enter data in a form as close to the original as is desired,

with the proviso that 'The objective of reproducing ali the information in an original
source may not, of course, always be appropriate to a historical research project'
[Harvey and Press 1996 196]. It is then feasible to designate codes for specified
sections of data, whilst leaving the data itself untouched. This is achieved via the
création of a 'codebook', a file which acts as a translation table, to convert sets of
character strings into numerical variables. This facility of codebooks lying over the
data, as it were, allows codes to be refined with hindsight and the rétention of the
original data. There are no décisions imposed on the length of fields before data is
entered, as there is in a relational system. Instead, one is free to insert data almost
limitlessly.

A

KXGMÙ

database is constructed in a hierarchical manner. Within this framework,

however, there is enormous freedom. It is permissible to have repeating groups (see
4.2.1.3), a situation not admissible in the relational system. Similarly, many items of
data can be entered in a space allowed for one item in the relational system. 'Fuzzy'
data, that is, data which contains an inhérent degree of uncertainty as to its
origin/authenticity, can be admitted. Comments can be added which are then noted as
being distinct from the raw data and are not searchable with the original data. These
facilities are best described by the authors of the English K^eico Tutorial,
tcXeicö has the ability to accept ail forms of historical source material in a format
that relates to the source. Historical sources can présent information in forms
that are very hard to reconcile with the conventions of a traditional database.
On the simplest level, a census return may contain an entry containing two
distinct occupations. This can be described as a multi-value variable. In

KXEUO

thèse entries can be combined in such a way that they remain in context but
can be made logically équivalent for processing. Elements can contain any
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number of entries, which in turn can have different aspects (e.g. the original
spelíing, or the editor's comments, can be stored alongside the main versión to
be processed), views (e.g. Latin and vernacular equivalents of the same data
could be stored as alternative views) and visibiliry (a quantitative estimate of
the valué or reliability of the information). These features allow fuzzy data (for
example, a súmame which might also represent an 'occupation' - such as
Fletcher) to be defined as such, the user then having to choose at the
information retrieval stage how to interpret such data. Elements are contained
in groups of information (not unlike records in relational datábase design)
which are related to each other in a hierarchical fashion, i.e. are logically
subordinate or superordinate to each other....The size of datábase is limited only
by the capacity of the machine being used; the complexity of a datábase is
virtually unlimited (elements can contain up to two million characters; there can
be up to 3 2 , 0 0 0 different element ñames, and up 3 2 , 0 0 0 different groups).
[Woollard and Denley 1993 xiv-xv].

AU these concepts add up to

KXSKO'S

data model which has been described as

'a semantic network tempered by hierarchical considerations' [Thaller 1991 155].
c

Its flexible nature gives K X E I C O a rubber band data structures' facility [Denley 1994
37]. The fluid nature of creating a datábase with K>.eico marks it out as an 'organic'
DBMS.
Atypical settings of historical data is a marter addressed by the
means of its various data types, and its logical environment.

KAEUD

KXZKÚ

D B M S by

supports seven

different data types, text, date, number, category, relation, location and image. The
data type category allows the use of'value-added' data, relation allows entries to be
linked (incidentally it is also possible to link several tcXeio databases), location is
used in connection with map production and image with image processing. The
logical environment is a collection of'logical objects' which are K^eico and/or userdefined instructions which determine how sections of the data is interpreted. This
environment is stored within

K\EICO

and can be altered. These data facilities lend

themselves to the processing of information with atypical date systems, for example,
weights and measures systems. Very complex logical environments can be created to
cater for, say, special festivals. Equally, a simple but effective logical environment
can be used for classifying data. Using the category data type, it has been possible to
produce a set of characters which show whether the problem proposers were male,
female or used a pseudonym, whether the question was solved by the proposer,
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whether it was repeated. Within this logical environment,

KXEUD

enforces exclusion

within these categories, so a proposer is only one of male, female or pseudonym.
Once the

KXSICD

database has been formed, permanent catalogues can be created. A

catalogue contains contents of elements, plus a pointer for each term showing where it
is located in the database. This selection can then be marked-up and analysed with
greater rapidity than would be the case if the selection were made afresh each time
from the whole database.
A theoretical possibility for the future would be to use the 'high tec' version of

KXEKO

and scan in the actual copies of the problems from ET. The relevant facsimile of the
problem could then be allied to the data stored in the database about that particular
1

problem. This would then be very close to 'an edition of the ET and would be a
further example of'the Database as Edition' [Thaller 1991 156-9]. Unfortunately,
there is a practical impediment to this, as the quality of the ET printing is very poor,
with the reverse side frequently showing through.

The above analysis conveys the advantages of the
disadvantages, however.

KXS\G>

KXEI©

D B M S . It is not without its

functions via the out-moded system of batch

processing. Copious errors may appear following compilation, which may require
many iterations to rectify. Also, it is necessary to delete certain system files following
a faulty compilation, and this can be time-consuming. More seriously, data must
normally be entered in the same order as a user-defined

KXEICO

structure file. If major

changes are made in the structure file, normally the order of the corresponding data
file must similarly be altered and the potential for this to be very time consuming is
large indeed. Querying can be long-winded, and changes have to be made to the
queries before they can be exported to a spreadsheet package for analysis.

4.3 The

KXZIG)

ET database

The construction of the

ICXSKO

ET database has been undertaken with much care and

deliberation. Working within the restrictions of K X E I C O has enforced a disciplined and
rigorous approach, to avoid future pitfalls. A course in K X E I C O was completed and a
attendant project undertaken, this being a pilot study (or prototype) for the ET
database. This small initial study allowed the creation of version 1 of the ET database
which was populated with data from the first year of ET. Samples of data throughout
the life of ET were also taken and analysed to ensure uniformity in data structure
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during ali periods of the journal's life. The structure diagram for version 1 of the ET
database is shown in appendix A infigureA4.1.
The ET database has been through many refinements before reaching its final form.
During the pilot study, the database was queried and tested to ensure it could fulfil ali
the tasks that would be required of it. Altérations in the structure of the database were
then made in response to the above tests and this process was continued until there
was confidence that the database was appropriately constructed for the assignment in
hand.
The final version of the ET database is now described in full.
With

KXEICÙ

it is possible to input the data into a data file first, then create a structure

file to fit it. This procedure was not followed in this instance, as a K X E I C Ù structure file
was fashioned first, with the data being placed subsequently into a corresponding
KXSMÙ

data file.

The ET database was designed to be as close to the originai data in ET as possible.
Each month ET had a mathematical department named 'Mathematical Questions and
1

Solutions . The format of this section varied during the life of the journal, but during
the initial stages it commenced with a subsection of'Solutions' of previously posed
questions. The question to be solved was repeated above each solution, with ali the
détails of the proposer. The solution was printed together with the détails of the
solver. If the solution were by the proposer, then the statement 'by the proposer'
would replace the solver détails. Following the 'Solutions' section came a 'New
Questions' section with several mathematical questions each having détails of its
proposer. Last of ali was a miscellaneous section with snippets of éditorial comment
directed at particular mathematical correspondents or stating éditorial policy. This
latter section has proved invaluable for tracing the changes in policy throughout the
life of the ET. This comprises ali the data of interest in the mathematical department
itself. Other sections of the journal may also contain items of interest. Détails of
mathematical examinations, examiners, other institutions or mathematicians may
appear in disparate parts of any month's issue of the ET.

To translate the above data into a KXZMÙ

database, a K A . E I C Ù structure file must be

created. This must contain groups of information (see 4.2.2), each group consisting
of a number of éléments. Before describing the structure file itself, a structure
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diagram will be given delineating the groups (shown in boxes) and their respective
éléments (to the side of or below each group).
The K^EICÙ model produced is source-oriented in that it ali the data pertaining to a
particular month is encapsulated in a form similar in order and context to that in the
ET. The only exception to this is that it was not possible to incorporate ali the
mathematics from the problems themselves into the basic version of K^eico, and
scanning them in and then marking them up was also not a possibility. The
information that was required from the mathematical data, for this research and for
subséquent research, was the mathematical catégories they belong to. The work in
progress by Dody [1994 24-179] and Duvina [1994 179-218] also uses similar
catégories for the mathematical papers in the respective journals under investigation.
Other researchers using the ET data would want to fìnd problems posed or solved by a
particular mathematician, or problems in a particular category, for example, geometry
or number theory.

Each group will now be described in détail in relation to the relevant monthly édition
ofthe ET.
R E F E R E N C E is the first group and ì.s an identifier for each separate volume ofthe
ET. It is a restriction of KÀSICÙ that this first group must contain only one élément
which must be alphanumeric in character and up to 12 characters long. The
corresponding élément, refnum comprises the concaténation of the string 'et', the
volume number then the part number. The volume number was given in roman
mimerais and corresponded to the year of publication. Volume I related to October
1847 to September 1850, volume II, October 1850 to September 1851. Each issue of
the journal had a number also, so October 1847 was labelled Vol. I No. 1. Similarly,
October 1848 carried Vol II No. 13. In this database, the journal number is referred to
as part number to avoid ambiguity.

V O L U M E contains the following elements:voldate, - the date given on the front page of each month's issue in the format
'1 Sep 1847*.
volnum, - the journal volume number, as described above.
partnum - the journal part number as described above.
volformat - the section and subsection headings used in the 'Mathematical
Questions and Solutions' section.
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Each volume contained general information which may be of particular interest. This
is stored in the group VOLINF. Next there are many instances of solutions,
represented by the group S. Similarly, there are many new questions, represented by
the group Q. To be precisely true to the original source, it would be necessary to
repeat the details of each question when entering the solution details. This would
have entailed a waste of space and effort and was not carried out as the details given
regarding the question of a particular solution are precisely the same as the originally
proposed question.

VOLÍNF contains the following elements,
edcomment - editorial comment with particular reference to mathematics.
bookinfo - book review or other mention of mathematical book.
articles - particular article/s written by or about mathematicians.
mathns - specifíc mathematician/s.
instns - specifíc institution/s of direct or indirect mathematical interest.
exams - mathematical exams and the corresponding examiners.
volmisc - any item of mathematical interest not fitting into one of the above
categories.
Q contains the following elements,
status - descriptor/s selected from the ensuing list, reproposed, júnior
mathematics, proposed and contains diagram. ('Proposed' is included here to
facilítate a quick count of proposed questions.)
num - the question number given in hindu-arabic numeráis throughout, and not
in román.
prob - this element is a repeat of the question number and is used specifically
for relating a given problem to a given solution via the data type relation.
catl, cat2 and cat3 - are all categories relating to the mathematics contained in
the question. Details of these categories are given in 4.4.1.
meth - indicates the stated preferred method of solution requested for a given
question.
mise - any question details not pertinent to the above elements e.g. reference to
a particular theorern.
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4.3.1 The ET structure diagram
Fig. 4.3
REFERENCE refnum

- voldate
- volnum
- partnum
- volformat

edeomment
bookinfo
articles
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volmisc
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BOOK

JOURNAL
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BOOK
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- bktitle

- jname
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- asurname

- jeditor
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- asurname
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- afname
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S is a group containing the éléments,
status - descriptor/s selected front the ensuing list, solved by proposer, contains
diagram and junior mathematics.
num, prob, catl, cat2, cat3 and mise are mirror images of num, prob, catl,
cat2, cat3 and mise, raeth contains the method actually used to solve the
question under considération.
VOLINF has no groups subordinate to iL but both Q and S do bave subordinate
groups. Q has 3 groups subordinate to it, CONTRIB, BOOK and J O U R N A L and
these may appear in any order.
CONTRIB is the group containing ali détails pertaining to the proposer of the
question. Its éléments are,
status - a descriptor from the range 'male', Temale' or 'pseudonym'.
surname, fnamel, fname2, fname3 - nominal détails.
title - for example Mr, Mrs, Miss, Dr, Professor.
qualfn - for example, M . A . , D.D.
town - town or city stated. (This may be town of residence, or of workplace.)
county - county stated. (ditto for county)
country - country stated.' (ditto for country)
instn - institution stated.
occpn - occupation stated.
emise - any miscellaneous detail concemìng the proposer that does not fit into
any other category.
BOOK contains the following éléments,
bktitle - the title of the book.
asurname - the author's surname.
afname - the author's first name.
bkdate - any date given in relation to the book.
bmisc - any miscellaneous detail concerning the book that does not fit into any
other category.
JOURNAL contains the following éléments,
jname - the name of the journal,
jeditor - the editor of the journal,
jvol - the particular volume of the journal,
jyear - the year of publication of the journal.
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jmisc - any miscellaneous detail concerning the journal that does not fit into any
other category.
S has three groups subordinate to it, SOLVER, B O O K and J O U R N A L . These may
appear in any order.
S O L V E R contains exactly the same éléments as CONTRIB.
B O O K and J O U R N A L are precisely the same for CONTRIB and SOLVER.
4.3.2 The ET
The

KXEICÛ

necessary

K^EICÙ

structure file

structure file, £7\MOD, given in appendix A table A4.2 contains the
K^EICO

inserted into

commands to implement the model shown above. Comments are

K^EICÛ

files via the

KA.EICÛ

command 'note'. This structure file falls into

two main sections, the logicai environment and the group définitions.
At the beginning of the logicai environment is a logicai object to define the dating
system used. Following this is a logicai object to define the catégories used in the
various status éléments. Incorporated within this are exclusion mechanisms to ensure
that a proposer/solver cannot simultaneously be male and female. Lastly there is a
logicai object making use of the relation data type. Its function is to relate given
questions to their solutions. This is achieved by the dedicated éléments q:prob and
srprob. Thus if question 150 is proposed in June 1850 and solved in August 1850,
KXSICÙ

is able to link these two groups across the différent volumes via q:prob and

s:prob to facilitate querying of the contents of both the question 150 and the solution
to 150. This logicai object needs activating by a command following the compilation
of the ET data file. This command will be shown in appendix A4.3.
The above outlines the design and structure of the ET database. The entry of data into
this database will now be discussed, commencing with the general détails in
V O L U M E and working down the structure diagram towards a detailed analysis of one
question and its related solution. Before the latter can be undertaken, the
mathematica! catégories used for the questions and solutions will be elucidated.
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A Gentleman isrequìred by the

Mr. Law begs to acquaiiit tbe
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Mrs. Kennedy, late of Foland

XnJv.—The troublc constantly ex-

Bttienecd ia obtiinin- m i t * Gotnl lnk Viai eiüro
riso to lb« London Couitnrrrul Ink Comparir, ->hofc
Vvabon, A M A S S I S T A N T io a Sehool. roaouladam.inailc »poo Kimlifie ffindpln'and free
ip&blc ot Itarhinf; L»lio, Freucb, anal tbe r n d W o t i froin i i m w ! objedionl, ruit oo« Le nbtained <jf i|]
' German. N o ooe a m i apply who amoot forward Station*», Uookidlers. aod Pjlmt Medieioe Vender*
.tMlactory.tottruoftiali. A p p i ; t o M r . J . Ma<Mockf. tarsocboit IL« Uoedom. Wbokvak. a l «( O u n o n /.V
otiiwtll, NortbaiapbHubin, atatiss ag« »od IK1AJ-J
Sirort, CStr. P r r i M i wikbin- lo becotdc i ^ i u rnu;t
(pocted. A DnacQter «onlil b* preferred.
addjxM u ab^TT.
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l't.^;->r ( I K t M . K N , Vh, D . . t i r .
tcriptMB. A d d i r » , C . C . W . , S*hool Librarr i n tn Ih* SecrcUry, i-r »iir U l l i ? Loeal"Scxrelaric: ;
• t u m » I M ^«Wcriplion! * i | | bt rrrtiii-J.
oet Slrott, Löndöo.
iti-v. J . l i . T l A R I v S , Pb. D„ U.V.
>"iee für Lifc-.Mtniber*liip. . . . £1U in f
Aoaiial ^ulutiipücn rj Prinrìroh . . I I u
Uilto cf AMiftJQt TiacSfft . . . . o Hl <
' a 4 n t - c U i l Doardiog and D«f Schöol, firrVo^nc
-ic-, l l t u C l X i
u U c o « , aittuted in oee. ol O x W i t p a m ol il.e
Nut- r.-iiy. I?mn, tl'jt:., rite j i .
if^boorbood of Mtncbtstrr. An* pi/nUeuun til
od talenti *fvd laooente capital «ooki &wJ tkt P T T .
all's (Vvr.) Rocts of the Greck
at a kitbJj f»»o«rmblt opportunità fnr cumcue^itinc
J. » . i i rrÖRiEtor^^i-Vc^
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L A N U U A C K , iiinclirx-l h, a d-jpby <,( IÌ..Ì,
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« ^ H > > ~ * A « - V » b * t - » « r 7 o « do. -Wo»k v b n

¿0^£'*rWfc;'p«7
joo do play. A i o i d
taraci. *o*é*«.iFt
.' jd*ra«
* * H d a v d l iVb«T>
o z l Le* (bt bow b* «iiber

l'ut*
r i l b m . . " . "'"
—•- •
veti
m a U u a g / 'Pet^eeo At Ivo i n t t i tberr
Sofl-^*aT Ìf DiÌammatÌ GUafam".-'!
V'.'
• > . D O ' robtii ftiróaefiil effon. oc r t f m b i n g m i .
Let ao o o i t 0*" capical * a - be«oca. * aWiajp-'fi^
• ^ é r r t b r ' b r a l i b , bodily w n o n i , lira io lb« I n s e r b y l b r c o n t i o D n o Y l r uprtaJUed iotercat^al
»luni"lfeii •<firit—ooeUbo*r ìrkh anotber, ibeo tbe in noti rate r fer «art ; rWen i b e V». r ^ - ^ ^
? ^ ( b i ^ r C ' , ' « W J a t y n + a W > i C * ^ t > . a r a r » * < i * i l « :—ofUrxror -wirti r o t .
ofcapilat d\i, darìng ibe iniLaot o'*.
Jf^mr^t
5 . ~ i r ì o tb« ««ofltry, betìdrt rojojiog tbt freti
• T f f U T p f r i r t i ' o ì i V W * * k i * r t i i * « * e ^ i i . s i o , . i o •ir >od i n e accotTy, U k e oppon-.oHj lo riodj - O I D I
•'• — = " ;
inJrrriung.a- _ r~ , -wbwaJbebraoeJi of nato rat b u t o r j . for *oteb I b m >rc boi
M n » e o > i i « n r f r i r r w > o b , , r ^ . - . i — .T:, ' • . .. .
i i n l * lime asd t o n o » io tcbooL i i x l Cor « h i e h tbt iweeo ihe U s i t i ( - OaaJ ( - 1, b r* _ i a o « i i , f
•,¿1 {taA ^ U l l l k m t o ^ > r U : J ) ^ [ J H M e « . ^ . U > U c h Ì l u i c n u l beforiDcd inearljli£e ilatatl. W b e t i e r ooe oart of capiul at the cod of eoe y r a r . l / \ b e
'—*
'
l * T " n i f ' n i n i i ì n . l i T i i l ' . i ' " " n r l i of ron prefer Dot»07 (ptaau), or taiotoolorj ( » - capital at tbe befiotuaa; oftbe yt*r ba a, kaaaaijkuit
•rct*)> « O r o r t o c l o p f>nli% or 0 « b o l o 5 7 a i ihe tfid of the j u r »ill , ' . W a r * ;
'ftì'lit
( r b t l l i ) . ìa aoy o t ibt-ie joa-will leam I Q o W n i rally, al Ine «ad of aay U B I (expraaaeat l a A J a à r a )
o r c / a i l j , toarraoge jodieJWQily, and Lo trace adm ì r i o g l j , the v ì a d o m . ooitj, aed beaoljr ot delira
arbteJi n u Ihroujb ali Dal art.
; ^ e W a ^ d * H f c i i WvV? r * p n ^ V . j . . " No*.
( . — G o lo m i c * r l j sod r i u eailj,—*«»e ì l o o l r
L V . (Pff^Jt-yMr.
IT. r . B u i . ) .
Ji-lriBi^qflLjÌ^b^ToxToJ»pt»«.-{CSc.>-Vox to eojoj u moch a i pouible oT tbe »ooli;ht i u d
(1) )-. , .
* )4p^ .Tcrà^rlcLVla~tb^ ane*'a^
l o M h i a e . Work raiber ia tbe mornio; tino lo ' 5 - ^ —
' -vt'iayU
*"oT'"-"*efWJ»': T n e - O r r / e i •+.'», m-mió, U K c n e n l o j .
(x — y) + y:
( ) $ «a*
^ j K X o / t i » * » joicr;»od aometimrt woM-oe'laaroase;
J . — T a t e a l moto. actÌT*, tirrcr** 1« j o u « o io
J sud j w i t b o a l noidratlct.
Ifae.opn air.
Vour mais buiuieu >t
ir*:oo i l
'.i>*aMJa^»W;V *ji, SÌT6*wb*~J?Q&,™t*.
* to fona tit hoéj. end wìti h, aod tbroorb it, ibe
( t W b o r n - 9 d Ì B t r i d o f i n ^ T W o r * * , rj
• ' .soiotì. -w'ah wbich tbe laboan * f j o o r coraiog life
' Selvtim hj IT". C . , Jn-Wy."' »• •
• *"
^{W
T*t b'iK'rf* rT.,;«..,- .-. ' " m o i t be actocaptubed. &re ibit Ibe body, " tbe
«•r'Cx
—
..v.'.. ..<l)»V'.'
MÒad'». Utnple." be -"eli baili, eompaci, pure, and
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fWfi.nfft.fo*
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-to *.,iwh*r ibi" icaeber ot parrnt. A l i lime noi
a-(x - y ) = ^
. y
I D j ó o r O'ti improveiDfSt(«br(ber io atody,
UXT&MÌIÌ ^ i d a ^ - ' W t i apéat
.
" - • w r a t a ^ a a r t l U• i j i ' * i ? * ' P - <* aociety, or txerc'ne, or oetdful reti)
* - ( * _ » ) - y > By CO
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t o l ^ d i r e l i t t « y * « t m M - j c U J advaact.
efl'ltf»enVk#^:*be>
' S L — l t , fioallj, j o o n é r l e " i b e t e b a l i , <a* tbe
J r * W ^ J t » - « W è . •<*• m i majority of j v a prabably a i l L ) be candid enoogb
JotelW^ben nert w« meet. -«bttheT tbe o e g l m of
Lbjejn.bai ioef«aaed yoox mjoymesl, titber at tbe
fifcntf l o U ^ c o a l l T ditd,
litne. or i n rrtroipett. E t e n to, Ibe teed v t l l D O I
0 +
^y>y•"'*'.••'
* —•
- • : »•••: i.-..nu Lea.
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ofirrl.oW'ai^'e^oe^.J*^^.*^^
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S o , — I bare fbood ibe b c k » * 4 , ' . * ; , t ì J ^ i * " 7
• L T V . (fVdpaae-f 4y Afr. C. Tannie/i^V,)—Beu e / o l io Oli* S e h a o l ^ j a d i l b a i oecorred lo n e
^ • i r e d tbe amoont of any capital at the' tad of a
tlnJL ifp-oblUbcd tu ibe Educational I u > u , lht7
year a l compound inttreo, luppoaing ibe ìatereit
t a l a r i W ^ b ! c r W « ^ e h k " i e » « * i i by ladocinr otier
pa Tibie i l c*cry ì n t U n l .
• ' a * M h i n j . i iJrft.lVir plaanf d i a r i W io g «uuttiiiog
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Solili»* by Mr. T. Eiiwtt, Brachi til
obcdieatlj.
Sappoac ibe i o u m t to be paid • lime» a y e i r
nr-.i- ,J^.T •
: l . ^ . r B . ÌIOBC-W.
nd lei r
rate per JC1. per asuum. L e i alio
• J : A : ;-kii
B e n : r e * : . T S i . > t 01.13^7«.
A . ibe tuccetlWe
i^^i^-Vaoartgjtar,' «a iiii^itjtp)" par* * *. o w U l ù d t D I* — principili, aod A , , A ,
Lei Ib* aojlei be d<ij^aled
• ' j ' . : " saaQa caatùaiaaOo*.aadmail* fort canorum, u tali. amouati. Tbea —
t..-rV«»«*oaj»rnfnii» praxepcùqaj: betabera." (C"«™
•1 in ibe diagrim, i e d atrurvie
;i^»>#X?l*Ì*iJ; - , 7
A, = P
Pi
- P^l
i-.ifiiii t..mL«tj»»;d*j; pati OT«r witbotìt aOrae i<iled
V — ! rigbl aojln.
Tlirn:
il i.-»aad KaptUrrea*:!^- T r » oc. l i f t * l i w i " n «petit
,<•*>; j L T r i l t p T o - t x t
j~4or amo>caeiili 3 od U T C life A , = A , + A
*•
Jr»*a rttn»i*g l» irMli.[
.
• - : -;dL—pSlftd;.-Ai*^r tJ'f*' b a » d m in Trtikh joti fcc.
r
>r-.i ( à t ' t W ) * * « t a f i c i e ó i n l L t i i b i o tbote t h n
• :t' t.>r>*.UJta;mo*i.- ^ i ^ d ó l ì k e *b>t »< 6 o d dilOcvIti
.'ir-Ma^d «Vi a « vtad^rataod;-—otrrc»a>e tbt djficollie». ti.. =. Y ^. +
.hoT? Vat^0MMd«rHfcO/*. aad 1*J\.«4 v i i ) . l a n l j fbltow.
- 11
i*dte*JN^BTa^a:it.at^Mfvaa,.>^a(. posile* J O B ; afitr »
P
. „
• n i t i W dijr* progMa*„Uf p w l t »iU o A t a d u i p < ^ >V^ÌC*«fia ioa*ajAf£j-w»«r byjef, o / j o u r d « j ' i
o*t%*^iwo» a n d i * * p e ™ » * e ^ > J i d , n t r ) aijbt ooa.= r , . ,
JltftJtAo v b i u «adi^i>»- iwt.-ibt,p*a. d»v bac becs
* :'' iy'-»« »i** lo ^t>0^>r»: 1. B ' ; , , .— ' .
--vj«jl»pp*»(--—l,»j=^5i^ jóttr*
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..»• - B a ^ * i C h ^ a - « a a ) - « - ^ d n t y , a m T e a ? ' '
" '
B

A
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TiMEV>.

B + ^ B A D _ Z A D C addiaf £ D A C U>
both «idea. X. B
¿ 8 A C - ^ A D C -f. Z D A C
- (hy eooirrnctino) Ibe gi'en n o ofthe aaglei
ai ibe baie; i l » A 0 a (by coaRructioa) - ibe
fiera baie. .-. ADC >» ibt reo,n.ur.d trilogie.

-

,

——) ;

b j inbaimuieir

ind.

+

— „ • ^ben • W intuii*.
3
• T i e ixpretiioot for è" ind y- art preeiaely
iimiLtr, and Lb *T c fo r* tbe triangte Li nliic&attly
cqailaleratL V U . 'Propoudiy
Mr.H.HarUf.ìformati" f T a l i T , 'r -'—*-'**SfLlltf* Tonttm.)—Show h «
lo asd Su -*• 1 aom»«r*. >.'- i a odd aerici of finnben, n e h d i t i the u n J l tbeir i q u a m aod (hai
of ih*ir cabra ihall bc expmied by ibe urne cab.
nunber.
i

l

Stiutia*

Sai.tìa* h O ^ o — M . Ci.ayow.
Tbe lammation of i « h « T Ì M br ibe epero>e
mrihod»
oriheCilcuIoiorLiiniied
DifferrocniDd
LX. (Pn.po.tJ iy ?[r. T. M'Jtiam,
Bunlty.}
ofihe t n i e r n l Calcalu* baibeea topeneded b r Ui*
— Find ibe i t a of r. icimi of ibe aeriiv l u . p +
limole aod ratj proccaaee pubJÌLbed by > l ò m .
^ tao. | « * i U>. l i * \ l a o . ^
* *e.
Beecrofl', Itaaioo", Rnibtrfon:', WoolbooK*. u d
Yoonr*; mbote ingeoioui in Tetti galiooi. man b*
eoniallrd bj tbote who are deiiroet of beeoming
5o.'*lio» Lf Mr. J- AUOJI, DiimKTi'
CoOiot,
icqtuisted " i l b tbii inbie^t.
Tanni».
Tbe (olla-ing m a l t a i n dcrited from M r .
Lei 5 deoou the iuta of ibe gieeo l e n t i .
Beeeron"« formula (7) p_ 9S .
Tbe general terna of a Mriet of ibe t q u a m of
ibe reciprocali of ih* figurale osaiben of lb« i L u b
order
(OD tbe l a p p o i i t i O Q ber* made, ) ia
SÌ net eoi. • —
c

l

2 col.

taf prwpaur.

r « » ( S a - V + ( 4 J J » + <3x)> + ( t i ? + (lOrV

r e d « u o a - _ 1 h * u m of ibe K T « I req.ired,

2
1

1

+

.-. Un. - — eoi. - — 2
•1
J

COL

a.

L e i ibe n • «oc-

(.•*!)'(• *-)»....(*;•

ra lor « •*, aod tbe aerie* to be tu uno ed b

<l*x}* + {IOTY +
fcc
io ( I . + 1) termi =
(ìr>> +
\0 + 5 ) (1 + 2> * 4,' + &r_ . . l o
Thtrefore 1 tao. * - ì eoi. 1 — tota lermi) =z
(ì*y 4- (Jx>> ( J - _ - 1 ) - ( J - I V ) - a cube
no ai ber.
Agl'uà, timilariy ve fi od
1

1

8

(Sa-)" +
+ O-O
( l « x ) " + (Vtrf" + l e
**^*^"T

( (1 . J . 3 . « . i . 6 .T)*
+

»

9

f

1

+ { I r ? * O ^ ' ) "T~
10 (2n * 1] lermi =

11
=

(3.2-x;>. i e gtt
™

(1.3. * . S . o . 7 .8)'

U.*->.S.7.8. ^ +

Tbe tara i l fotud, 11 ibore, lo be

vhteb beiog co,uated with ihc cube

*

+

1

tot

41 . 2 " — 14
3*.!^

Addìng ibete termi.

Hencc ih* mode ofdete m i n i o g som ben lo aaivcr
b* ooodjtìoa ipeeuStd k o b l i m i . F O T Ciampi»,
—tei H be reqoirrd lo findjfre locb D u r a beri. Io
l i t i caie • = 2,
al

- 1?? ;
8««

aod

— un. •

S

—

—

COL.

2-1

Tbe re fore

S—

1-1

_ ^j™ - f•

T9200 i

TW*'.'t

U

7?200 T

~

—
t13200 i

"•'**

(I) L * 4 y V i a d - G e M l e m a i D n r j fbr ìt*»'. C&
Tbe Malbctsaùciao, T O Ì » . i . « o d h. - ' ( 3 ) ' E à 4 y a
aod G««tlenaa'< Uiaryfor 1 * 3 1 JV/oaria*(S) Fbitoaopblcal M a g a l i » .
*.&Ì-W'/Mk2£
and ia bU.af^rmatiealiI>imrta-tiop*?f rtutt^ pv
1 1 0 et
-*

7=1-

.he
-

I

*
_ c ^ S _ ,
Sbev Ibi!
2-1
J*'
o 4.
n ^ n b e i l l o a g h t a r e ^ , 11,
H?,
;
SSS 21« SCV 10S
432
—
~
«"t- j Z l — 2 «rt. 2 f.
tbe asm of tbcìr iqnirta aadibt aomof ibeireobet
/107-,
- So/ntkm If'lht
Pripiao-'
ìaAbg raxtr « x p r n a t d by Iti* eabel^-JJ^LX1. (Pnpo,td t Mr. T . >ViU£n«*, 17>nt/ey.)
Coi ree t the rrror io "ibe" priot in l i » accond
• ìioU
Tbe iotmer pari o/tbe precedi»g l o i a - Rcquired ibe luca of ihc apuana of ibe reciprocali
fractioo, aod then « n l i i p l j i p g tbe qgmrsJfiAaDd
i o a , i : * a * * i . . •*>
y fcelbod of naolTiog a
deoomioator of the l i i r i t frieiioó' by a^-f, ttVt^
g \ M B fat* BTOberinto any odd anmber of cube». of ibe iLirA order of figo rat e nnmbcrt, L -\- 1^
. +
•-•
^ T a ^ r i o a * (ir)»-*.- (tx)> * (ir>> * (ax)
cornea
(>•-.>*• »-l«Lulto \ìm."+ t>iermi - (3.2*1-)*: i — , + — , + _ L +
•* SK. td infiniium ;
120330'
TSI
1
^ b ^ ' t M c n b e T f b i e b it 1t m|aired'lo dìiide into 3S*
(jii
cubcv pai (aj-j)> - o«, ibea -r - t beìog nodentood tba( 1. 3, &, 10, 15, (te., i l
rteli00ed thej(rii ordtr.
" . '"Bad'Cba enbet •oocbt are
-ie/'i-^
1 • Tf
SJ*fi*n by ili Prtptttr.
1 *
By )>r. RqlbeKsrd'a
metbod of lommatìon
e

7

L

1

f

a

lt

c

u

r

:

J

m

(J/L

l . LoJtj'

Diorj.

1»3J.)

pottiog S

iifiaitxm —

\2'
36
B, C, t e . , tbe leverai Mriea ihere giren,

;

LIJ{Propone ta Mr. Gtorgt S<aì/L Sor • - 6 • ind (1 — ìp - 1 — 6 + 15
MncX.~)—GlTtn tbe baie, tbe loco ofthe angle*
1
l
I
1
' l a À ' W e . a n d t b e d'iffereoee of the lidei, <o co OJ truci - « ,• 1 . ,
.. - . - ,
^
tbe-trangle.
+

Solatio», oy Digamma, Glowyomr.
I n a maifbt line B C
tabe B D — the r j n a dtf.
f i r n e e of ih* iidca. aod
from . D draar D A making

f
I

S'S,

'

tbe • £ A D C = ' a l f tbe gtTen lam of rbe angle» al
- tbebast. Frotn eeotre B , aod v i i b n d i m - ibe
*Tt9.baae, dtacribé i n arccatliog D A io A . Jaio
A ; * a a \ ] - d n « A C makiog *ith A D Z D A C l A D C ; A B C M tbe reo.oired triaogle- For .-.
I A D C - D A C . - . A C - C D .-. B C — A C B p ^ iba trtam Aigerraoc oCtbe l i d e i . A a d .'.

S

9)4S

U'S,
20^S
13'S,

3

«•S,

.

1 7 2

S

=
aod

A,

bave

— 20 * IS
* Ice, ad

x> ^- /

- n

l'+

tirj;

:
w

\ \

V^j^."
-

and y> V a " - V ( ' + ,)>io

aW^'aid*.
I'-.'.I-'
5o(.tÌM «• Af'- J o t a - T b a J r a a ó - , I n a fU-y; .
—IJtWA + 9 9 0 B — M 0 C 1
-irObau. J ^ a ^ a a r a . ; h j
rrotn 1- irrvliog-Wj-* * y , - .-«a*.»-! r-j-M-*!-•?
+ L32D — 2 * E
+7
+ 180 A , — 1 « 0 B , + 1W>C'
r- — a> * «V — a-y» + T* +*»*y
.
- 72 D , -f- 12 B ,
+ 6 « A , - 4 » B , + ISO C i
_ 30 D ,
- f 6O0 A , —
-{- +0C,
1
tX^-i ^ - ^ r
••
+
I B 0 A , — 40B,
4- 12 A ,
O-plcti»*;ili
•abjtì» ^ ^ifr'?Rfr '
.
.

^ + ?1_ (i V

s

r

0 /
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TakJAg tbe I t t T i l a c , 4e. T~)'

1

+

—

3

T - B U C A T I O N A t "

:

:

;

T Ì I V t E 5 .
b
note

« i t m n t c u n T ^ n H D coincide! a^h A C . « e
bare H E — ^ I I A aod H F — I H C . .-. E a o d
F i r e poioU io Lbe locai u d E F — ± A C i l conciane Coni*<|ia<nily E G . TG » ' e panile! re-peel'uely "o A l ) . D C . »od ¿ E G E"
¿ A OC —
g¡»*0 T t n i c í l ingle, and . ' . lbe lotOï of G i l »
circle by Eoelid iiì- i l . Siroilady i h ¿ E G ' F
¿_ A ß C , »od ib* loenj o í G" u • circi*. Henc*
lince ¿ A D C + ¿ A B C = / . E G T
¿ EG'F
— t*o right » ojies, tbe locui of the croire* of
grvrity G and G ' is ibe circle E G F G ' E .
Q . E . 1).

~

f

6

Del

>

•H *' ^ í .

: made by a l ,

o t

,

or ibTïToi

bueciin-

l l l e

r i

h

,

=

TrrnjpoVinplaid'cfleóplrtrng tbe tqaarc,&c.

LXXL

t

( l'ropottJ

ty ,1fr.

i r . O . $H*tXU. 1

=

i l requncdj l o t o n i i n t t a i n a n - l e - « h i c b »baJlb
it» r e r i i c t i ou tbe gi»*» l i s c i , and ¡u pcriioeu

+

y

1

=

L X V J . 'PrOpOIrJby fftma.) —If p — o.

<5+-Vïy
j*

_sa

+

minimum.

LX3U.
(f*rop*iiJ oyjlfr.
LtyWa.)_Gi»eo
4.
~ 34,

O . SU».

p +

'jr - j - V — 13 ; lo End *• abe tbree anglea «bote cosine* ire in barmooical
bf quadratici, i f p o i t i b l e .
prograiibo, abo* ib i l

lo - >

coi. p — y j .

ra. —.

L X X I I I . tPnpotal
by Mr. W. O. S2«r
Ltyl/um.)—If
3 bc taVen from the iure -H"
aquares of iwft cooiecutiTe nambert c i c h pries
Sioce tbe colines are io kammnical, thcir reci- 1. the reniiiodcr wìlL be d Ì T m b l e b y 1 « ; rrqw:
procai! «ili be io aritimtdtol, p r o g m i i o » .
provf.
3

«ad y -

-

SJMÍUH ty Mr. T. trjHw*.

7^

and

10

±"

VJ

-

Ï

+

CnrU.;.

1

co*, ( t . a)
co*. t> — a¡
Î co». e etti, o
cos. ( ; * o) cus. ( > ^ u )

T . T T V ' (PrupOMod ey W«a*»0—M u b a i point
of ix. cllìpM U tbe «ogie f o n a c i by tbe foca) dj»umoe» the gre» te*t ?
V " « o Ì « t t o « 6 y i f r , T . TTOAÙUCJI, Buniley.
Wbenee
L e l i B , C D b e the
»ic» o l tbe ellips*.
Pa£ Q B _ t ; O C - « .
OT. - < ; O R . i

C

C M

1_'
eos.- ? — tta.- u

LXX1V.

eut. *

!
coi

4. c o i . a.

i

¿y .Ifr.

7*. Eliñtt.)

I . X X V I . (rsopotflbyB.
ff.)'—T,i*
inj-t
D i n a t r ì i n p b , n i d i L r o u ç b D draw a «traigb'.
•ubici) ilmll biaccE tbe triangle (by tbe fini
books of Jùtclid.)

«• 2 coi.- -

c o i . *) — ^ 2 . « t . —

Q- E - I.

L X X V 1 1 . ( Í V o p o x J !.y if,. Jomtt
T"PF

—

I . X V l i . tTnpouA

B o i * b c a tbe inglo is » « n n ' n m , i l i cosine is a

7-"'-""^^<(«_'«»(•) dV „
—(ì'-^y =°-

_..
^"««'= =
0

Gìrcn

ty

Tate

/ora,

Simo.)

— I i i - + ÌTJ — 91 - 0. to
Solution by lìnfomM.

fioj

GLuyoic.

the « c o a d ctrm he lubititutin^

principal 1 1 « ofao ellipse çî*ea"«v«ty
C U an-ordinale te it gì reo k» yoaittoK.'- 'Kcéf
tbe point P in the J'eripbery,tombât'by^ïtea
A l ' i n d PI), ihe figure (JaaPit «ttnllbe a^ieac
or a maximum ( « bciiig ilio, j o t e t S K W o fi»ìlh tKe ordinate C Ü J ; and gire tbemnty*if

J

1

Froea Iriangle I T P and
P
o* — ± — ,
co*. —
=

rlìa

a

(I)

p

:

— r)

t

LXXIX.

(PrejHutd

by

Hlbtrnlcs.ì—Titt

relation nf s log. l'rora tbe di£f< re oliai cqtiatio

2)
*P

ti<TW. u g W P i r i l l b* tbe e r t a l e " » b « o coiis leatt, « b i c b it «ili be wben tbe denomioator
Of (1) U grraieit, tbe numera toc beiog eoosuoL
Let
— r ( l i i — r ) — l « r — ^ — o ' + <*' —
o« — ( _ )>; and • wUI h*»e i l * gre»lesi Y*loe for
(a _ y
— 0. wbenee r - a = r\ by ( I )
.-. P i i ai eitbcr eitremiiy of th* u i i minor.

wbence the olber t » o raluci &f r. « h i e b
imaginary, are

,Ls-f

9' -

3l-}-j-3(6 +

are

9'-f3*')Jì.

k

a

L00U.Í,

IrduitaV) —•'fbrough • {

I . X X V U I . (PfopOtriry
Mr.J<v***
La*l*,£.
fard. Couniy Maya. Irrlatul.) — A B i * JK>* «

3

1

Counly Muyo.

point wiihio a circle gifeo in raa-nilude i n d
lion, d r » " a. chord: tocb tbat lbe rectiogl*
ratio o f u r a i - l i t l i o c i j o i n i i g i U e Urani il ir*
aoolher cieco poiot, i b a l l be gir eu; and iUe»
a 11 al y ti J,
.

y -j- 4 for r . . .
nnd cooteqneotlj the »nglc F ' C F »1 lbe t x m m i - . j
of tbe coo}ogat* t r a C D is the grcnest posiible. .•. y -f. 9 y ^ . 6 = 0 , » b i e b , wWed by Cardan
t
i
Q. E . 1. .
m e l i od. çi»ei y — 3 — 0
_ Solution by-Digamma,
Glou/ov.
i
t
L e i E u d F bc Um foci. ? t i * Teqniretl point of
1 = 4 + C* — 9 = 3.3C21CS3....
lbe elUpae « b o M foca! d s U n c e i are r and r*.
' f b * Cjunion diitded by
F F = 1/
B j n . pnperty of the corre r - - r '
i
t
i — 4 — 3 -^.9 g'»ci
= l a = aiOTOajor
(1J
1

-

L X X V . (/VnuoieJ Lp H r . £ . i l . C J f i u
Inscribe a iqtiare in Ole le^nient of 3 c i r c l e .

íia.- o
1 — cea. i
-

IPropoitá

s t n i j h t linei be d r a ^ o from lbe i n j a L i r poìati
triangle, ibrough aoy point wSlbJu i l ; to 1
lite opposite l i d c i , and the p o i n u of tectioo be J
ed, tbe former U c c i n i l l be cut baraoo.icaiJ.j-.

r

>'EW Q U E S T I O N S . ; ,

r

L X V I U . ( Trapelaily

M,. H ' . H. Hoart, LtHetr

Chp'o*.)—The
rem of a firn) is £ J I . and » 6oe of
L I T . (PrcpveJ Ly A W > — U on lbe gitea ih. i l demaDded for a leaie of • years : what
ebord o f n c i r d c
» baie triangle* «re iwcribed OO^bt tbt reot to br. if ibe fine bc remi lied ?
in tbe c i relè, it U t c q o i r t d t o n u d thelocui of tlieir
c^otrea of gr«TÌiy.
L X I X . (PripoxJ
if Mt. E. Meixo^i
5o/«ftoa bj Mr. T. WiMiuo», Carn/ty.
Uillon, A. fl.)—
- L e t - A C be lbe giteti
1C
<D
ebooi, A D C : A B C a n y two
p o n t i e r i of tbe ieserìbed
naaaglcs ; 11 tba n i d d k of
-ia ( y - x ' )_ I = y
l.
lbe baie, G a*d G ' tbe ccctna of griTrty of ihe i t o J
10 find i >nd y.
uunglctt. Tben aioec io
ali poaàòoftì oftbe trianf[h
A X X X i W t= A ^ O . t a t b a
V

+

LIT.

173

{P"T~"I

iyMr.

H*. O. S . n i i i t .

Ley

L X X X . (Propoud by HÌb<mic«t.} — l>r*
giten righi line mio 1*0 parti, »neb IhK tbe.
lateral triangle desexibed 00 ont p i n ibaU
limes i l i l l on tbe Olher, i r i l b i n the l i m i t a i
first B a t of E o c l i d -

I . X X X I . (Propoli
bit Hitxr*iciu.)-jr'0.
aid of linei not eaceediug ilie second ordir) »
in a t t r a i f l i l line f i ' c n in position, tueb i b i
rectangle coDUincd by UD5CI1U dra*n fron
tequired point m t a o circi*» jWeo io mago
and posilioo. inali be equa! ¿ 0 a g i i * » «pace
lbe TI Ibi: analysis.
L X X X r . . {PropottJ
by / / i V r a i c i u . ) — I
by tbe 6rit Book of Euclid i b « theìuicribed
L . n r i l triangle, " b i e h ba* ouc of i u lidet pa
m tbe least side o f a n y pbne iriaiifl*, U f
ilian eiiher of the eqoilaterals aimÌlarij; inac
io i l witb reipect M lbe « h e r two (idea.
1

T . T T T I I i , (ÍVopoaeJ by i f i a - W a « ) - « -
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THE

' '' limr&jfina, t a . npramde- tad y mirini» pW< a
J> " «aVairÇÔT» j r i ^ ' - V W f ^ ( ^ ^ t l l M ' t V rcrtangk
O ; . naartM^'-by a^raigM lia^'^^oìaii*^ l u rxtrmùl^f*
• " " v a l i Ivo [ i r t a p o ì o t j , ibafl l>c eqoal lo » JTTT-O
awacie w * XUXÌnratn, and i b e * the arxalriii.
:

1 X C C 1 V . ( f r v w i iy Jti6rrwk*'.')~l*
ihr
r i g h i . l i â t jouai» j ; the « o t r e * of two j i * * o tpberei.
fiad reooirtjicjJly a poial. anch [hai lo an eye
placca m î t , lb< roen of Ibe riiible l a r f a c n i b i 11 be
» matnnnm. and ihew i b i asaljaii.
t.TTTV,
— r -— ~

(/Yepe**i fcy / f i o e m i - u . ) — G i n o
x

+ ~

+

(.

Find j bj qtudntici-

L I X X T L (PrapOHd by HÌUTTKUI.)
— Di ridi
a giren circolar Hgroeol inlo iwo paru baring a
g i i c s ratio by a rigbt line parallel lo i t i chord.
(Pro^oned by Mr. Z. Al". J J Ä - ,
1 T O M io»-)—
T o prore within
the l i a i i a - of arai
Book of Iii) EÙmtBAA
tbai *• IT righi liaca
C T , C E , be drawo
fron» 00« angle of a
pani]etograca A J J C D lo the poiou of biteciion or
<be opooaìte (idea A B , A D , rhey uUect the i n o *
r e n e diagnosi B D . "
T.XXTVIÏ.

SliW'tbaft

-<n

I>a-Jl

+

+

EDUCATIONAL

TIMES.

M , « 7 . by M r . G . Swift. Norwich.
» . £0. *4, t \ U , by U f . J . AI*)?, T i a o t o o .
» , fcO. Ü . M , by J - M , BSrrle»»»d*.
K ) . «7, by M r . J . T o t n l i n m . A i b r o o - l c - W i L
lenta, L n e a u b t r r .
6!, 63. by C . H . S.
«7,tay M r . Wnv. L o o d r . Ita.irieV.
One n e " quotino lent i l illegible.
W a n l of ipacc prrTenii the mieriioQ of aererai
Article» and Problernt ihii monti) ; bal ibej ibaJI
ppear in the follnwiog >'utabcr.

A-Ti B W E

Ua

T O

C O R R E S F O N

C E N T S .

teaprudenilj durefarded tw t k u Uaiaavca — i 1
thegood I b o o f h t i o f the'-bciok . t W ^ - n ' a i t a .
t-any>, art m u d i toc « x l l d r e n e d . <w eacesai>
orcr-dresaed.
r
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4.4 Data entry in the ET database
Facsimites of the originai material referred to here can be found in fig. 4.4, June 1850,
which contains a broad sélection of data of interest, will be used as an exainple to
illustrate how data is selected for entry into the database. It is to be emphasised that
data entered into the database is kept in a form as close to the original as possible.
Each group will now be examined in tum.
VOLUME
voldate

JUNE 1850

voi ri u m

3

partnum

33

volformat M A T H E M A T I C A ! . QUESTIONS A N D SOLUTIONS;
SOLUTIONS; N E W QUESTIONS.
The first three are taken from the front page and the last one from page 205, inside the
journal.
VOLINF
edcorament

greatly increased productions of contributors

This ìs taken from the end of the mathematica! départaient and points to the éditorial
comment regarding the sharp increase in contributions and their inability to cope with
them.
bookinfo A Short and Easy course of Algebra. By T H O M A S L U N D , B.D.
This is located at the end of the mathematical department, in the 'REVIEWS' section.
articles

long article 'On Mathematics as a branch of General Education' by

J.Kendall Esq. - engineers, actuaries, astronomers.
The title of the article appears on the front page. 'Engineers...' is a sélection of the text
from this article giving a hint of its scope.
mathns

[empty]
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exams

Examiners:- Professor Boole, J.J. Sylvester Esq., M.A.. F.R.S. &x.

Rev J. Hind M.A., F.C.P.S., F.R.A.S. &c.
This information is obtained from the front page.
instns

[empty]

volmisc

Mathematical Master wanted - Dissenter greatly preferred.

This is taken from the advertisements on the front page.
V O L U M E and VOLINF have been investigated, but Q and S cannot be untii the
mathematical catégories have been defined.
4.4.1 The codification of the questions/solutions into mathematical catégories.
Three mathematical catégories, catl, cat2, cat3 were deemed sufficient to describe
the areas of mathematics contained in the questions. There is a separate élément meth
describing the style/method of solution actually requested in the text of the question.
Similarly, any solution can have up to three catégories, catl, cat2, cat3 describing the
areas of mathematics contained in the solutions. There is a separate élément meth
describing the style/method/s actually used in each solution.
The following is a table of the abbreviations used in the database for the
styles/methods used for the questions and solutions.
Table 4.5
geom

Euclidean geometry, approach unspecified

geom-syn

solved using Euclidean geometry via synthetic approach

geom-an

solved using Euclidean geometry via analytic approach

alg

algebraic

ind

inductive

raa

reductio ad absurdum

mp

modus ponens

an

analytic per pro Descartes as opposed to Analysis of Cauchy,
Weierstrass etc.

lim

limits etc using tools of Analysis (limits, convergence, infmitesimals...)

co-ord

analytic methods using rectìlinear co-ordinates
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disc

discursive

trig

trigonometrical

The mathematical catégories are now given. They are organised in appropriate
sections. The codes used in the database are also given, plus extra explanation where
appropriate.
Table 4.6
AR1THMETIC (ARITH1
arith

Arithrnetic

num

Theory of Numbers:

ALGEBRA(ALG)
appeqns

approximating roots of eqns

algmisc

miscellaneous algebra

algexp

use of algebraic expressions

seqns

soiving équations

seqnsq

solving équations by quadratics

redeqns

reducing équations

reseqns

resolving équations

exp

expansions (binomial etc.)

gps

theory of groups

log

logic

T R I G O N O M E T R Y fTRIG)
ptrig

planar trigonometry

strig

spherical trigonometry

trigf

trigonometrie Functions

gon

goniometrie

G E O M E T R Y CGEOM)
geom

elementary geometry - gênerai planar

geom-sol

elementary geometry - gênerai solid

rgeom

rectilinear geometry - lines, rectangles, triangles etc.

cirtri

circles and triangles in elementary geometry

cgeom

circular circles only, in elementary geometry

curv

other curves other curves, spirals etc.

conic

conic sections
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sangeom

solid analytic geometry

pangeom

plane analytic geometry - general

pangeomc

plane analytic geometry - circular

pangeomr

plane analytic geometry - rectilinear

pangeomcr

plane analytic geometry - both circular and rectilinear

proj

projective geometry

desc

descriptive geometry

DIFFERENTIATION & INTEGRATION CDIFF)
diffc

differential calculus

de's

differential equations

intc

integral calculus

ints

integrals

diffeqn

difference equations

APPLIED M A T H S fAPP)
static

statics

dyn

dynamics

eng

engineering

ast

astronomy

hyd

hydrostatics/dynamics

optic

optics

A N A L Y S I S (AH)
anlim

analysis using limits

func

functions

fseries

finite series

iseries

infinite series

PROBABILITY, STATS (PROB)
comb

combinatorics

prob

probability

mstats

mathematical statistics

MISC ( M I S Q
misc

misc
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The above list will now be repeated with a fuller description of each category.
ARITHMETIC (ARITH)
arith (arithmetic)
Problems involving numerical calculations only, without algebra. These include
financial problems.
num (theory of numbers)
This includes diophantine analysis, as well as équations where. for example, the
right hand side is given as a small square, representing a square number.
A L G E B R A (ALG)
appeqns (approximating roots of eqns)
Here approximating methods, such as Horner's, are used to estimate roots of
équations.
algexp (use of algebraic expressions)
This is where normally a solution contains a substantial use of algebraic
manipulation without solving, reducing or approximating équations. This
category would be used where a geometrical problem calls for the production of
a particular algebraic expression.
seqns (solving équations)
This Covers all polynomials.
seqnsq (solving équations by quadratics)
This is used in both questions and solutions where solution via quadratics is
named.
redeqns (reducing équations)
Used when équations are required to be reduced.
reseqns (resolving équations)
Used when équations are resolved into factors.
algmisc (miscellaneous algebra)
This is for problems where algebra is used, but doesn't fit into any of the above
catégories.
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exp (expansions - binomial etc.)
Expansions such as Taylor's, binomial come under this category as opposed to
infinite séries.
gps (theory of groups)
This includes any early work in this area.
log (iogic)
Specifically involving logie
T R I G O N O M E T R Y (TRJG)
ptrig (planar trigonometry)
Piane trigonometry using plane trig expressions.
strig (sphericai trigonometry)
Spherical trigonometry using expressions in sphericai coordinates.
trigf (trigonometrie functions)
Used where substantial use of trigonometrie functions is used in e.g. an
algebraic context as opposed to in piane trigonometry.
gon (goniometrie)
Where purely angles are considered.
G E O M E T R Y (GEOM)
geom (elementary geometry - general planar)
General planar elementary geometry. This category is used very rarely, as it is
very broad. It has only been used in the posing of a broad question about
Euclidean geometry, where it is impossible to narrow it further into rectilinear
or curvilinear.
geom-sol (elementary geometry - general solid)
Euclidean solid geometry
rgeom (rectilinear geometry)
Lines, rectangles, triangles etc in Euclidean geometry.
cirtri (circles and triangles in elementary Euclidean geometry)
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Circular cgeom circles only, in elementary Euclidean geometry
sangeom (solid analytic geometry)
Solid analytic geometry
pangeom (plane analytic geometry)
This category is to be used with curv and conic below to show they are being
used in the context of plane analytic geometry and not Euclidean.
pangeomc (plane analytic geometry - circular)
Plane analytic geometry with circles.
pangeomr (plane analytic geometry - rectilinear)
Plane analytic geometry with lines, rectangles, triangles and so on.
pangeomcr (plane analytic geometry - circular)
Plane analytic geometry with both circles and lines, rectangles, triangles and so
on.
proj (projective geometry)
To satisfy description of projective geometry as it stands today, and not
including the modern geometry of the time unless these conditions were
satisfied.
desc (descriptive geometry)
As per the work and influence of Gaspard Monge.
curv (other curves)
Other curves, spirals etc. This is found with pangeom for plane analytic
geometry, or rgeom or cgeom for Euclidean geometry.
conic (conic sections)
This is found with pangeom for plane analytic geometry, or rgeom or cgeom for
Euclidean geometry.

DIFFERENTIATION & INTEGRATION (DIFF)
diffc (differential calculus)
Use of the differential calculus.
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de's (differential equations)
Use of differential equations.
diffeqn (difference equations)
Use of difference equations.
intc (integrai calculus)
Use of integrai calculus.
ints (integrals)
Use of integrals in, for example, area under curve calculations,
APPLIED M A T H S (APP)
static (statics)
Mechanics without motion.
dyn (dynamics)
mechanics with motion.
eng (engineering)
Problems involving engineering - trains, canals etc.
ast (astronomy)
Astronomical problems excluding curvature of earth (see geodesie below).
hyd (hydro static s/dyn ami cs)
Problems involving fluids.
optic (optics)
Optical problems - including refraction.
geo (geodesie)
Problems involving e.g. curvature of earth.
A N A L Y S I S (AN)
anlim (analysis)
Analysis using limits, that is, using very similar methods to the way analysis is
used today.
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fune (functions)
Using functions of a one or more variables,
fseries (finite séries)
Finite séries, but excluding binomial expansions,
iseries (infinite séries)
Infinite séries, but excluding binomial expansions.
PROBABILITÀ, STATS (PROB)
comb (combinatorics)
Combinations and permutations.
prob (probability)
Probabilìty and chance.
mstats (mathematical statistics)
Mathematical statistics.
MISC (MISC)
mise (miscellaneous)
Anything that has an unusual aspect merits this final category.

The above catégories were arrived upon after studying the mathematics in the
questions/solutions, devising catégories, reinspecting the mathematics then revising
the catégories. This process went through many itérations before the final produci
above was decided upon and will be described in full in 4.5.2. The Royal Society
Catalogue of Scientific Papers was consulted, even though this was collated at a much
later date [1908]. The mathematical classifications were checked for compatibility
with catégories found in the £7*itself, for example, in examination papers.

Now the mathematical catégories have been defined, the décisions taken when
entering data from a question and its related solution can now be inspected.
4.4.2 A detailed analysis of data entry into JCXEICÛ of one question.
Question 20, posed in December 1849 will be analysed in detail. The question runs as
follows,
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' X X . Required a simple method of finding the équation to the Lemniscate of
Bernouilli.'
The entry into the database for Q is as follows
q$o/20/020/pangeom/curv///Lemniscata of Bernouilli
qS dénotes the group Q, the éléments are separated by a slash / sign and are as
follows:
status = o [as the question is proposed for the fîrst time, not reproposed.]
num = 20
prob =020
catl = pangeom

(as the curve entitled The Lemniscate of Bernouilli' falls into

the category of plane analytic geometry.)
cat2 = curv as the Lemniscate of Bernouilli falls into the category of other
curves. cat3 is blank.
No particular method of solution is requested in the question, so qmeth is blank.
mise contains the string 'Lemniscate of Bernouilli'.
There are no références to books or journals in this question, so BOOK and
JOURNAL are empty, that is, ail their éléments are blank.
CONTRIB is not blank as détails are given about the proposer. The database entry is:
contrib$m/Tebay/Septimus/////Preston
Here contribS dénotes the group CONTRIB with éléments:
status = m

[as Septimus is a recognised maie forename],

surname = Tebay
fnamel = Septimus
No détails are given about his title, qualifications, county, country, institution or
occupation. Hence fname2, fname3, title, qualfn, county, country, instn,
ocepn are ail blank. However, the town is given, so
town = Preston
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Note that there are four blank éléments between fnamel and town (fname2, fname3,
title and qualfn). These are denoted by ///// five slashes containing four blank
Spaces. The blank éléments county, country, instn, occpn and emise do not have to
be denoted in that manner as they fall after the last entered non-blank element.
The correspondìng 'solution' is given in January 1850 and is as follows:
sSsi/20/020/pangeom/curv/rgeom/co-ord
solverSmAVilkinson/Thomas/////Burnley
s$s/20/020/pangeom/curv/conic/co-ord
s o lve r$ mAV ilkins o n/Th o m as/////B u rn ley
s$d720/020/pangeom/cgeom/trigf/an/polar équation
solver$m/Tebay/Septimus/////Preston
There are three solutions to this question.
The first solution
s$si/20/020/pangeom/curv/rgeom/co-ord
solverSmAVilkinson/Thomas/////Burnley
s$ denotes the group S
status = si

(means that the question has been soived and that a
diagram is given).

num =

20

prob = 020
catl = pangeom

(the equation of the curve is given).

cat2 = curv

(the Lemniscate of Bernouilli belongs to the other
category).

curves
cat3 = rgeom

(rectangular coordinates are used).

meth = co-ord

(coordinate geometry is the method used to solve this
question).

solverS denotes the group SOLVER with elements:

status = m

(male)

surname = Wilkinson
fnamel = Thomas
town = Bumley
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Ali the other éléments are blank.
No books or Journals are mentioned, so BOOK and JOURNAL simply do not appear
in the data file, K^EICÙ is a very economical system and it is only necessary to enter
what is there.
The second solution
s$s/20/020/pangeom/curv/conic/co-ord
solverSm/Wilkinson/Thomas/////Burnley
This is very similar to the first solution. The éléments are identical, with the
exception of
status = s

(no diagram is given for the second solution)

cat3 = conic

(as the équations for the hyperbola and ellipse are used).

The third solution
sSd/20/020/pangeom/cgeom/trigf/an/polar équation
solver$m/Tebay/Septimus/////Preston
The éléments are the same as in solutions 1 and 2 except for
status = d

(solved by the proposer, Septimus Tebay).

cat2 = cgeom

(a circle is used as the basis of the solution).

cat3 = trigf

(trig. functions play an important part in this solution).

meth = an

(the solution is solved via analysis as per Descartes).

mise = polar équation
4.4.3 Selected data entry examples
Examples will now be given of questions and solutions containing information
relating to books and/or Journals. Other éléments of interest will also be highlighted.
Example I
s$si/l/001/geom///geom-an/EucIid 33.3
solverSmAVilkinsonyThomas/////BurnIey/Lancashire
bookSHorae Geometry/Davies////Prop 7
mise contains a référence to Euclid book 33 propostion 3.
bookS represents the group BOOK
bktitle is Horae Geometry
asurname is Davies
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bmisc contains Prop 7
Exampie 2
s$diy21/021/rgeom/a.g//geom-an;alg/Analysis; imagine the thing
done;construction
solverSp/Geometricus
bookSGeometry/Simpson
solmeth contains two entries:-'geom-an' and 'alg' as both were used in the solution.
Both can be queried equally in the database and nave equal value.
1

solmisc contains 'Analysis; imagine the thing done; construction . This highlights the
fact that an analytic approach to geometry was accentuated.
status is 'p' indicating that the solver used a pseudonym.
1

surname is 'Geometricus , the pseudonym.
Example 3
qSo/29/029/cirtri////fìrst book Euclid
contribSmAVilson/R///Rev/D.D.
This question demonstrates the use of the éléments title and qualfn.
title is Rev
qualfn is D.D. [Doctor of Divinity]
Example 4
sSsi/17/017/cirtrì///geom-an/Analysis;pure geometry
solver$mAVilkinson/Thomas/////Burnley
journalSMathematical Companion//10//page 107
journalS represents the group JOURNAL
jname is Mathematical Companion
jvol is 10
jmisc is page 107
Example 5
sSd/32/032/cgeom/conic//geom
solver$mAVilkinson/Thomas/////Burnley
book$Hutton/Davies////vol 2 prop xvii; p 121
bookSAnal. Geom./Young/vol I//pl90
journaI$Diary////question, 1715
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This shows two books and one journal being referred to in the same question.
Example 6
qSo/51/051/cgeom/rgeom
contribSriiAVilkirisonyThomas/////Burnley
journaISPhil. Mag//4//sec 3, No 239; Professor Davies's Geometry and
Geometers
The above shows référence to the Phiìosophical Magazine - ajournai of note.
Example 7
q$o/57/057/num
contribSm/Harley/R///Mr//Tauntony//Dissenters'

College/Mathematical

Tutor
This gives an example of both a contributor's institution and their occupation,
instn is Dissenters' College
occpn is Mathematical Tutor
Example 8
qSo/44/044/alg
contrib$mAVilson////Dr
This gives an example of Dr as title.

4.5 Error checking and data integriti in the ET database
The above sections concentrate upon the création of a sound database structure.
However, equally vital is the integrity of the data entered into the database. Thorough
procédures have been put in place to ensure data integrity. The whole area of data
consistency and error checking will be described now in détail.

Attempts have been made to discover established common practice regarding error
checking and data consistency. It appears more détail is given regarding joint projects
as opposed to individuai ones. The création of [The Hartlib papers on CD-ROM
1995] involved data input by a very large number of people. A spécifie method was
used to check the integrity of the input data which involved work input by one person
being double checked by another. Similarly, in the Master and Servant Project at
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York University (Canada)[Craven and Hay 1995 71-4] a team of four data-inputters
devised a method of double-checking each other's data entering and coding accuracy.
These activiùes offer little practical assistance to the Ione database creator.
One source of practical help was the 'ESRC Data Archive History Unit Guidelines
For Documenting Historical Data, 1993' In this document it is suggested that
methodologicai information should comprise, methods used to create the dataset,
consistency checks, error corrections and other relevant information. These guidelines
inspired the following summaries of consistency checking throughout the entire
database production cycle. The life cycle of this project will now be visited.
4.5.1 Revision of the database structure
The pilot database (mentioned in section 4.3 and fig. 4.6) is substantially the same
structurally as the final E T database. The groups CONTRIB, SOLVER, BOOK and
JOURNAL are identical in both the pilot and final versions. The major différences
He higher up the hierarchy with QUESTION, SOLUTION and VOLUME. In the
pilot study key words were entered in to the database via the element qwds for the
questions and swds for the solutions. These were a sample of up to three
mathematical key words selected from the text of the problems, for example, circle,
triangle, and logarithm. The rationale behind this key wording was to preserve the
integrity of the data, even though the key words were only a sample of the words in
each problem. In the pilot study, a codebook was created within the

KXEKÙ

D B M S to

allocate codes to these key words. This was unsuccessful as it was impossible to
attach meaningful codes to the key words out of the context of the originating
question/solution. Also, the production of the codebook was a slow, time-consuming
task, and was deemed inappropriate given the large amount of data entry involved in
the E T database. The rétention of partial key words would have allowed subséquent
users of the database to impose their own coding Systems in the light of new research
or changes in methodology, and this would have been désirable. The information
gleaned from the codebook in the pilot study was so poor that the décision to code the
mathematical content of the questions/solutions at source was taken. This practice is
second best in terms of stated source-oriented and KXEICO methodology [Woollard and
Denley 1993 xiv], but every effort has been made to ensure the coding itself is as
comprehensive and accurate as possible, and also that it is fully and unambiguously
described (4.4.1.). The key words qwd and swd for the questions and solutions
respectively were replaced by catl, cat2, cat3 and meth as described above.
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Fig 4.7 Structure diagram for version 1 of KXSICO ET database
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The group V O L U M E was subdivided following the pilot study. The éléments
voidate, volnum, partnurn and volformat remained in the group V O L U M E whilst
the élément volmisc was transformed into a separate group VOLINF. This was due
to the fact that the contents of volmisc were becoming too voluminous and diverse to
analyse meaningfully. The pilot study revealed a wealth of pertinent information each
month so this was scrutinised and sub-divided into the éléments of VOLINF, namely
edeomment, bookinfo, articles, mathns, instns, exams and volmisc.
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Following the creation and analysis of the database, minor alterations were made to
the names of the elements as this greatly facilitated the querying of the database. Both
qnum and snum were changed to the generic term num. This was prompted by a
query, for example, to locate a particular person in the database, irrespective of
whether they posed or solved a problem. Having located the person, a generic term,
num is needed to locate either the question they posed or the solution they solved.
Similarly, the generic term mise was used instead of qmisc and smise to quickly
locate terms of interest in the miscellaneous sections of either the questions or
solutions. Finally, the groups QUESTION and SOLUTION were reduced to Q and
S respectively for economy.

Two small changes were also made in the mod file at this stage. The function 'alias'
did not appear to be working, and after much investigation, a semi-colon was found to
be missing in the mod file. In the course of discussing this problem with colleagues
with KXEICO expertise, it was noted that 'alias' could be used with elements as well as
groups. This was utilised, and a generic term cat was used in the mod file via a
logical object to cover catl, cat2, & cat3. This was extremely useful during
subsequent querying.

4.5.2. Revising the mathematical categories
The categories went through many versions before reaching the final form. Initially,
the data used in the pilot study was re-cast in the new data structure containing the
elements catl, cat2, cat3, and meth. These were then checked for appropriateness in
consultation with the Director of Studies for the thesis. Revisions were made, and this
process repeated until categories were seen to be being applied to problems with
consistency and accuracy. There were 47 categories finally, representing the
refinement needed during the revision iterations. An intermediate stage of 37
categories was reached and several years data entered using these categories. One of
these categories was alg for algebra. This turned out to be a large category over
several years and had to be sub-divided. This involved a significant amount of work,
locating all the problems containing alg categories and reclassifying these problems
into the new categories appeqns, algmisc, algexp, seqns, seqnsq, reseqns and exp as
described in 4.4.1. There were approximately 500 such problems. Any problems
containing the category geom were also revisited to ensure a subdivision into rgeom
or cgeom could not be made. Where geom has been left as a category, it is in
circumstances where the problem is so general as to preclude subclassification,
angeom was too broad a category and all problems containing this category were
located and recategorised as one of the pangeom categories, or sangeom. Similarly,
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an earlier classification of trig was refìned into ptrig or strig. The classification
pan geo ra was checked to ensure it accompanied curv or conic and that if the subject
matter were pertinent to pangeomc, pangeomr or pangeomcr then thèse catégories
were used instead. Originally cale was not amongst the methods used in the élément
metb This was rectified and ali the problems containing the catégories diffe, intc or
de's were isolated and cale was replaced in the database as the method for that
problem. The above process was lengthy and demanding but was vital to ensure the
quality of the categorising process itself, and the subséquent analysis built upon these
catégories.

4.5.3 Data entry methods
Data entry on a large scale is répétitive and monotonous and it is diffìcult to ensure
that erroneous data does not infiltrate the database. Surprisingly, no spécifie référence
is made in classic database texts [Date 1995] concerning data entry methods. For the
ET database, a data entry routine was devised that contained an élément of doublechecking. Firstly, détails were entered into the group V O L U M E , then VOLINF.
Second ali the solution numbers were entered, then the question numbers, each time
entering the same value for the élément prob. The solutions were then checked for
diagrams, and T was inserted where necessary. As this was carried out, the entries
for num and prob were double-checked. Simultaneous to the search for diagrams,
each solution was inspected to see whether it had been solved by the proposer. If so,
an entry of ' d ' was made for the status élément. Very few questions possessed a
diagram.

The solvers détails were then inserted into the database. The database was then
searched to see if the solver had appeared previously, and if so, their détails would be
copied and pasted to the current month, taking careful account of any variations (and
there were many). The same was then undertaken for the proposers. Lastly, the
catégories and respective methods were entered, firstly for the solutions, then the
questions. Any book or journal détails were entered at this stage. This routine was
carefully observed, and although not infallible, it did provide some degree of doublechecking.

4.5.4 Spot checks
Regular, random spot checks were made on the data entered into the database by the
Director of Studies for the thesis to inspect its accuracy.
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4.5.5 Compilation errors
The KÀEico DBMS reports on errors located during the compilation process. Thèse
were mainly of the foUowing types,
1 . There was a extra / character in a row of data, causing the KÀetw DBMS to
perceive a surplus data entry fîeld.
2. The entry for say, the élément bkdate was in the wrong format as prescribed by the
logicai object dates.
3. A / character was missed out before the élément surname, causing an incorrect
value for the élément status, which can only take the values prescribed in the
logicai object abbreviations.
4. A character was used which is reserved exclusively for the K^EICÙ DBMS, for
example, an = sign.
The database was compiled several tunes, normally after the addition of a couple of
years of data. Each time the data was compiled, there were only approximately 11
compilation errors.
4.5.6. 'Data position errors*
It is possible to go through the process of rectifying any errors produced during
compilation and to believe the data may be error free. This is unfortunately untrue as
not ail errors are made manifest during the compilation process. For example, the
error of placing a solver's surname in the position reserved for a solver's town would
not show up during compilation. This type of error is far more insidious and can only
be eradicated by the systematic investigation of the contents of each élément. This
was achieved by writing and recording a séries of KÀ.EICO queries to give a count of the
contents of each élément in turn. Rogue data would then stand out, as would misspellings. Thèse would then be corrected in the database, and at the end of the process
it would be re-compiled. Many errors were located by this method, which again took
some time to complete as KXEIÛJ stated at the end of the compiled version of the data
that there were 26,510 éléments of data.

There was one error located which was not corrected - the éléments exams and instns
in the group VOLINF had changed position during one of the many itérations.
Unfortunately, data entry did not change to reflect this altération and some exams data
was entered into instns and vice versa. It would have been possible to go through
each entry for thèse two éléments and correct it, but as there were not many of thèse
éléments and there was considérable overlap in the subject rnatter of the data for thèse
two éléments, this was not undertaken.
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4.5.7 'Data logie errors'
These are the most difficult of ali to trace, and comprise, for example, a blank entry in
each of the éléments catl, cat2 & cat3 for a particular problem. Similarly, the
élément meth must contain an entry for all solutions. These were checked via an
appropriate query to ensure this was the case.
4.5.8 Miscellaneous errors
The entire database was inspected from beginning to end to check the problem
numbers (the éléments num and prob were found to be correct with the exception of
a couple which were found with extra digits). A l l the volume dates were printed out
and checked against the Originals in the Institute of London Library, as they were
irregulär. Missing pages of data were identified, obtained from this library, and
entered into the database.

4,6 Analysing the ET database
4.6.1. KX.eiœ querying
In order to obtain information from the ET database, it was necessary to write KXEICÙ
queries. These are not dissimilar in nature to Structured Query Language (SQL)
queries written to interrogate a relational database. Once written, the query is
compiled and the resuit placed in a named DOS file. The query files can be
documented to aid subséquent analysis. Many of the queries used were similar in
structure.

An example of a typical simple query is now given with an explanation of its
constituent parts.

note This query prints out the contents of the élément 'town'
query name=etl 1 ;part=:town=not nuli
index part=:query[];type=count
stop

This query investigates the contents of the élément town belonging to the group
CONTRIB or SOLVER. The KXZMÙ

command note allows comments to be written

after it in a KXEICO query.
query name=etl 1 means that K).£ICÜ will query the database entitled etl 1.
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part=:town=not nul! Within the etl 1 database. KXEICO will select ali the instances
where the contents of the élément town are not null.
index part=:query[];type=count means that KÄ.e;<u will index the sélection (denoted
by the query function:-:query[]), and will count the instances of each separate term.
stop indicates the end of the query.
Further examples of KÀ.£ICO queries are gìven in Appendix A , A5.1-A5.5.

4.6.2. ExceljM spreadsheets and charts
KA,EICÖ

does not contain its own large-scale Statistical functions, so it was necessary to

export KXEICO query results to the spreadsheet package Microsoft ExceliM version 5.0.
Microsoft ExceiTM is a constituent program of the Microsoft OffìceTM suite of
programs and allows the création of worksheets. These are spreadsheets, containing
cells arrayed in rows or columns. The cells may contain textual data, numerical data
or formulae which can manipulate data from other cells in the spreadsheet. This
information can then be analysed or modified in a variety of ways, including sorting,
fdtering, and making charts from some or ali of the cells. A n E x c e l

TM

file is called a

workbook and may contain many worksheets.
Before data could be transferred to E x c e l , the
TM

KXZXCÙ

results file needed editing,

sometimes substantially. The final data would be left comma-delimited so it could be
imported straight into ExcelTM- Once there, it was possible to perform statistics like
average or count, or sort the results. Charts could then be created from sections of the
results. Mostly the transfer process went smoothly between the two software
packages. Once the results were in ExcelxM format, further possibilities for analysis
became clear and were undertaken.

4.7 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the différences between the relational model for creating
databases, and the source-oriented model as exemplified by the KXEICO D B M S . Both
models are suitable for the construction of the ET database, but the latter was chosen
as it was possible to enter the data in an unrestricted way, and also keep ali the data
pertaining to a particular month in the same place in the data file. This allowed for
easy manual référence after the database contents were printed out, as well as easy
référence within the computer data file itself. Also, when this project began, the
KXEICO

software appeared more user-friendly than dBaselV which was available to
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implement the relational model. Data modelling with K X E I M appeared more straightforward than using the relational model, however, querying with a R D B M S is much
faster than with ìc^eitù, which needs to be exported to a spreadsheet for analysis. The
structure and working of the ET database was set out, plus a description of errorchecking undergone. The method of creating KÀSICO queries was visited, together with
the methods used to import the results of such a query into an ExceljM workbook.
Results from the database analysis will now be looked at.
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